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Notes 

Copyright © 2018 Hercules 

Microelectronics, Inc. All rights reserved.  

No part of this document may be copied, transmitted, 

transcribed, stored in a retrieval system, or translated into 

any language or computer language, in any form or by 

any means, electronic, mechanical, magnetic, optical, 

chemical, manual or otherwise, without the written 

permission of Hercules Microelectronics, Inc. All 

trademarks are the property of their respective 

companies. 

Version Part Number 

HME-M1DSE05 

Contact Us 

If you have any problems or requirements during using 

our product, please contact 

Hercules Microelectronics, Inc. or your local 

distributors, or send e-mail to 

sales@hercules-micro.com 

Environmental Considerations 

To avoid the harmful substances being released into the 

environment or harming human health, we encourage you 

to recycle this product in an appropriate way to make sure 

that most of the materials are reused or recycled 

appropriately. Please contact your local authorities for 

disposal or recycle information. 

 

Warranty 

The information in this document has been carefully 

checked and is believed to be entirely reliable. 

However, no responsibility is assumed for 

inaccuracies. Furthermore, Herculesl 

Microelectronics, Inc. reserves the right to 

discontinue or make changes, without prior notice, to 

any products herein to improve reliability, function, or 

design.  

Hercules Microelectronics, Inc. advises its customers 

to obtain the latest version of the relevant information 

to verify, before placing orders, that the information 

being relied upon is current. 

 

The product introduced in this book is not authorized 

for use as critical components in life support devices 

or systems without the express written approval of 

Hercules Microelectronics, Inc. As used herein: 1. 

Life support devices or systems are devices or 

systems that (a) are intended for surgical implant into 

the body or (b) support or sustain life, and whose 

failure to perform, when properly used in accordance 

with instructions for use provided in the labeling, can 

be reasonably expected to result in a significant injury 

to the user. 2. A critical component is any component 

of a life support device or system whose failure to 

perform can be reasonably expected to cause the 

failure of the life support device or system, or to affect 

its safety or effectiveness. 
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Before You Start 

About this Guide 

This guide is only a part of an overall of documentation on HME-M1 Family FPGA. It serves as a 

technical reference guiding you to be familiar with the HME-M1 family module with its heart functions 

and characteristics. 

For the detailed information of this family module, please go to 

http://www.hercules-micro.com/eng_index.htm 
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1 Overview 

1.1 HME-M1 Introduction 

HME-M1 is an intelligent device integrates enhanced 8051 MCU and FPGA, which can fulfill customized 

system design and IP protection. Embedded optimized RAM confers highest speed and performance on 

8051 processor hardcore which is easy to use and debug. Designers can design FPGA with HME’s Fuxi 

as well as embedded design with 3rd party EDA tool KeilTM conveniently and quickly. Based on HME-M1 

single chip, CAP (Configurable Application Platform) is more flexible than traditional dedicated micro 

controller and more cost-efficient than soft-core FPGA processor, which can surpass the limit of 8051 

system performance and expand microcontroller system-based performance and application fields 

greatly. IP protection, easy to use, supporting 3rd-party EDA tools Keil TM, designers can design FPGA 

with Hercules Microelectronics’ own product Fuxi® software. Compared with traditional special micro 

controller and soft IP processor, SoC (system on chip) of HME-M1 is more flexible and cost-efficient. In 

System Program can update configuration image in system, while In System Configuration can configure 

other configuration image.  

HME-M1 can be used widely in industry, armamentarium, communication system and consumer 

electronics etc. 

1.2 HME-M1 Features 

FPGA  

⚫ SRAM-based 0.13micron FPGA Fabric 

- 4 input Look-up Table +DFF-based programmable logic cell 

- Up to 1024 programmable logic cells 

- Dedicated arithmetic circuitry 

- Hierarchical routing resource 

⚫ Embedded RAM Block Memory 

- 2*9Kbit programmable dual-port DPRAM memory EMB9K  

⚫ Clock Network 

- 8 de-skew global clocks 

- 1 PLL supports frequency multiplication, frequency division, phase-shifting, de-skew (input 

clock frequency: 5~35MHz, output clock frequency: 10~350MHz) 

- 4 external input clocks, 1 external crystal clock input 

⚫ IO and voltage control 

- 3.3V LVCMOS/LVTTL 
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- 5V input support 

- Up to 150MHz 

- Programmable I/O attributes  

- 3.3V I/O voltage, 1.2V Vcore 

MSS 

⚫ Enhanced 8051 MCU 

- Reduced instruction cycle time (up to 12 times in respect to standard 8051), frequency up to 

150MHz 

- Compatible to 8051 instruction system 

- Multiply and divide instructions 

- Support extended instruction: MOV A,ACC 

- Support hardware 32/16-bit MDU 

- On-chip debugger system (OCDS), support JTAG online debugging 

- 8 external interrupt sources, 13 interrupt sources in all 

- Support up to 8Mbit data/code memory 

⚫ Embedded SRAM Memory 

- 32KByte single-port SPRAM 

- 4KByte dual-port DPRAM (Fabric connect to B port, MSS connect to A port) 

- Data/code unified addressing, flexible memory configuration 

⚫ Peripheral 

- 3 16-bit Timers, Timer2 can be used as CCU 

- 1 16-bit watch dog Timer 

- 1 I2C interface 

- 1 SPI interface, used to control 4 sub devices 

- 2 Full Duplex Serial Interfaces  

⚫ STOP, IDLE Mode Power Management 

⚫ In System Management 

- ISC Control 

- ISP Control 

- Dynamic frequency switches in system 

- Dynamic PLL Control in system 

- FPGA clock turn-off control in system 

Configuration 

⚫ Configuration Mode 

- JTAG Mode 

- AS Model 

http://www.hercules-micro.com/
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- PS Model 

⚫ JTAG Interface 

- JTAG Chip Configuration 

- JTAG 8051 Debugging 

- Chip Configuration and 8051 debugging Share 1 JTAG 

⚫ Multi-configuration Image Support 

⚫ Optional 4Mbit internal SPI-FLASH 

⚫ ISC 

⚫ Build-in Security Mechanism 

- Configuration Bitstream encryption 

- Key-based SPI interface flash access control  

- Anti-access protection mechanism 

- Configuration memory1 protection 

1.3 HME-M1 System Sketch Map 
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Figure 1-1 HME-M1 system architecture 

                                                   

1 Memory includes RAM code of MSS 8051 
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1.4 HME-M1 Selection List 

Table 1-1 HME-M1 product list 

Part Number*① M1C01N3 M1C01N0 

FPGA Fabric 
LC 1024 1024 

RAM Blocks 2 2 

MSS 16-bit Timer 3 3 

Memory 32K+4KByte 32K+4KByte 

Watch Dog Timer 1 1 

I2C  1 1 

SPI  1 1 

USART 2 2 

SPI Flash 4Mbit  

I/Os 111 111 

Speed 7 7 

Temp 

Commercial 

(0℃, 70℃) 

Industry 

(-40℃, 100℃) 

Commercial 

(0℃, 70℃) 

Industry 

(-40℃, 100℃) 

Package Max User IO 

LQFP100 71 71 

LQFP144 111 111 

QFN68 48 48 
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2 FPGA 

2.1 FPGA Overview 

The configurable-capability of HME-M1 chip is achieved by configuring the FPGA components. The 

figure below shows FPGA overview and modules of FPGA, including EMB9K embedded in Fabric, MSS, 

GCLK and IOB etc., connected to Fabric through routing resources. In addition, symbols of ‘connection’ 

stand for routing resources in the following figure. 
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Figure 2-1 FPGA overview 

As shown in the above diagram, the FPGA fabric is comprised of BLB (Basic Logic Block) Array. 64 BLB 

Arrays, 4 hierarchies built FPGA Fabric by using hybrid routing architecture of Quad-Tree hierarchical 

architecture and Crosslink planar architecture. 16 logic cells make up 1 BLB, which means HLB1, 4 

BLBs are grouped into a level-2 block. In the same way, 4 level-two blocks are grouped into a level-3 

block. There are 1024 logic cells (64 BLBs) in total and structured in 4 levels. 
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The 4 edges of the HME-M1 device are placed by the I/O Block (IOB) ring, which is connected to the 

FPGA logic array using the Crosslink planar architecture. An IOB contains 4 I/O cells. The left side of the 

chip has 7 IOBs, while each of the other 3 sides of the chip has 8 IOBs. Each IOB contains 4 IOCs (I/O 

Cell). 

2.2 Field Programmable Logic 

As the smallest Field Programmable (FP) block (Figure 2-2), LC provides beneficial features as below: 

A 4-input LUT can implement any logical function of 4 variables: 

 The carry chain feature can be used for adder/subtracter. 

 The NOR chain and WLUT chain can extend the function of LUT. 

 A programmable register. 

 Support register feedback to LUT. 
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Figure 2-2 Field Programmable Logic Cell 

The figure below shows the cascading of LCs. The carry chains are cascaded together through the carry 

chain input (CI) and carry chain output (CO) signals. The NOR chain are cascaded together through lutin 

and lutout; The WLUT chain are cascaded together through wlutin and wlutout. 
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Figure 2-3 Carry chain, NOR chain and WLUT chain 

A BLB is composed of 16 LCs and BLB_ctrl blocks. BLB_ctrl provides the common signals: clk, cen, rstn 

and sload for all 16 logic cells. Figure 2-4 illustrates the structure of the BLB. 
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Figure 2-4 BLB and LC 
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2.3 Routing Resources 

Routing resource is composed of a Quad-Tree style routing MUX architecture and crosslink routing 

architecture. The hierarchical Quad-Tree routing resource provides sufficient routing path for all BLB, 

wherein BLB is the smallest node of the tree and contains 16 LCs. The Crosslink routing resource 

provides fast routing path between BLBs. 

The figure below illustrates the simplified crosslink routing resource and hierarchical routing resources. 

Different level of 

crosslink routing 

resource

Different level of 

hierarchical  

routing resource

BLB

 

Figure 2-5 Routing resource 

2.4 Embedded Memory Block EMB9K 

EMB9K module is a dual-port memory. There are 2 EMB9Ks in HME-M1 device total. EMB9K provides 

features as below: 

⚫ 9,216 bits 

⚫ Mixed clock mode 

⚫ Byte enable 

When data width of write port is 8, 9, 16, 18, 32 and 36 bits, EMB9K supports writing operation. Enable 

byte allows data input masking, thus EMB9K writes to specific bytes. The unwritten bytes keep their 

previous value. 
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Table 2-1 Byte Enable for EMB9K BLOCKS 

we [3..0] d [15..0] d [17..0] d [31..0] d [35..0] 

[0] = 1 [7..0] [8..0] [7..0] [8..0] 

[1] = 1 [15..8] [17..9] [15..8] [17..9] 

[2] = 1 – – [23..16] [26..18] 

[3] = 1 – – [31..24] [35..27] 

⚫ Parity bit 

- Parity check code support 

The EMB9K blocks support a parity bit for each byte. The parity bit, along with internal LC, can 

implement parity checking for error detection to ensure data integrity. Parity-sized data words can be 

used to store user-specified control bits.  

⚫ A, B data width configured independently 

⚫ Support bypass or register read output 

Bypass (synchro-1 clock): when read is active, the data will be driven to read data bus q in one clock 

cycle. 

Register (synchro-2 clock): when read is active, internal read data will be sent to output register and 

driven to read data bus q in the next clock cycle. 

Choose bypass read mode or register read mode by setting output_mode. In register read mode, 

rising/falling clock edge read can be chosen by setting is_clk_inverted parameter. 

⚫ Initialization support 

The format of initialization file is either .hex or .dat (a hexadecimal number each line, the number of lines 

depend on depth of EMB9K). Initialization files initialize EMB9K memory during configuration. 

⚫ Memory Mode 

EMB9K can be configured into following modes: 

- emb9k_tdp 

- emb9k_sdp 

- emb9k_sp 

In emb9k_tdp and emb9k_sdp mode, read and write in the same address is disabled. 

2.4.1 emb9k_tdp 

EMB9K supports any combination of dual-port operation: two read ports, two write ports, or one read and 

one write at different clock frequencies. Figure 2-6 shows true dual-port memory configuration. 
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Port A Port B
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Figure 2-6 True Dual-port Memory Mode 

Table 2-2 Port Descriptions of True Dual-port Memory Mode 

Port name Type Description 

aa (b) Input Port A (B) Address. 

da (b) Input Port A (B) Data Input. 

qa (b) Output Port A (B) Data Output. 

wea (b) Input Port A (B) Write Enable. Data is written into the dual-port SRAM upon the 

rising edge of the clock when both wea (b) and cea (b) are high. 

cea (b) Input Port A (B) Enable. When cea (b) is high and wea (a) is low, data read from 

the dual-port SRAM address aa (b). If cea (b) is low, qa (b) retains its 

value. 

clka (b) Input Port Clock. 

rstn_qa (b) input read register reset，low active 

clke_qa (b) input read clock enable，high active 

Table 2-3 Logic Table of True Dual-port Memory Mode Function 

Inputs Outputs 

cea(b) wea(b) clk Status qa (b) 

0 X  X  HOLD Data stored in the memory is retained. 

1  0 ↑  READ 
Data is read from the memory location specified by the address 

bus. 

1 1  ↑  WRITE da (b) 
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Table 2-4 Data Width Combination of True Dual Port 

Port A 
Port B 

8K × 1 4K × 2 2K × 4 1K × 8 512 × 16 9 K × 1 1K × 9 512 × 18 

8K × 1 √ √ √ √ √    

4K × 2 √ √ √ √ √    

2K × 4 √ √ √ √ √    

1K × 8 √ √ √ √ √    

512 × 

16 
√ √ √ √ √    

9K × 1      √   

1K × 9       √ √ 

512 × 

18 
      √ √ 

2.4.2 emb9k_sdp 

EMB9K also supports simple dual-port memory mode: one read port while one write port. Figure 2-7 

shows simple dual-port memory configuration. 
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Figure 2-7 Single-port Memory Mode 

Table 2-5 Pin Descriptions of Simple Dual-port Memory Mode 

Port name Type Description 

d_w Input Write Data 

a_w Input Write Address. 

we_w Input Write Enable，high active 

clk_w Input Write Clock. 

ce_w Input Write Port Enable. high active 

q_r Output Read Data 

a_r Input Read Address. 

ce_r Input Read Enable. high active 
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Port name Type Description 

clk_r Input Read Clock. 

rstn_r Input read register reset，low active 

clke_r Input read clock enable，high active 

Table 2-6 Data Width Combination of Simple Dual-Port 

Write 

Port  

Read Port 

8K×1 4K×2 2K×4 1K×8 512×16 256×32 9 K×1 1K×9 512×18 256×36 

8K × 1 √ √ √ √ √ √     

4K × 2 √ √ √ √ √ √     

2K × 4 √ √ √ √ √ √     

1K × 8 √ √ √ √ √ √     

1K × 9        √ √ √ 

512 × 16 √ √ √ √ √ √     

512 × 18        √ √ √ 

256 × 32 √ √ √ √ √ √     

256 ×36        √ √ √ 

9K × 1       √    

2.4.3 emb9k_sp 

EMB9K also supports single-port memory mode. As Figure 2-8 shows 

                                              

we

ce

clk

q[]

a[]

E
M

B
9

K

d[]

clke_q

rstn_q

 

Figure 2-8 Single Port Memory Mode 

Table 2-7 Pin descriptions of Single Port Memory Mode 

Port name Type Description 

d Input Write Data 

a Input Write Address. 

we Input Write Enable，high active 

clk Input Write Clock. 

ce Input Port Enable. high active 

q Output Read Data 
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Port name Type Description 

rstn_r Input read register reset，low active 

clke_r Input read clock enable，high active 

Table 2-8 Data Width Combination of Simple Port 

Port 

8K×1 4K×2 2K×4 1K×8 512×16 256×32 9K×1 1K×9 512×18 256×36 

2.5 I/O Capabilities 

2.5.1 I/O features 

⚫ 5V input tolerance; 

⚫ Support LVCMOS33/LVTTL33 input and output cell type; 

⚫ Tri-State, Slew rate controlled; (Low noise) 

⚫ Programmable Pull-Up resistor: 62~112 KΩ; 

⚫ Driving strength per I/O pad, maximum: 8mA; 

⚫ Support synchronous /asynchronous bypass input/output; 

2.5.2 I/O Description 

IOC is the smallest unit of IO. Each IOC controls each IO. IOC and routing resource make IOB0. The 

following figure describes IOB0 structure: 
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Figure 2-9 IOB0 structure 

4 IOB0s and interconnected routing resource make a IOB1. The figure below shows IOB1 structure. 

There are 7 IOB1s on the left side of HME-M1, while 8 IOB1s on the other three sides. 
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Figure 2-10 IOB1 structure 
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2.6 Clock Network 

Dedicated global clock network of HME-M1 provides with flexible low-delay, low-jitter clock to MSS and 

Fabric. 

2.6.1 Clock Network Access 

Figure 2-11 describes clock network access of HME-M1 device. 
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Figure 2-11 Global Clock Network Access 

In HME-M1 device, there are 5 clock-related input pins: clk0, clk1, clk2, clk3 and xin; one clock output 

pin: xout and 1 PLL. 

⚫ Clk0, clk1, clk2，and clk3 can be used as both user IOs and global inputs. 

⚫ Xin and Xout are external crystal input and output pins respectively, frequency ranges from 10 to 20 

MHz. When Xin works as external clock input, input clock connects to global clock tree through Xin, 

meanwhile Xout suspend. 

⚫ As the figure shows, xin and clk1 can’t work as global clock input at the same time. 

⚫ As internal oscillator, OSC typical value is 15MHz, the value varies with temperature and voltage , 

range of variation: 9~20MHz 

⚫ OSC provides with clock to AS configuration, OSC in user design is not recommended. 

⚫ Design of HME-M1 must be instantiated with PLL Wizard in Fuxi to provide MSS and Fabric with 

clock.  
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⚫ Configure corresponding Clock mux value in PLL Wizard, choose global clock source for clkcpu, 

clkout0, clkout1 and clkout2. 

⚫ There are 8 global clocks in Fabric of HME-M1, clk0～clk3, clkcpu, clkout0, clkout1 and clkout2 can 

connect to global clock bus. 

⚫ Input of PLL clkin can originate from external clk0～clk3, OSC and fabric, de-skew feedback comes 

from 8 global clocks and clk0~clk3 of Fabric. 

⚫ 8051 can dynamically control PLL power switch, clkcpu, clkout0, clkout1, clkout2, PLL output switch 

and etc through external SFRs. For more detail, please refer to MSS. 

2.6.2 PLL 
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Figure 2-12 PLL 

fREF = fIN / n; 

fVCO = fREF * m = fIN * (m / n) 

fFB = fVCO / m; 

fclkout0 = fVCO / c0 = fIN * (m / (n * c0)) 

fclkout1 = fVCO / c1 = fIN * (m / (n * c1)) 

fclkout2 = fVCO / c2 = fIN * (m / (n * c2)) 

The fVCO range is: 300 MHz ~ 800 MHz. The output duty cycle is: 50%±5%. 

The PLL provides clock synthesis for three PLL output ports, all using m/ (n x c) scaling factors. The 

input clock is divided by a pre-divider, n, and is then multiplied by the m feedback-loop divider factor. The 

control loop drives the VCO to match fIN × (m/n). Then the port0 and port1 have a post-scale counter to 

divide down the high-frequency VCO. The frequency of port0, port1 and port2 is divided by a post-scale 
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divider, c. 

PLL has one pre-divider, n, that can range in value from 1 to 32. PLL also has one feedback-loop divider 

factor, m, which can range in value from 1 to 512. The post-scale divider has a value ranging from 1 to 

32 (1-31 in de-skew mode). 

2.6.3 PLL Interface 

Table 2-9 PLL Interface 

Signal I/O Description 

clkin I Reference clock 5-350MHz 

fbclkin I Feedback clock: used in de-skew mode 

pll_reset I PLL reset: when reset = 1 , PLL reset 

clkout0 O Main output clock 10~350Mhz 

support dynamic clock switch 

clkout1 O First shifted phase out clock 10~350Mhz 

Can run at different freq in synthesize mode 

support dynamic clock switch 

clkout2 O Second shifted phase out clock 10~350Mhz 

Can run at different freq in synthesize mode 

support dynamic clock switch 

pll_lock O PLL Lock status output. When pll_lock=1, PLL is in lock status 

clk_cpu O Mcu clock out 10~350Mhz, support dynamic clock switch 

2.6.4 PLL Attributes 

Table 2-10 PLL Attributes 

Attribute Description Value 

pll_pwrmode pll_pwrmode =always_on, always power 

on(default) 

pll_pwrmode =comb , MCU and FP control mode 

enable 

pll_pwrmode =FP , FP control mode enable 

pll_pwrmode =MCU , MCU control mode enable  

pll_pwrmode = always_off, always power off  

stream 

 

pll_deskew pll_deskew=1,deskew mode enable 

pll_deskew=0, frequency synthesize,use VCO as 

feedback 

0,1 

pll_bypass pll_bypass=1,pass input reference clock to 

clkout0/1/2 

0,1 

pll_o0en pll_o0en=1, enable individual clock output clkout0 0,1 
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pll_o1en pll_o1en=1, enable individual clock output clkout1 0,1 

pll_o2en pll_o2en=1, enable individual clock output clkout2 0,1 

pll_ph1en pll_ph1en=1,phase shift mode enable for clock 

output clkout1 

0,1 

pll_ph2en pll_ph2en=1,phase shift mode enable for clock 

output clkout2 

0,1 

pll_refdiv input divider 1:32 

pll_fbdiv feedback divider 1:512 

pll_odiv0 output divider for clock output clkout0 1:32 

pll_odiv1 output divider for clock output clkout1 1:32 

pll_odiv2 output divider for clock output clkout2 1:32 

pll_phsel1 phase shift control for clock output clkout1 According to the 

value of pll_odiv1 

pll_phsel2 phase shift control for clock output clkout2 According to the 

value of pll_odiv2 

pll_fsl pll_fsl=1,link the phase shift between clkout0 and 

clkout1/ clkout2 

0,1 

clkcpu_mux Clkcpu_mux = in0, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in0 (default) 

Clkcpu_mux = in1, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in1 

Clkcpu_mux = dyn, divider enable and clk source is 

dynamic 

Clkcpu_mux = dis, clk source is ‘0’ 

stream 

clkcpu_in0 clkcpu_in0 = po0, select pllout0 (default) 

clkcpu_in0 = po1, select pllout1  

clkcpu_in0 = po2, select pllout2  

stream 

clkcpu_in1 clkcpu_in0 = ck0, select clk0 (default) 

clkcpu_in0 = ck1, select clk1  

clkcpu_in0 = ck2 select clk2  

clkcpu_in0 = ck3 , select clk3 

stream 

clkout0_mux clkout0_mux = in0, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in0 (default) 

clkout0_mux = in1, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in1 

clkout0_mux = dyn, divider enable and clk source is 

dynamic 

clkout0_mux = dis, clk source is ‘0’ 

stream 

clkout0_in0 clkout0_in0 = po0, select pllout0 (default) 

clkout0_in0 = po1, select pllout1  

clkout0_in0 = po2, select pllout2  

stream 

clkout0_in1 clkout0_in0 = ck0, select clk0 (default) 

clkout0_in0 = ck1, select clk1  

clkout0_in0 = ck2, select clk2  

stream 
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clkout0_in0 = ck3 , select clk3 

clkout1_mux clkout1_mux = in0, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in0 (default) 

clkout1_mux = in1, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in1 

clkout1_mux = dyn, divider enable and clk source is 

dynamic 

clkout1_mux = dis, clk source is ‘0’ 

stream 

clkout1_in0 clkout1_in0 = po1, select pllout1 (default) 

clkout1_in0 = po2, select pllout2  

clkout1_in0 = po0, select pllout0  

stream 

clkout1_in1 clkout1_in0 = ck0, select clk0 (default) 

clkout1_in0 = ck1, select clk1  

clkout1_in0 = ck2, select clk2  

clkout1_in0 = ck3 , select clk3 

stream 

clkout2_mux clkout2_mux = in0, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in0(default) 

clkout2_mux = in1, divider disable and clk source is 

clk_in1 

clkout2_mux = dyn, divider enable and clk source is 

dynamic 

clkout2_mux = dis, clk source is ‘0’ 

stream 

clkout2_in0 clkout2_in0 = po2, select pllout2 (default) 

clkout2_in0 = po0, select pllout0  

clkout2_in0 = po1, select pllout1  

stream 

clkout2_in1 clkout2_in0 = ck0, select clk0 (default) 

clkout2_in0 = ck1, select clk1  

clkout2_in0 = ck2, select clk2  

clkout2_in0 = ck3 , select clk3 

stream 

ck0_src ck0_src=PAD, select clk0 PAD as input(default) 

ck0_src=OSC, select internal osc as input 

stream 

ck1_src ck1_src=PAD, select clk1 PAD as input 

ck1_src=XC, select crstral pin as input 

stream 
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3 MSS Subsystem 

MSS Subsystem is composed of 150MHz enhanced 8051 processor, embedded peripheral and SRAM. 

The features are as follow: 

⚫ Enhanced 8051MCU 

- Reduced instruction cycle, 12 times in respect of standard 8051 MIPS, up to 150MHz  

- Compatible 8051 instruction system  

- On-chip debugger system (OCDS), online JTAG debugging 

- Up to 8M data/code memory 

⚫ Embedded SRAM Memory 

- 32KByte single port memory SPRAM 

- 4KByte dual port DPRAM (Fabric connect to B port, 8051 connect to A port) 

- Data/code unified addressing, flexible memory configuration 

⚫ Peripheral 

- 1 MDU 

- 3 16-bit Timers, Timer 2 can used as capture unit 

- 1 16-bit Watch Dog Timer 

- 1 I2C Interface 

- 1 SPI Interface 

- 2 Full Duplex Asynchronous Series Ports 

⚫ Suspend, Idle Mode Power Management 

⚫ Chip system management 

- ISC control 

- IAP control 

- Clock Switching Dynamically  

- Control PLL  

- Control FPGA  

EMIF of MSS, P port, SPI and B port of DPRAM4K connect to Fabric of FPGA, while I2C and external 

SFRs connect to HME-M1 hardware module. MSS can control HME-M1 operation intelligently through 

these accesses. Figure 3-1 describes the functions and connections of MSS. 
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Figure 3-1 Functions and Connections of MSS 

3.1 8051 CPU  

HME-M1 chooses monocycle enhanced 8051 CPU as central processing unit, whose instruction set is 

compatible with standard ASM51 completely. 

Main features of 8051: 

⚫ Reduced instruction cycle, 12 times in respect of standard 8051 MIPS, up to 150MHz 

⚫ Compatible 8051 instruction system  

⚫ Multiply and divide instructions 

⚫ Support extended instruction: MOV A,ACC 

⚫ On-chip debugger system (OCDS), online JTAG debugging 

⚫ Support 16-bit multiplier, 32/16-bit divider 

⚫ 8 external interrupt sources, 13 interrupt sources in all 

⚫ 77 SFRs in all 

⚫ Up to 8M data/code memory 
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3.1.1 Addressing Modes 

The addressing modes supported in 8051 are shown 

Table 3-1 Addressing Modes 

Addressing mode Description 

Direct Addressing The operand is specified by a direct 8-bit address field. Only the internal RAM 

and the SFRs can be accessed using this mode. 

Indirect Addressing The instruction specifies the register which contains the address of the 

operand. The registers R0 or R1 are used to specify the 8-bit address, while 

the Data Pointer (DPTR) register is used to specify the 16-bit address. 

Register 

Addressing 

Certain instructions access one of the registers (R0-R7) in the specified 

register bank. These instructions are more efficient because there is no need 

for an address field. 

Register Specific 

Instructions 

Some instructions are specific to certain registers. For example, some 

instructions always act on the accumulator. In this case, there is no need to 

specify the operand. 

Immediate 

Constants 

Some instructions carry the value of the constants directly instead of an 

address. 

Indexed Addressing This type of addressing can be used only for a read of the program memory. 

This mode uses the Data Pointer as the base and the accumulator value as an 

offset to read a program memory. 

Bit Addressing In this mode, the operand is one of 256 bits. 

3.1.2 Instructions  

All 8051 instructions are binary code compatible to industry standard 8051. The following tables show 

the instruction set, including addressing mode mnemonics, instruction set both in functional and 

hexadecimal order, and instruction duration calculation. 

3.1.3 Addressing Mode Mnemonics 

The following 2 tables (Table 3-2 and Table 3-3) show the mnemonics used in instruction set tables. 

Table 3-2 Data Addressing Mode Mnemonic 

Symbol Description 

Rn Working register R0-R7 

direct One of 128 internal RAM locations or any Special Function Register 

@Ri Indirect internal or external RAM location addressed by register R0 or R1 

#data 8-bit constant included in instruction (immediate operand) 
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#data 16 16-bit constant included as bytes 2 and 3 of instruction (immediate operand) 

bit One of 128 software flags located in internal RAM, or any flag of bit- addressable Special 

Function Registers, including I/O pins and status word 

A Accumulator 

Table 3-3 Program Addressing Mode Mnemonics 

Symbol Description 

addr16 Destination address for LCALL or LJMP, can be anywhere within the 64-Kbyte page of 

program memory address space 

addr11 Destination address for ACALL or AJMP, within the same 2-Kbyte page of program memory 

as the first byte of the following instruction 

Rel SJMP and all conditional jumps include an 8-bit offset byte. Its range 

is +127/-128 bytes relative to the first byte of the following instruction 

3.1.4 Instructions in Functional Order 

The following tables show instruction hexadecimal codes, in the functional order, numbers of bytes and 

machine cycles that each instruction takes to be executed. Note the number of cycles is given for no 

program memory wait states. 

Table 3-4 Instructions in functional order 

Mnemonic Description Code Bytes Cycles 

Arithmetic operations 

ADD A,Rn Add register to accumulator 0x28-0x2F 1 2 

ADD A,direct Add directly addressed data to accumulator 0x25 2 3 

ADD A,@Ri Add indirectly addressed data to accumulator 0x26-0x27 1 4 

ADD A,#data Add immediate data to accumulator 0x24 2 2 

ADDC A,Rn Add register to accumulator with carry 0x38-0x3F 1 2 

ADDC A,direct Add directly addressed data to accumulator 

with carry 

0x35 2 3 

ADDC A,@Ri Add indirectly addressed data to accumulator 

with carry 

0x36-0x37 1 4 

ADDC A,#data Add immediate data to accumulator with carry 0x34 2 2 

SUBB A,Rn Subtract register from accumulator with 

borrow 

0x98-0x9F 1 2 

SUBB A,direct Subtract directly addressed data from 

accumulator with borrow 

0x95 2 2 

SUBB A,@Ri Subtract indirectly addressed data from 

accumulator with borrow 

0x96-0x97 1 4 

SUBB A,#data Subtract immediate data from accumulator 

with borrow 

0x94 2 2 

INC A Increment accumulator 0x04 1 1 
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Mnemonic Description Code Bytes Cycles 

INC Rn Increment register 0x08-0x0F 1 3 

INC direct Increment directly addressed location 0x05 2 4 

INC @Ri Increment indirectly addressed location 0x06-0x07 1 5 

INC DPTR Increment data pointer 0xA3 1 1 

DEC A Decrement accumulator 0x14 1 1 

DEC Rn Decrement register 0x18-0x1F 1 3 

DEC direct Decrement directly addressed location 0x15 2 4 

DEC @Ri Decrement indirectly addressed location 0x16-0x17 1 5 

MUL AB Multiply A and B 0xA4 1 4 

DIV Divide A by B 0x84 1 4 

DA A Decimally adjust accumulator 0xD4 1 1 

 Logic operations  

ANL A,Rn AND register to accumulator 0x58-0x5F 1 2 

ANL A,direct AND directly addressed data to accumulator 0x55 2 3 

ANL A,@Ri AND indirectly addressed data to accumulator 0x56-0x57 1 4 

ANL A,#data AND immediate data to accumulator 0x54 2 2 

ANL direct,A AND accumulator to directly addressed 

location 

0x52 2 4 

ANL direct,#data AND immediate data to directly addressed 

location 

0x53 3 4 

ORL A,Rn OR register to accumulator 0x48-0x4F 1 2 

ORL A,direct OR directly addressed data to accumulator 0x45 2 3 

ORL A,@Ri OR indirectly addressed data to accumulator 0x46-0x47 1 4 

ORL A,#data OR immediate data to accumulator 0x44 2 2 

ORL direct,A OR accumulator to directly addressed location 0x42 2 4 

ORL direct,#data OR immediate data to directly addressed 

location 

0x43 3 4 

XRL A,Rn Exclusive OR register to accumulator 0x68-0x6F 1 2 

XRL A,direct Exclusive OR directly addressed data to 

accumulator 

0x65 2 3 

XRL A,@Ri Exclusive OR indirectly addressed data to 

accumulator 

0x66-0x67 1 4 

XRL A,#data Exclusive OR immediate data to accumulator 0x64 2 2 

XRL direct,A Exclusive OR accumulator to directly 

addressed location 

0x62 2 4 

XRL direct,#data Exclusive OR immediate data to directly 

addressed location 

0x63 3 4 

CLR A Clear accumulator 0xE4 1 1 

CPL A Complement accumulator 0xF4 1 1 

RL A Rotate accumulator left 0x23 1 1 

RLC A Rotate accumulator left through carry 0x33 1 1 

RR A Rotate accumulator right 0x03 1 1 

RRC A Rotate accumulator right through carry 0x13 1 1 
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Mnemonic Description Code Bytes Cycles 

SWAP A Swap nibbles within the accumulator 0xC4 1 1 

Data transfer operations 

MOV A,Rn Move register to accumulator 0xE8-0xEF 1 1 

MOV A,direct Move directly addressed data to accumulator 0xE5 2 3 

MOV A,@Ri Move indirectly addressed data to accumulator 0xE6-0xE7 1 4 

MOV A,#data Move immediate data to accumulator 0x74 2 2 

MOV Rn,A Move accumulator to register 0xF8-0xFF 1 1 

MOV Rn,direct Move directly addressed data to register 0xA8-0xAF 2 4 

MOV Rn,#data Move immediate data to register 0x78-0x7F 2 2 

MOV direct,A Move accumulator to direct 0xF5 2 2 

MOV direct,Rn Move register to direct 0x88-0x8F 2 3 

MOV 

direct1,direct2 

Move directly addressed data to directly 

addressed location 

0x85 3 4 

MOV direct,@Ri Move indirectly addressed data to directly 

addressed location 

0x86-0x87 2 5 

MOV 

direct,#data 

Move immediate data to directly addressed 

location 

0x75 3 3 

MOV @Ri,A Move accumulator to indirectly addressed 

location 

0xF6-0xF7 1 3 

MOV @Ri,direct Move directly addressed data to indirectly 

addressed location 

0xA6-0xA7 2 4 

MOV @Ri,#data Move immediate data to in directly addressed 

location 

0x76-0x77 2 3 

MOV 

DPTR,#data16 

Load data pointer with a 16-bit immediate 0x90 3 3 

MOVC 

A,@A+DPTR 

Load accumulator with a code byte relative to 

DPTR 

0x93 1 4 

MOVC 

A,@A+PC 

Load accumulator with a code byte relative to 

PC 

0x83 1 4 

MOVX A,@Ri Move external RAM (8-bit addr.) to 

accumulator2 

0xE2-0xE3 1 5~12 

MOVX 

A,@DPTR 

Move external RAM (16-bit addr.) to 

accumulator2 

0xE0 1 4~11 

MOVX @Ri,A Move accumulator to external RAM (8-bit 

addr.)2 

0xF2-0xF3 1 6~13 

MOVX 

@DPTR,A 

Move accumulator to external RAM (16-bit 

addr.)2 

0xF0 1 5~12 

PUSH direct Push directly addressed data onto stack 0xC0 2 4 

POP direct Pop directly addressed location from stack 0xD0 2 3 

                                                   

2 The MOVX instructions perform one of two actions depending on the state of 'pmw' bit (pcon.4). For more information refer to 
the Program Memory Write mode. 
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Mnemonic Description Code Bytes Cycles 

XCH A,Rn Exchange register with accumulator 0xC8-0xCF 1 2 

XCH A,direct Exchange directly addressed location with 

accumulator 

0xC5 2 3 

XCH A,@Ri Exchange indirect RAM with accumulator 0xC6-0xC7 1 4 

XCHD A,@Ri Exchange low-order nibbles of indirect and 

accumulator 

0xD6-0xD7 1 5 

Program branches 

ACALL addr11 Absolute subroutine call xxx10001b 2 4 

LCALL addr16 Long subroutine call 0x12 3 4 

RET Return from subroutine 0x22 1 5 

RETI Return from interrupt 0x32 1 5 

AJMP addr11 Absolute jump xxx00001b 2 3 

LJMP addr16 Long jump 0x02 3 4 

SJMP rel Short jump (relative address) 0x80 2 3 

JMP @A+DPTR Jump indirect relative to the DPTR 0x73 1 3 

JZ rel Jump if accumulator is zero 0x60 2 3 

JNZ rel Jump if accumulator is not zero 0x70 2 3 

JC rel Jump if carry flag is set 0x40 2 3 

JNC Jump if carry flag is not set 0x50 2 3 

JB bit,rel Jump if directly addressed bit is set 0x20 3 5 

JNB bit,rel Jump if directly addressed bit is not set 0x30 3 5 

JBC bit,rel Jump if directly addressed bit is set and clear 

bit 

0x10 3 5 

CJNE A,direct,rel Compare directly addressed data to 

accumulator and jump if not equal 

0xB5 3 5 

CJNE A,#data,rel Compare immediate data to accumulator and 

jump if not equal 

0xB4 3 4 

CJNE 

Rn,#data,rel 

Compare immediate data to register and jump 

if not equal 

0xB8-0xBF 3 4 

CJNE 

@Ri,#data,rel 

Compare immed. to ind. and jump if not equal B6-B7 3 6 

DJNZ Rn,rel Decrement register and jump if not zero D8-DF 2 4 

DJNZ direct,rel Decrement directly addressed location and 

jump if not zero 

D5 3 5 

NOP No operation 0 1 1 

Boolean manipulation 

CLR C Clear carry flag 0xC3 1 1 

CLR bit Clear directly addressed bit 0xC2 2 4 

SETB C Set carry flag 0xD3 1 1 

SETB bit Set directly addressed bit 0xD2 2 4 

CPL C Complement carry flag 0xB3 1 1 

CPL bit Complement directly addressed bit 0xB2 2 4 

ANL C,bit AND directly addressed bit to carry flag 0x82 2 3 
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Mnemonic Description Code Bytes Cycles 

ANL C,/bit AND complement of directly addressed bit to 

carry 

0xB0 2 3 

ORL C,bit OR directly addressed bit to carry flag 0x72 2 3 

ORL C,/bit OR complement of directly addressed bit to 

carry 

0xA0 2 3 

MOV C,bit Move directly addressed bit to carry flag 0xA2 2 3 

MOV bit,C Move carry flag to directly addressed bit 0x92 2 4 

3.1.5 Instructions in hexadecimal order 

The following table shows the instruction set in hexadecimal order. 

Table 3-5 Instructions in hexadecimal order 

Op- 

code 

Mnemonic 

00 H NOP 

01 H AJMP addr11 

02 H LJMP addr16 

03 H RR A 

04 H INC A 

05 H INC direct 

06 H INC @R0 

07 H INC @R1 

08 H INC R0 

09 H INC R1 

0A H INC R2 

0B H INC R3 

0C H INC R4 

0D H INC R5 

0E H INC R6 

0F H INC R7 

10 H JBC bit,rel 

11 H ACALL addr11 

12 H LCALL addr16 

13 H RRC A 

14 H DEC A 

15 H DEC direct 

16 H DEC @R0 

17 H DEC @R1 

18 H DEC R0 

19 H DEC R1 

1A H DEC R2 

Op- 

code 

Mnemonic 

1B H DEC R3 

1C H DEC R4 

1D H DEC R5 

1E H DEC R6 

1F H DEC R7 

20 H JB bit.rel 

21 H AJMP addr11 

22 H RET 

23 H RL A 

24 H ADD A,#data 

25 H ADD A,direct 

26 H ADD A,@R0 

27 H ADD A,@R1 

28 H ADD A,R0 

29 H ADD A,R1 

2A H ADD A,R2 

2B H ADD A,R3 

2C H ADD A,R4 

2D H ADD A,R5 

2E H ADD A,R6 

2F H ADD A,R7 

30 H JNB bit,rel 

31 H ACALL addr11 

32 H RETI 

33 H RLC A 

34 H ADDC A,#data 

35 H ADDC A,direct 

Op- 

code 

Mnemonic 

36 H ADDC A,@R0 

37 H ADDC A,@R1 

38 H ADDC A,R0 

39 H ADDC A,R1 

3A H ADDC A,R2 

3B H ADDC A,R3 

3C H ADDC A,R4 

3D H ADDC A,R5 

3E H ADDC A,R6 

3F H ADDC A,R7 

40 H JC rel 

41 H AJMP addr11 

42 H ORL direct,A 

43 H ORL direct,#data 

44 H ORL A,#data 

45 H ORL A,direct 

46 H ORL A,@R0 

47 H ORL A,@R1 

48 H ORL A,R0 

49 H ORL A,R1 

4A H ORL A,R2 

4B H ORL A,R3 

4C H ORL A,R4 

4D H ORL A,R5 

4E H ORL A,R6 

4F H ORL A,R7 

50 H JNC rel 
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Op- 

code 

Mnemonic 

51 H ACALL addr11 

52 H ANL direct,A 

53 H ANL direct,#data 

54 H ANL A,#data 

55 H ANL A,direct 

56 H ANL A,@R0 

57 H ANL A,@R1 

58 H ANL A,R0 

59 H ANL A,R1 

5A H ANL A,R2 

5B H ANL A,R3 

5C H ANL A,R4 

5D H ANL A,R5 

5E H ANL A,R6 

5F H ANL A,R7 

60 H JZ rel 

Op- 

code 

Mnemonic 

61 H AJMP addr11 

62 H XRL direct,A 

63 H XRL direct,#data 

64 H XRL A,#data 

65 H XRL A,direct 

66 H XRL A,@R0 

67 H XRL A,@R1 

68 H XRL A,R0 

69 H XRL A,R1 

6A H XRL A,R2 

6B H XRL A,R3 

6C H XRL A,R4 

6D H XRL A,R5 

6E H XRL A,R6 

6F H XRL A,R7 

70 H JNZ rel 

Op- 

code 

Mnemonic 

71 H ACALL addr11 

72 H ORL C,bit 

73 H JMP @A+DPTR 

74 H MOV A,#data 

75 H MOV direct,#data 

76 H MOV @R0,#data 

77 H MOV @R1,#data 

78 H MOV R0.#data 

79 H MOV R1.#data 

7A H MOV R2.#data 

7B H MOV R3.#data 

7C H MOV R4.#data 

7D H MOV R5.#data 

7E H MOV R6.#data 

7F H MOV R7.#data 

3.1.6 Read-Write-Modify instructions 

Instructions that read a byte from SFR or internal RAM, modify it and rewrite it back, are called 

'Read-Modify-Write' instructions. When the destination is an I/O port (P0-P3), or a Port bit, these 

instructions read the output latch rather than the pin. 

Table 3-6 read-write-modify instructions 

Mnemonic Description Code Bytes Cycles 

ANL direct,A AND accumulator to direct 0x52 2 3 

ANL direct,#data AND immediate data to direct 0x53 3 4 

ORL direct,A OR accumulator to direct 0x42 2 3 

ORL direct,#data OR immediate data to direct 0x43 3 4 

XRL direct,A Exclusive OR accumulator to direct 0x62 2 3 

XRL direct,#data Exclusive OR immediate data to direct 0x63 3 4 

JBC bit, rel Jump if bit is set and clear bit 0x10 3 4 

CPL bit Complement bit 0xB2 2 3 

INC direct Increment direct 0x05 2 3 

INC @Ri Increment indirect 0x06-0x07 1 3 

DEC direct Decrement direct 0x15 2 3 

DEC @Ri Decrement indirect 0x16-0x17 1 3 

DJNZ direct,rel Decrement and jump if not zero 0xD5 3 4 
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Mnemonic Description Code Bytes Cycles 

MOV bit,C Move carry flag to direct bit 0x92 2 3 

CLR bit Clear bit 0xC2 2 3 

SETB bit Set bit 0xD2 2 3 

3.1.7 Extended instructions 

The 8051 MCU in HME-M1 device is compliant with the Intel MCS 51 instruction set, with the following 

extension: 

MOV A, ACC 

This instruction does not corrupt the contents of ACC register. 

3.1.8 Instruction duration calculation 

To accurately estimate program execution time, the execution duration of each instruction is needed to 

be calculated. The duration of each instruction can be calculated using the formula below: 

if (BYTES > 1 or CYCLES = 1) then 

DURATION = CYCLES + (BYTES+R)*P + X*D 

else 

DURATION = CYCLES + (2+R)*P + X*D 

Where:  

- BYTES is the number of bytes for the instruction (see Table 3-4 and Table 3-6) 

- CYCLES is the number of cycles for no wait states (see Table 3-4 and Table 3-6) 

- R = 1 for the MOVC instruction, otherwise R = 0 

- X = 1 for MOVX instructions, otherwise X = 0 

- P = number of program memory wait states (= ‘ckcon[6:4]’) 

- D = number of data memory wait states (= ‘ckcon[2:0]’). 

In the Program Memory Write mode (PMW) the formula for MOVX is as follows: 

DURATION = CYCLES + (2+X)*P 

3.2 Memory  

The 8051 MCU incorporates the Harvard architecture, with separate code and data spaces. Memory 

organization is similar to that of the industry standard 8051. There are three memory areas: Program 
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Memory, External Data Memory (External RAM) and Internal Data Memory (Internal RAM). In addition, 

MSS integrates 256 bytes Internal Data Memory. 

The 8051 MCU can be configured to extend both Program Memory and External Data Memory 

(independently) up to 8MB by means of dedicated page address register. HME-M1 combined 8051 

program and data control signal, connected Harvard Architecture into Von Neumann Architecture, 

sharing the same memory space. Users are supposed to part program and data memory during program 

in case of overlap. 

3.2.1 Internal Memory and SFR 

Figure 3-2 shows the internal 256-byte memory map. The memory space accommodates 128 bytes of 

Special Function Registers. Addresses lower than 80h access lower 128 bytes of internal data memory. 

Both direct and indirect addressing can be used in this case. Indirect addressing of locations higher than 

7Fh accesses upper 128 bytes of internal data memory, while direct addressing of locations higher than 

7Fh accesses SFR space. The lower 128 bytes contain work registers (00h … 1Fh) and bit-addressable 

memory (20h …2Fh). The lowest 32 bytes form four banks, each consisting of eight registers (R0-R7). 

Two bits of the program memory status word (PSW) select which bank is in use. The next 16 bytes of 

memory form a block of bit-addressable memory, accessible via 00h-7Fh addresses (see Table 3-10 

Bit-addressable space). 

Internal RAM SFR

Only indirect 

addressing

Only direct 

addressing

Bit-addressable space 

(bits 00h-7Fh)

Registers bank

4x8 bytes00h
1Fh

2Fh

7Fh

FFh

 

Figure 3-2 Internal memory mapping 

3.2.2 Embedded RAM Memory 

HME-M1 integrated 1 block of 32KByte SPRAM and 1 block of 4KByte DPRAM. The 32KByte SPRAM is 

only available by MSS. 8051 accesses SPRAM and DPRAM, up to 150MHz, works synchronously with 

RAM. 

8051 firmware .hex, part of initialized data, will be added to configuration file. 

Port A of 4KByte dual-port DPRAM connects to Memory bus of MSS, while port B connects to Fabric of 
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FPGA, thus MSS and FPGA share 4KByte space, meanwhile MSS and FPGA can operate DPRAM 

independently. Figure 3-3 describes HME-M1 MSS memory mapping. 

FP Expand

4K DPRAM

32K SPRAM

7FFFFF

008FFF

007FFF

000000

008000

009000

 

Figure 3-3 memory address mapping 

Note: users should make sure no overlap between program and data space, in case of operation to data 

rewrites code when program runs. 

4KByte DPRAM memory block B port memory mode shows as follow: 

                                              

web

ceb

clkb

qb[]

ab[]

D
P

R
A

M
4
K

db[]

 

Figure 3-4 single port memory mode 

Table 3-7 port description of 4KB DPRAM memory mode  

Pin name Type Description 

db Input Write Data，8 bit width 

ab Input Write Address，12 bit width 

web Input Write Enable，low active 

clkb Input Write Clock. 

ceb Input Port Enable. low active 

qb Output Read Data，8 bit width 
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3.2.3 Memory Banking 

When 8051 does not work as banking, memory can reach to 64KB (0000h~FFFFh). When works as 

banking, memory mapping shows below. For detail settings, please refer to 3.3.3(9) and 3.3.3(10). 

common

000000h

bank1

bank2

bank255

007FFFh
008000h

00FFFFh
010000h

010FFFh

7FFFFFh

7F8000h

Memory banking

 

Figure 3-5 code/external data memory banking 

3.2.4 External Memory Interface (EMIF) 

EMIF dedicated to extending MSS memory, address 9000~7FFFFF, implemented with Fabric. One of 

8051 clock ports chosen in PLL wizard would connect to global clock tree through hard-wire 

automatically without being connected manually. Fuxi will connect clkemif of EMIF to the global tree. 

8051 clock and clkemif can support both at same frequencies and different frequencies. EMIF 

implemented two-way synchronization between Fabric clock domain and MSS clock domain of Fabric 

operated by EMIF bus. Each read/write operation of Fabric extending memory taken by 8051 takes 4 

clkemif cycles+3 8051 clock cycles. 
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Table 3-8 EMIF Port description 

Port name Type Width Description 

clkemif Input 1 Fabric EMIF clock， posedge active 

memaddr Output 23 EMIF Address，MSS to Fabric 

memdatai Input 8 Read Data，Fabric to MSS  

memdatao Output 8 Write data，MSS to Fabric 

memrd Output 1 Read Enable. high active 

memwr Output 1 Write Enable，high active 

memack Input 1 Fabric to MSS operation acknowledge 

EMIF consists of 23-bit wide address bus “memaddr”, 8-bit input data bus “memdatai”, 8-bit output data 

bus “memdatao”, control signals “memrd”, “memwr”, “memack”, and clock signal “clkemif”. 

Control signal “memrd” and “memwr” output to Fabric on posedge. When reading, data of Fabric is valid, 

Fabric outputs a valid “memack” to MSS on next clock rising edge. In write cycle, after receiving data, 

Fabric will send a valid “memack” to MSS. 

EMIF write and read cycle are as follow: 

memaddr

clkemif

memrd

memack

memdatai

... ...

... ...

 

Figure 3-6 EMIF read cycle 

... ...

...

clkemif

memaddr

memwr

memac

k

memdatao

 

Figure 3-7 EMIF write cycle 
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3.3 Special function registers (SFRs) 

SFRs reside in the internal memory space, range from 7Fh to FFh. 

3.3.1 SFR locations 

Table 3-9 shows the SFR table. Some addresses are occupied, while the others are not implemented. 

Table 3-9 SFR location 

Hex/ 

Bin 

X000 X001 X010 X011 X100 X101 X110 X111 Bin/ 

Hex F8 misccon clkcpucon clko0con clko1con clko2con    FF 

F0 b       srst F7 

E8  md0  md1 md2 md3 md4 md5 arcon EF 

E0 acc spsta spcon spdat spssn    E7 

D8 adcon  i2cdat  i2cadr i2ccon i2csta   DF 

D0 psw     
 

   D7 

C8 t2con  crcl crch tl2 th2   CF 

C0 ircon  ccen ccl1 cch1 ccl2 cch2 ccl3 cch3 C7 

B8 ien1 ip1  s0relh s1relh     BF 

B0 p3        B7 

A8 ien0 ip0  s0rell i2cspisel iscaddr0 iscaddr1 iscaddr2 iscaddr3 AF 

A0 p2        A7 

98 s0con s0buf ien2 s1con s1buf s1rell   9F 

90 p1  dps   pagesel d_pagesel   97 

88 tcon  tmod tl0 tl1 th0 th1 ckcon  8F 

80 p0 sp dpl dph dpl1 dph1 wdtrel pcon 87 

The 16 addresses from SFR space are both byte- and bit-addressable. The bit-addressable SFRs are 

registers which addresses end with 000’b (80’h, 88’h, 90’h … F8’h). Those 16 registers (128 bits) 

together with 128 bits from internal data memory (locations 20’h … 2F’h) form the bit-addressable space 

(refer to Table 3-10) 

Table 3-10 Bit-addressable space 

Hex/ 

Bin 

X000 X001 X010 X011 X100 X101 X110 X111 Bin/ 

Hex SFR 

F8         FF 

F0 b.0 b.1 b.2 b.3 b.4 b.5 b.6 b.7 F7 

E8         EF 

E0 acc.0 acc.1 acc.2 acc.3 acc.4 acc.5 acc.6 acc.7 E7 

D8 adcon.0  adcon.1 adcon.2 adcon.3 adcon.4 adcon.5 adcon.6 adcon.7 DF 

D0 psw.0 psw.1 psw.2 psw.3 psw.4 psw.5 psw.6 psw.7 D7 

C8 t2con.0  t2con.1 t2con.2 t2con.3 t2con.4 t2con.5 t2con.6 t2con.7 CF 
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Hex/ 

Bin 

X000 X001 X010 X011 X100 X101 X110 X111 Bin/ 

Hex C0 ircon.0  ircon.1 ircon.2 ircon.3 ircon.4 ircon.5 ircon.6 ircon.7 C7 

B8 ip.0 

/ien1.0 

ip.1 

/ien1.1 

ip.2 

/ien1.2 

ip.3 

/ien1.3 

ip.4 

/ien1.4 

ip.5 

/ien1.5 

ip.6 

/ien1.6 

ip.7 

/ien1.7 

BF 

B0 p3.0  p3.1 p3.2 p3.3 p3.4 p3.5 p3.6 p3.7 B7 

A8 ien0.0 ien0.1 ien0.2 ien0.3 ien0.4 ien0.5 ien0.6 ien0.7 AF 

A0 p2.0  p2.1 p2.2 p2.3 p2.4 p2.5 p2.6 p2.7 A7 

98 s0con.0  s0con.1 s0con.2 s0con.3 s0con.4 s0con.5 s0con.6 s0con.7 9F 

90 p1.0 p1.1 p1.2 p1.3 p1.4 p1.5 p1.6 p1.7 97 

88 tcon.0  tcon.1 tcon.2 tcon.3 tcon.4 tcon.5 tcon.6 tcon.7 8F 

80 p0.0  p0.1 p0.2 p0.3 p0.4 p0.5 p0.6 p0.7 87 

Internal RAM 

78 2Fh.0 2Fh.1 2Fh.2 2Fh.3 2Fh.4 2Fh.5 2Fh.6 2Fh.7 7F 

70 2Eh 77 

68 2Dh 6F 

60 2Ch 67 

58 2Bh 5F 

50 2Ah 57 

48 29h 4F 

40 28h 47 

38 27h 3F 

30 26h 37 

28 25h 2F 

20 24h 27 

18 23h 1F 

10 22h 17 

08 21h.0 21h.1 21h.2 21h.3 21h.4 21h.5 21h.6 21h.7 0F 

00 20h.0 20h.1 20h.2 20h.3 20h.4 20h.5 20h.6 20h.7 07 
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3.3.2 SFR reset values 

Following table shows reset value and simple description. 

Table 3-11 reset value 

SFR Addr Reset 

value 

Description 

p0 80h FFh Port 0 

sp 81h 07h Stack Pointer 

dpl 82h 00h Data Pointer Low 

dph 83h 00h Data Pointer High 

wdtrel 86h 00h Watchdog Timer Reload 

register pcon 87h 00h Power Control 

tcon 88h 00h Timer/Counter Control 

Register tmod 89h 00h Timer Mode Register 

tl0 8Ah 00h Timer 0, low byte 

tl1 8Bh 00h Timer 1, low byte 

th0 8Ch 00h Timer 0, high byte 

th1 8Dh 00h Timer 1, high byte 

ckcon 8Eh 71h Clock Control Register 

p1 90h FFh Port 1 

dps 92h 00h Data Pointer Select 

Register pagesel 94h 01h Program Memory Page 

selector d_pagesel 95h 01h External Data Memory 

Page selector s0con 98h 00h Serial Port 0, Control 

Register s0buf 99h 00h Serial Port 0, Data Buffer 

ien2 9Ah 00h Interrupt Enable Register 

2 s1con 9Bh 00h Serial Port 1, Control 

Register s1buf 9Ch 00h Serial Port 1, Data Buffer 

s1rell 9Dh 00h Serial Port 1, Reload 

Register, low byte p2 A0h FFh Port 2 

ien0 A8h 00h Interrupt Enable Register 

0 ip0 A9h 00h Interrupt Priority Register 

0 s0rell AAh D9h Serial Port 0, Reload 

Register, low byte p3 B0h FFh Port 3 

ip/ien1 B8h 00h Interrupt Priority Register 

/ Enable Register 1 ip1 B9h 00h Interrupt Priority Register 

1 s0relh BAh 03h Serial Port 0, Reload 

Register, high byte 

SFR Addr Reset 

value 

Description 

s1relh BBh 03h Serial Port 1, Reload 

Register, high byte ircon C0h 00h Interrupt Request Control 

Register ccen C1h 00h Compare/Capture Enable 

Register ccl1 C2h 00h Compare/Capture 

Register 1, low byte     cch1 C3h 00h Compare/Capture 

Register 1, high byte ccl2 C4h 00h Compare/Capture 

Register 2, low byte cch2 C5h 00h Compare/Capture 

Register 2, high byte ccl3 C6h 00h Compare/Capture 

Register 3, low byte cch3 C7h 00h Compare/Capture 

Register 3, high byte t2con C8h 00h Timer 2 Control Register 

crcl CAh 00h Compare/Reload/Capture 

Register, low byte crch CBh 00h Compare/Reload/Capture 

Register, high byte tl2 CCh 00h Timer 2, low byte 

th2 CDh 00h Timer 2, high byte 

psw D0h 00h Program Status Word 

adcon D8h 00h Serial Port 0 Baud Rate 

Select register (only 

adcon.7 bit used) i2cdat DAh 00h I2C Data Register 

i2cadr DBh 00h I2C Address Register 

i2ccon DCh 00h I2C Control Register 

i2csta DDh F8h I2C Status Register 

acc E0h 00h Accumulator 

spsta E1h 00h Serial Peripheral Status 

Register spcon E2h 14h Serial Peripheral Control 

Register spdat E3h 00h Serial Peripheral Data 

Register spssn E4h FFh Serial Peripheral Slave 

Select Register md0 E9h 00h Multiplication/Division 

Register 0 md1 EAh 00h Multiplication/Division 

Register 1 md2 EBh 00h Multiplication/Division 

Register 2 md3 ECh 00h Multiplication/Division 

Register 3 md4 EDh 00h Multiplication/Division 

Register 4 
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SFR Addr Reset 

value 

Description 

md5 EEh 00h Multiplication/Division 

Register 5 arcon EFh 00h Arithmetic Control 

Register b F0h 00h B Register 

srst F7h 00h Software Reset Register 
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3.3.3 SFR descriptions 

In this section, brief descriptions of all SFRs are listed. 

(1) Accumulator - ACC 

Accumulator is used by most of the 8051 instructions to hold the operand and to store the result of an 

operation. The mnemonics for accumulator-specific instructions refer to accumulator as A, not ACC. 

(2) B Register - B 

The B register is used during multiplying and division instructions. It can also be used as a scratch-pad 

register to hold temporary data. 

(3) Program Status Word Register - PSW 

The PSW register contains status bits that reflect the current state of the CPU. Note that the Parity bit 

can only be modified by hardware upon the state of ACC register. 

Table 3-12 PSW Register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

psw.7 cy Carry flag R/W 

Carry bit in arithmetic operations and accumulator for Boolean operations. 

psw.6 ac Auxiliary Carry flag R/W 

Set if there is a carry-out from 3rd  bit of Accumulator in BCD Operations 

psw.5 f0 General purpose Flag 0 R/W 

General purpose flag available for user 

psw.4 rs1 Register bank select control bit 1, used to select working register bank R/W 

psw.3 rs0 Register bank select control bit 0, used to select working register bank R/W 

psw.2 ov Overflow flag R/W 

Set in case of overflow in Accumulator during arithmetic operations 

psw.1 f1 General purpose Flag 1 R/W 

General purpose flag available for user. 

psw.0 p Parity flag R 

Reflects the number of ‘1’s in the Accumulator. 

P = ‘1’ if Accumulator contains an odd number of ‘1’s 

P = ‘0’ if Accumulator contains an even number of ‘1’s 

The state of rs1 and rs0 bits selects the working register bank as follows: 
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Table 3-13 Register bank locations 

rs1 rs0 Selected Register Bank Location 

0 0 Bank 0 (00H – 07H) 

0 1 Bank 1 (08H – 0FH) 

1 0 Bank 2 (10H – 17H) 

1 1 Bank 3 (18H – 1FH) 

(4) Stack Pointer – SP 

This register points to the top of stack in internal data memory space. It is used to store the return 

address of program before executing interrupt routine or subprograms. The SP is incremented before 

executing PUSH or CALL instruction and it is decremented after executing POP or RET(I) instruction (it 

always points the top of stack). 

(5) Data Pointer – DPH, DPL 

MCU contains 2 Data Pointer Registers, which can be accessed through DPL and DPH. The actual Data 

Pointer is selected by DPS register. 

These two registers are intended to hold 16-bit address in the indirect addressing mode used by 

instructions: 

⚫ MOVX (move external memory) 

⚫ MOVC (move program memory) 

⚫ JMP (computed branch) 

They may be manipulated as 16-bit register or as two separate 8-bit registers. DPH holds higher byte 

and DPL holds lower byte of indirect address. 

It is generally used to access external code or data space, e.g.: 

⚫ MOVC A,@A+DPTR (code space) 

⚫ MOV A,@DPTR (data space) 

(6) Data Pointer Select Register – DPS 

The 8051 contains two data pointer registers. Both registers can be used as 16-bits address source for 

indirect addressing. The DPS register serves for selecting active data pointer register. 

⚫ In HME-M1 device, DPS register is allocated in the SFR memory space, with 1 bit wide. There are 

two data pointers in the device. 
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Table 3-14 DPS register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

dps.7 - not used, read as 0 R 

 dps.6 - 

dps.5 - 

dps.4 - 

dps.3 - R/W 

dps.2 - R/W 

dps.1 - R/W 

dps.0 dpsel0 Data Pointer Register select. The content of this bit specifies which 

DPTR from the two is used as current active DPTR.  

R/W 

(7) Data Pointer 1 – DPH1, DPL1 

The Data Pointer 1 Register can be accessed through DPL1 and DPH1. Those SFR locations refer 

always to the DPTR1, regardless of the actual Data Pointer selection by DPS register. This 16-bit 

register is used by all DPTR-related instructions when the LSB of the DPS register is set to 1; otherwise 

the DPTR is taken from DPH and DPL. 

⚫ The Data Pointer 1 Special Function Registers are allocated in the SFR space, the number of Data 

Pointers is 2. 

(8) Ports – P0, P1, P2, P3 

After write operation, the contents of these registers can be observed at the corresponding pins of the 

chip (port 0, port 1, port2, port3). Writing a ‘1’ to any of the port bits causes the corresponding pin to be at 

high level, and writing a ‘0’ causes the corresponding pin to be held at low level. 

In case of reading, the state of P0, P1, P2, P3 registers reflects the value of the corresponding 8051 port. 

It should be remembered that some of 8051 instructions (the Read-Modify-Write instructions) while 

referring to the Port N in fact refer to the Port N register (e.g. INC P0; ANL P2, A) while the others refer 

directly to the external port input (e.g. MOV A, P1). 

⚫ The P0, P1, P2 and P3 registers are allocated in the SFR memory space. 

(9) Program Memory Page Selector – PAGESEL 

This register provides an additional address for program memory in banking scheme. Note that the 

default value is 1, to provide normal address generation (logical address of 8000h equals the physical 

address) when the “pagesel” register is not written at all after reset. The value of 0 should not be used 

since it causes the banked area (logical address between 8000h-FFFFh) to overlap physically with the 

common bank (0000h-7FFFh). 

(10) Data Memory Page Selector – D_PAGESEL 

This register provides an additional address for data memory in banking scheme. Note that the default 

value is 1, to provide normal address generation (logical address of 8000h equals the physical address) 
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when the “d_pagesel” register is not written at all after reset. The value of 0 should not be used since it 

causes the banked area (logical address between 8000h-FFFFh) to overlap physically with the common 

bank (0000h-7FFFh). 

(11) Timer/Counter Control Register – TCON 

TCON register reflects the current status of 8051 Timer 0 and Timer 1 and it is used to control operation 

of these modules. 

Table 3-15 TCON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

tcon.7 tf1 Timer 1 overflow flag R/W 

Bit set by hardware when Timer1 overflows. This flag can be cleared by 

software and is automatically cleared when interrupt is processed. 

tcon.6 tr1 Timer1 Run control R/W 

If cleared, Timer 1 stops. 

tcon.5 tf0 Timer 0 overflow flag R/W 

Bit set by hardware when Timer 0 overflows. This flag can be cleared by 

software and is automatically cleared when interrupt is processed. 

tcon.4 tr0 Timer 0 Run control R/W 

If cleared, Timer 0 stops. 

tcon.3 ie1 External interrupt 1 flag R/W 

Set by hardware, when external interrupt int1 (edge/level, depending on 

settings) is observed. Cleared by hardware when interrupt is processed. 

tcon.2 it1 External interrupt 1 type control R/W 

If set, external interrupt 1 is activated at falling edge on input pin. If 

cleared, external interrupt 1 is activated at low level on input pin. 

tcon.1 ie0 External interrupt 0 flag R/W 

Set by hardware, when external interrupt int0 (edge/level, depending on 

settings) is observed. Cleared by hardware when interrupt is processed. 

tcon.0 it0 External interrupt 0 type control R/W 

If set, external interrupt 0 is activated at falling edge on input pin. If 

cleared, external interrupt 0 is activated at low level on input pin. 

The tf0, tf1 (timer 0 and timer 1 overflow flags), ie1 and ie1 (external interrupt 0 and 1 flags) will be 

automatically cleared by hardware when the corresponding service routine is called. 

(12) Timer Mode Register – TMOD 

TMOD register is used in configuration of 8051 Timer 0 and Timer 1. 
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Table 3-16 TMOD register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

tmod.7 gate Timer 1 gate control R/W 

If set, enables external gate control (pin “int(1)”) for Counter 1. When 

“int(1)” is high, and “tr1” bit is set (Table 18), the Counter 1 is 

incremented every falling edge on “t1” input pin 

tmod.6 c/t Timer 1 counter/Timer select R/W 

Selects Timer or Counter operation. When set to 1, a Counter operation 

is performed, when cleared to 0, the Timer/Counter 1 will function as a 

Timer. 

tmod.5 m1 Timer 1 mode R/W 

tmod.4 m0 Selects mode for Timer/Counter 1, as shown in table below. 

tmod.3 gate Timer 0 gate control R/W 

If set, enables external gate control (pin “int(0)”) for Counter 0. When 

“int(0)” is high, and “tr0” bit is set (Table 18), the Counter 0 is 

incremented every falling edge on “t0” input pin 

tmod.2 c/t Timer 0 counter/Timer select R/W 

Selects Timer or Counter operation. When set to 1, a Counter operation 

is performed, when cleared to 0, the Timer/Counter 0 will function as a 

Timer. 

tmod.1 m1 Timer 0 mode R/W 

tmod.0 m0 Selects mode for Timer/Counter 0, as shown in table below. 

Table 3-17 Timers/Counters modes 

m0 m1 Mode Function 

0 0 Mode 0 13-bit Counter/Timer, with 5 lower bits in tl0 (tl1) register and 8 bits in th0 (th1) 

register (for Timer 0 or Timer 1, respectively). Note, that unlike in 80C51, the 3 

high-order bits of tl0 (tl1) are zeroed whenever Mode 0 is enabled. 

0 1 Mode 1 16-bit Counter/Timer. 

1 0 Mode 2 8 -bit auto-reload Counter/Timer. The reload value is kept in th0 (th1), while tl0 

(tl1) is incremented every machine cycle. When tl0 (tl1) overflows, a value from 

th0 (th1) is copied to tl0 (tl1). 

1 1 Mode 3 For Timer1: Timer1 is stopped. 

For Timer0: Timer 0 acts as two independent 8 bit Timers / Counters – 

tl0, th0. 

- tl0 uses the Timer0 control bits and sets tf0 flag on overflow 

- th0 operates as Timer. It is enabled by tr1 bit and sets tf1 flag on overflow. 

(13) Timer0 – TH0, TL0 

These registers reflect the state of Timer 0. TH0 holds higher byte and TL0 holds lower byte. Timer 0 can 

be configured to operate as either timer or counter. 
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(14) Timer1 – TH1, TL1 

These registers reflect the state of Timer 1. TH1 holds higher byte and TL1 holds lower byte. Timer 1 can 

be configured to operate as either timer or counter. 

(15) Timer 2 Control Register – T2CON 

T2CON register reflects the current status of 8051 Timer 2 and it is used to control Timer 2 operation. 

Table 3-18 T2CON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

t2con.7 t2ps Prescaler select R/W 

t2ps = 0 – Timer 2 is clocked with 1/12 of the oscillator frequency. 

t2ps = 1 – Timer 2 is clocked with 1/24 of the oscillator frequency. 

t2con.6 i3fr Active edge selection for external interrupt “int3”, (used also as compare 

and capture signal) 

R/W 

0 - falling edge 

1 - rising edge 

t2con.5 i2fr Active edge selection for external interrupt “int2” R/W 

0 - falling edge 

1 - rising edge 

t2con.4 t2r1 Timer 2 reload mode selection: R/W 

0X – reload disabled 

10 – Mode 0 

11 – Mode 1 t2con.3 t2r0 

t2con.2 t2cm Timer 2 compare mode selection R/W 

0 – Mode 0 

1 – Mode 1 

t2con.1 t2i1 Timer 2 input selection: (t2i1, t2i0) R/W 

00 Timer 2 stopped 

01 input frequency f/12 or f/24 

10 Timer 2 is incremented by falling edge detection at pin “t2” 

t2con.0 t2i0 11 input frequency f/12 or f/24 gated by external pin “t2” 

(16) Timer 2 – TH2, TL2 

These registers reflect the state of Timer 2. TH2 holds higher byte and TL2 holds lower byte. Timer 2 can 

be configured to operate in compare, capture or reload modes. 

(17) Compare/Capture Enable Register – CCEN 

CCEN register serves as a configuration register for Compare/Capture Unit associated with the Timer 2 

(more description see section 3.7.3). 
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Table 3-19 CCEN register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ccen.7 cocah3 compare/capture mode for CC3 register R/W 

ccen.6 cocal3 cocah3 cocal3 Description R/W 

0 0 compare/capture disabled 

0 1 capture on rising edge at pin cc0 

1 0 compare enabled 

1 1 capture on write operation into register cc3 

ccen.5 cocah2 compare/capture mode for CC2 register R/W 

ccen.4 cocal2 cocah2 cocal2 Description R/W 

0 0 compare/capture disabled 

0 1 capture on rising edge at pin cc1 

1 0 compare enabled 

1 1 capture on write operation into register ccl2 

ccen.3 cocah1 compare/capture mode for CC1 register R/W 

ccen.2 cocal1 cocah1 cocal1 Description R/W 

0 0 compare/capture disabled 

0 1 capture on rising edge at pin cc2 

1 0 compare enabled 

1 1 capture on write operation into register cc1 

ccen.1 cocah0 compare/capture mode for CRC register R/W  

ccen.0 cocal0 cocah0 cocal0 Description R/W 

0 0 compare/capture disabled 

0 1 capture on falling/rising edge at pin cc3 

1 0 compare enabled 

1 1 capture on write operation into register crcl 

(18) Compare/Capture Registers – CC1, CC2, CC3 

Compare/Capture Registers (CC1, CC2, and CC3) are 16-bit registers used in the operation of 

Compare/Capture Unit associated with the Timer 2 (more description see 3.7.3). CCHn holds higher 

byte and CCLn holds lower byte of the CCn register. 

⚫ CCL1, CCH1, CCL2, CCH2, CCL3, CCH3 are allocated in SFR memory space. 

(19) Compare/Reload/Capture Register – CRCH, CRCL 

Compare/Reload/Capture Register CRC is a 16-bit wide register used in the operation of 

Compare/Capture Unit associated with Timer 2 (more description see 3.7.3). CRCH holds higher byte 

and CRCL holds lower byte. 

(20) Serial Port 0 Control Register – S0CON 

The S0CON register controls the function of Serial Port 0. 
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Table 3-20 S0CON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

s0con.7 sm0 Serial Port 0 mode select R/W 

s0con.6 sm1 (see Table 3-21 Serial Port 0 modes and baud rates)  

s0con.5 sm20 Multiprocessor communication enable (see 1.1.1(2)USART0 

Multiprocessor Communication). 

R/W 

s0con.4 ren0 Serial reception enable R/W 

If set HIGH serial reception at Serial Port 0 is enabled. Otherwise serial 

reception at Serial Port 0 is disabled. 

s0con.3 tb80 Transmitter bit 8 R/W 

This bit is used while transmitting data through Serial Port 0 in Modes 2 

and 3. The state of this bit corresponds with the state of the 9th 

transmitted bit (e.g. parity check or multiprocessor communication). It is 

controlled by software. 

s0con.2 rb80 Received bit 8 R/W 

This bit is used while receiving data through Serial Port 0 in Modes 2 

and 3. It reflects the state of the 9th received bit. 

In Mode 1, if multiprocessor communication is enabled (sm20 = 0), this 

bit is the stop bit that was received (see 3.11.1(2)USART0 

Multiprocessor Communication). 

In Mode 0 this bit is not used. 

s0con.1 ti0 Transmit interrupt flag R/W 

It indicates completion of a serial transmission at Serial Port 0. 

It is set by hardware at the end of bit 8 in mode 0 or at the beginning of 

a stop bit in other modes. It must be cleared by software. 

s0con.0 ri0 Receive interrupt flag R/W 

It is set by hardware after completion of a serial reception at Serial Port 

0. 

It is set by hardware at the end of bit 8 in mode 0 or in the middle of a 

stop bit in other modes. 

It must be cleared by software. 

Table 3-21 Serial Port 0 modes and baud rates 

sm0 sm1 Mode Description Baud Rate 

0 0 Mode 0 shift register Fclk/12 

0 1 Mode 1 8-bit USART Variable (details below the table) 

1 0 Mode 2 9-bit USART Depends on smod (pcon.7) value 

smod Baud Rate 

0 Fclk/64 

1 Fclk/32 

1 1 Mode 3 9-bit USART Variable (details below the table) 
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The baud rate for Serial Port 0 working in modes 1 or mode 3: 

For bd (adcon.7 = 0): 

baud rate = 
2SMOD*Fclk

32
*(Timer1 overflow rate)

 

For bd (adcon.7 = 1): 

baud rate = 
2SMOD*Fclk

64*(210 – s0rel)
 

Figure 3-8 USART0 baud rate calculation 

 

⚫ smod (pcon.7)  Serial Port 0 baud rate select flag 

⚫ s0rel  the contents of S0REL registers (s0relh, s0rell) 

⚫ bd (adcon.7)  the MSB of “adcon” register 

(21) Serial Port 0 Data Buffer – S0BUF 

Writing data to this register sets data in serial output buffer and starts the transmission through Serial 

Port 0. Reading from the S0BUF, reads data from the serial receive buffer. 

(22) Serial Port 0 Reload Register – S0RELH, S0RELL 

Serial Port 0 Reload Register is used for Serial Port 0 baud rate generation. Only 10 bits are used, where 

8 bits from the S0RELL as lower bits and 2 bits from the S0RELH (s0relh.1, s0relh.0) as higher bits. 

(23) Serial Port 1 Control Register – S1CON 

The S1CON register controls the function of the Serial Port 1. 

Table 3-22 S1CON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

s1con.7 sm Serial Port 1 mode select R/W 

sm = 0: Mode A selected for Serial Port 1 - 9-bit USART 

sm = 1: Mode B selected for Serial Port 1 - 8-bit USART 

s1con.6 - not used, read as 0 R 

s1con.5 sm21 Multiprocessor communication enable (see1.1.1(2)USART1 

Multiprocessor Communication). 

R/W 

s1con.4 ren1 Serial reception enable R/W 

If set HIGH serial reception at Serial Port 1 is enabled. Otherwise serial 
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

reception at Serial Port 1 is disabled. 

s1con.3 tb81 Transmitter bit 8 R/W 

This bit is used while transmitting data through Serial Port 1 in Mode A. 

The state of this bit corresponds with the state of the 9th transmitted bit 

(e.g. parity check or multiprocessor communication). It is controlled by 

software. 

s1con.2 rb81 Received bit 8 R/W 

This bit is used while receiving data through Serial Port 1 in Mode A. It 

reflects the state of the 9th received bit. 

In Mode B, if multiprocessor communication is enabled (sm21 = 0), this 

bit is the stop bit that was received (see1.1.1(2)USART1 

Multiprocessor Communication). 

s1con.1 ti1 Transmit interrupt flag R/W 

It indicates completion of a serial transmission at Serial Port 1. 

It is set by hardware at the beginning of a stop bit in mode A or B. It 

must be cleared by software. 

s1con.0 ri1 Receive interrupt flag R/W 

It is set by hardware after completion of a serial reception at Serial Port 

1. 

It is set by hardware in the middle of a stop bit in mode A or B. It must be 

cleared by software. 

The baud rate for Serial Port 1: 

baud rate = 
Fclk

32*(210 – s1rel)
 

Figure 3-9 USART1 baud rate calculation 

 

⚫ s1rel the contents of S1REL registers (“s1relh”, “s1rell”) 

(24) Serial Port 1 Data Buffer – S1BUF 

Writing data to this register sets data in serial output buffer and starts the transmission through Serial 

Port 1. Reading from the S1BUF reads data from the serial receive buffer. 

(25) Serial Port 1 Reload Register – S1RELH, S1RELL 

Serial Port Reload Register is used for Serial Port 1 baud rate generation. Only 10 bits are used, where 8 

bits from the S1RELL as lower bits and 2 bits from the S1RELH (s1relh.1, s1relh.0) as higher bits. 

(26) Watchdog Timer Reload Register - WDTREL 
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WDTREL register holds the reload value of 7 high-order bits of the Watchdog Timer (3.8 “Watchdog 

Timer”). It also configures the frequency prescaler for the Watchdog Timer. 

Table 3-23 WDTREL register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

wdtrel.7 - Prescaler select R/W 

When set, the watchdog is clocked through an additional divide- by-16 

prescaler. 

wdtrel.6 

wdtrel.5 

wdtrel.4 

wdtrel.3 

wdtrel.2 

wdtrel.1 

wdtrel.0 

- Watchdog reload value R/W 

Reload value for the highest 7 bits of the watchdog Timer. This value is 

loaded to the Watchdog Timer when a refresh is triggered by a 

consecutive setting of bits wdt (ien0.6) and swdt (ien1.6). For details see 

Watchdog Timer description (3.8 Watchdog Timer). 

(27) Interrupt Enable 0 Register – IEN0 

⚫ The external interrupt enable flags are implemented. 

⚫ The Watchdog Timer Refresh Flag is implemented. 

⚫ The Timer 0 interrupt enable flag is implemented. 

⚫ The Timer 1 interrupt enable flag is implemented. 

⚫ The Timer 2 interrupt enable flag is implemented. 

⚫ The Serial Port 0 interrupt enable flag is implemented. 

Table 3-24 IEN0 register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ien0.7 eal Interrupts enable R/W 

When set to 0 – all interrupts are disabled 

Otherwise enabling each interrupt is done by setting the corresponding 

interrupt enable bit 

ien0.6 wdt Watchdog Timer refresh flag R/W 

Set to initiate a refresh of the watchdog Timer. Must be set directly before 

swdt (ien1.6) is set to prevent an unintentional refresh of the watchdog 

Timer. The wdt bit is cleared by hardware after the next instruction 

executed after the one that had set this bit, so that watchdog refresh can 

be done only with direct sequence of setting wdt and swdt. 

ien0.5 et2 Timer 2 interrupt enable R/W 

When et2=0 Timer 2 interrupt is disabled. 

When et2=1 and eal=1 Timer 2 interrupt is enabled. 
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

ien0.4 es0 Serial Port 0 interrupt enable R/W 

When es0=0 Serial Port 0 interrupt is disabled. 

When es0=1 and eal=1 Serial Port 0 interrupt is enabled. 

ien0.3 et1 Timer 1 overflow interrupt enable R/W 

When et1=0  Timer 0 overflow interrupt is disabled. 

When et1=1 and eal=1 Timer 1 overflow interrupt is enabled. 

ien0.2 ex1 External interrupt 1 enable R/W 

When ex1=0 external interrupt 1 is disabled. 

When ex1=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 1 is enabled. 

ien0.1 et0 Timer 0 overflow interrupt enable R/W 

When et0=0 Timer 0 overflow interrupt is disabled. 

When et0=1 and eal=1 Timer 0 overflow interrupt is enabled. 

ien0.0 ex0 External interrupt 0 enable R/W 

When ex0=0 external interrupt 0 is disabled. 

When ex0=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 0 is enabled. 

(28) Interrupt Enable 1 Register – IEN1 

⚫ The external interrupt enable flags are implemented. 

⚫ The Timer 2 interrupt enable flag is implemented. 

⚫ The Watchdog Timer Start/Refresh Flag is implemented. 

Table 3-25 IEN1 register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ien1.7 exen2 Timer 2 external reload interrupt enable R/W 

When exen2=0, Timer 2 external reload interrupt 2 is disabled. 

When exen2=1 and eal=1, Timer 2 external reload interrupt 2 is enabled. 

ien1.6 swdt Watchdog Timer start/refresh flag. R/W 

Set to activate/refresh the watchdog Timer. When set directly after 

setting wdt (ien0.6), a watchdog Timer refresh is performed. This bit is 

immediately cleared by hardware. 

ien1.5 ex6 External interrupt 6 enable R/W 

When ex6=0 external interrupt 6 is disabled. 

When ex6=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 6 is enabled. 

ien1.4 ex5 External interrupt 5 enable R/W 

When ex5=0 external interrupt 5 is disabled. 

When ex5=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 5 is enabled. 

ien1.3 ex4 External interrupt 4 enable R/W 

When ex4=0 external interrupt 4 is disabled. 

When ex4=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 4 is enabled. 
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

ien1.2 ex3 External interrupt 3 enable R/W 

When ex3=0 external interrupt 3 is disabled. 

When ex3=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 3 is enabled. 

ien1.1 ex2 External interrupt 2 enable R/W 

When ex2=0 external interrupt 2 is disabled. 

When ex2=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 2 is enabled. 

ien1.0 ex7 External interrupt 7 enable R/W 

When ex7=0 external interrupt 7 is disabled. 

When ex7=1 and eal=1 external interrupt 7 is enabled. 

(29) Interrupt Enable 2 Register – IEN2 

⚫ The Serial Port 1 interrupt enable flag is implemented. 

Table 3-26 IEN2 register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ien2.7 - not used, read as 0 R 

ien2.6 - 

ien2.5 ex12 External interrupt 12 enable R 

Not used in the HME-M1 device, read as 0 

ien2.4 ex11 External interrupt 11 enable R 

Not used in the HME-M1 device 

ien2.3 ex10 External interrupt 10 enable R 

Not used in the HME-M1 device, read as 0 

ien2.2 ex9 External interrupt 9 enable R 

Not used in the JME-M1 device, read as 0 

ien2.1 ex8 External interrupt 8 enable R 

Not used in the JME-M1 device, read as 0 

ien2.0 es1 Serial Port 1 interrupt enable R/W 

When es1=0 Serial Port 1 interrupt is disabled. 

When es1=1 and eal=1 Serial Port 1 interrupt is enabled. 

(30) Interrupt Priority Registers – IP0, IP1 

The 13 interrupt sources are grouped into 6 priority groups. For each of the groups, one of four priority 

levels can be selected. It is achieved by setting appropriate values in IP0 and IP1 registers. The contents 

of the Interrupt Priority Registers define the priority levels for each interrupt source according to the 

tables below. 

⚫ The Watchdog Timer Status Flag is implemented. 
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Table 3-27 IP0 register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ip0.7 - not used, read as 0 R 

ip0.6 wdts Watchdog Timer status flag R/W 

Set by hardware when the watchdog Timer reset occurs. 

ip0.5 - Interrupt priority R/W 

ip0.4 - Each bit together with corresponding bit from IP1 register specifies the 

priority level of the respective interrupt priority group.  ip0.3 - 

ip0.2 - 

ip0.1 - 

ip0.0 - 

Table 3-28 IP1 register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ip1.7 - not used, read as 0 R 

ip1.6 - 

ip1.5 - Interrupt priority R/W 

ip1.4 - Each bit together with corresponding bit from IP0 register specifies the 

priority level of the respective interrupt priority group. ip1.3 - 

ip1.2 - 

ip1.1 - 

ip1.0 - 

Table 3-29 Priority groups 

Group Corresponding 

interrupt bits 

Highest priority → lowest priority 

(in the same interrupt group) 

0 ip1.0, ip0.0 External interrupt 0 Serial channel 

1 interrupt 

Not used External interrupt 7 

1 ip1.1, ip0.1 Timer 0 

interrupt 

Not used Not used External interrupt 2 

2 ip1.2, ip0.2 External interrupt 1 Not used Not used External interrupt 3 

3 ip1.3, ip0.3 Timer 1 

interrupt 

Not used Not used External interrupt 4 

4 ip1.4, ip0.4 Serial channel 

0 interrupt 

Not used Not used External interrupt 5 

5 ip1.5, ip0.5 Timer 2 

interrupt 

Not used Not used External interrupt 6 
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Table 3-30 Priority levels 

ip1.x 
ip0.x 

 

0 0 Level 0 ( lowest ) 

0 1 Level 1 

1 0 Level 2 

1 1 Level 3 ( highest ) 

x is the number of priority group. 

(31) Interrupt Request Control Register – IRCON 

⚫ The external interrupt enable flags are implemented. 

⚫ The Timer 2 overflow/reload flags are implemented. 

Table 3-31 IRCON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ircon.7 exf2 Timer 2 external reload flag R/W 

ircon.6 tf2 Timer 2 overflow flag R/W 

ircon.5 iex6 External interrupt 6 edge flag R/W 

ircon.4 iex5 External interrupt 5 edge flag R/W 

ircon.3 iex4 External interrupt 4 edge flag R/W 

ircon.2 iex3 External interrupt 3 edge flag R/W 

ircon.1 iex2 External interrupt 2 edge flag R/W 

ircon.0 iex7 External interrupt 7 edge flag R/W 

(32) Power Control Register - PCON 

⚫ The “pmw” bit is implemented for Program Memory Write Mode. 

Table 3-32 PCON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

pcon.7 smod Serial Port 0 baud rate select (see Table 3-21) (baud rate doubler) R/W 

pcon.6 wdt_tm Watchdog Timer Test Mode flag R/W 

When set to 1, the fclk/12 divider at the input of the Watchdog Timer is 

skipped 

pcon.5 isr_tm Interrupt Service Routine Test Mode flag R/W 

When set to 1, the interrupt vectors assigned to Timer 0 & 1, Serial Port 0 

& 1, SPI and I2C interfaces can be triggered only with the use of external 

inputs of the core 

pcon.4 pmw Program memory write mode R/W 

Setting this bit enables the program memory write mode  
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

pcon.3 p2sel High-order address byte configuration bit R/W 

Chooses the higher byte of address (“memaddr[15:8]”) during MOVX 

@Ri operations; 

when 0, the “memaddr[15:8]” = “p2reg” 

when 1, the “memaddr[15:8]” = ADDR_HIGH_RI 

The “p2reg” is the contents of Port2 output register. The ADDR_HIGH_RI 

= 8’h0 is the parameter defined before synthesis. 

pcon.2 gf0 General Purpose Flag R/W 

pcon.1 stop Stop mode control R/W 

Setting this bit activates the Stop Mode. This bit is always read as 0 

pcon.0 idle Idle mode control R/W 

Setting this bit activates the Idle Mode. This bit is always read as 0 

(33) Clock Control Register – CKCON 

The content of this register defines the number of internally generated wait states that occur during 

read/write accesses to external data and program memory. 

Table 3-33 CKCON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

ckcon.7 - not used, read as 0 R 

ckcon.6 - Program memory wait state control R/W 

ckcon.5 - 

ckcon.4 - 

ckcon.3 - not used, read as 0 R 

ckcon.2 - External data memory stretch cycle control R/W 

ckcon.1 - 

ckcon.0 - 

Table 3-34 program memory wait status cycle width 

CKCON Register Wait 

Value 

Read Signals Width Write Signals Width 

ckcon.6 ckcon.5 ckcon.4 memaddr mempsrd memaddr mempsrd 

0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 

0 0 1 1 2 2 3 1 

0 1 0 2 3 3 4 2 

0 1 1 3 4 4 5 3 

1 1 0 4 5 5 6 4 

1 0 1 5 6 6 7 5 

1 1 0 6 7 7 8 6 

1 1 1 7 8 8 9 7 
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Table 3-35 external data memory wait status cycle width 

CKCON Register Strech 

Value 

Read Signals Width Write Signals Width 

ckcon.2 ckcon.1 ckcon.0 memaddr memrd memaddr memwr 

0 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 

0 0 1 1 2 2 3 1 

0 1 0 2 3 3 4 2 

0 1 1 3 4 4 5 3 

1 0 0 4 5 5 6 4 

1 0 1 5 6 6 7 5 

1 1 0 6 7 7 8 6 

1 1 1 7 8 8 9 7 

(34) Serial Port 0 Baud Rate Select register - ADCON 

The MSB of this register is used by Serial Port 0 for baud rate generation. 

Table 3-36 ADCON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

adcon.7 bd Serial Port 0 baud rate select (in modes 1 and 3) R/W 

When 1, additional internal baud rate generator is used, otherwise 

Timer 1 overflow is used 

adcon.6 - not used, read as 0 R 

adcon.5 - 

adcon.4 - 

adcon.3 - 

adcon.2 - 

adcon.1 - 

adcon.0 - 

(35) Multiplication/Division Registers – MD0, MD1, MD2, MD3, MD4, MD5 

The MD0 … MD5 are registers used in the MDU operation. For detailed description of MDU functions 

refer to section3.5 Multiplication-Division Unit (MDU). 

(36) Arithmetic Control Register - ARCON 

The ARCON register controls the operation of MDU and informs about its current state. 

Table 3-37 ARCON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

arcon.7 mdef MDU Error flag MDEF R 

Indicates an improperly performed operation (when one of the 

arithmetic operations has been restarted or interrupted by a new 
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

operation). 

arcon.6 mdov MDU Overflow flag MDOV R 

Overflow occurrence in the MDU operation. 

arcon.5 slr Shift direction R/W 

slr = 0 - shift left operation. slr = 1 - shift right operation. 

arcon.4 sc.4 Shift counter R/W 

arcon.3 sc.3 When set to all ‘0’s, normalize operation is selected. After 

normalization, the “sc.0” … “sc.4” contain the number of normalizing 

shifts performed.  
arcon.2 sc.2 

arcon.1 sc.1 

arcon.0 sc.0 When at least one of these bit is set high shift operation is selected. 

The number of shifts performed is determined by the number written to 

“sc.4”.., “sc.0”, where “sc.4” is the MSB. 

(37) I2C Data Register – I2CDAT 

The I2CDAT register contains a byte to be transmitted through I2C bus or a byte which has just been 

received through I2C bus. The CPU can read from and write to this 8-bit, directly addressable SFR while 

it is not in the process of byte shifting. The I2CDAT register is not shadowed or double buffered so the 

user should only read I2CDAT when an I2C interrupt occurs. Detailed description of I2C interface 

functionality can be found in section 3.9 “I2C”. 

(38) I2C Address Register – I2CADR 

The I2CADR register holds the own address of 8051 I2C slave interface. This address is used to 

recognize if an external device is attempting to access the 8051 as slave via I2C bus. Detailed 

description of I2C interface functionality can be found in section 3.9 “I2C”. 

Table 3-38 I2CADR register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

i2cadr.7 adr Own I2C slave address (7 bit) R/W 

i2cadr.6 

i2cadr.5 

i2cadr.4 

i2cadr.3 

i2cadr.2 

i2cadr.1 

i2cadr.0 gc General Call Address Acknowledge R/W 

If this bit is set, the general call address is recognized; otherwise it is 

ignored. 

(39) I2C Control Register – I2CCON 

The I2CCON register controls the operation of I2C interface. The CPU can read from and write to this 
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8-bit, directly addressable SFR. Two bits of this register are affected by the I2C hardware: the si bit is set 

when serial interrupt is requested, and the “sto” bit is cleared when STOP condition is present on the I2C 

bus. Detailed description of I2C interface functionality can be found in section 3.9 “I2C”. About clock rate 

setting, please refer to 3.9.2(3). 

Table 3-39 I2CCON register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

i2ccon.7 cr2 Clock rate bit 2 R/W 

i2ccon.6 ens1 I2C enable bit R/W 

When ens1=’0’ the “sdao” and “sclo” outputs are set to 1, that drives 

the output pads of the chip in high impedance, and “sdai” and “scli” 

input signals are ignored. 

When ens1=’1’ I2C component is enabled. 

i2ccon.5 sta START Flag R/W 

When sta=’1’, the I2C component checks the I2C bus status and if 

the bus is free a START condition is generated. 

i2ccon.4 sto STOP Flag R/W 

When sto=’1’ and I2C interface is in master mode, a STOP condition 

is transmitted to the I2C bus. 

i2ccon.3 si Serial Interrupt Flag R/W 

The “si “is set by hardware when one of 25 out of 26 possible I2C 

states is entered (2.4.46 ). The only state that does not set the “si” is 

state F8h, which indicates that no relevant state information is 

available. The “si” flag must be cleared by software. In order to clear 

the “si” bit, ‘0’ must be written to this bit. Writing a ‘1’ to si bit does not 

change value of the “si”. 

i2ccon.2 aa Assert Acknowledge Flag R/W 

When aa=’1’, an “acknowledge” will be returned when: 

- the “own slave address” has been received 

- the general call address has been received while gc bit in i2cadr 

register was set 

- a data byte has been received while I2C was in master receiver 

mode 

- a data byte has been received while I2C was in slave receiver 

mode 

When aa=’0’, an “not acknowledge” will be returned when: 

- a data byte has been received while I2C was in master receiver 

mode 

- a data byte has been received whileI2C was in slave receiver 

mode 

i2ccon.1 cr1 Clock rate bit 1 R/W 

i2ccon.0 cr0 Clock rate bit 0 R/W 
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(40) I2C Status Register – I2CSTA 

The contents of this register reflect the actual state of I2C interface. Detailed description of I2C interface 

functionality can be found in section 3.9 “I2C”. 

Table 3-40 I2CSTA register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

i2csta.7 

i2csta.6 

i2csta.5 

i2csta.4 

i2csta.3 

- I2CStatus Code R 

i2csta.2 

i2csta.1 

i2csta.0 

- Not implemented, read as 0 R 

(41) SPI Serial Peripheral Status Register – SPSTA 

The SPSTA register contains flags to signal data transfer complete, Write collision and inconsistent logic 

level on “ssn” (slave select) pin (mode fault error). 

Table 3-41 SPSTA register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

spsta.7 spif Serial Peripheral Data Transfer Flag R 

Set by hardware upon data transfer completion. 

Cleared by hardware when data transfer is in progress. Can be 

also cleared by reading the “spsta” register with the “spif” bit set, 

and then reading the “spdat” register. 

spsta.6 wcol Write Collision Flag R 

Set by hardware upon write collision to “spdat”. 

Cleared by hardware upon data transfer completion when no 

collision has occurred. Can be also cleared by an access to 

“spsta” register and an access to “spdat” register. 

spsta.5 sserr Synchronous Serial Slave Error Flag R 

Set by hardware when “ssn” input is de-asserted before the end 

of receive sequence. 

Cleared by disabling the SPI module (clearing “spen” bit in 

“spcon” register). 

spsta.4 modf Mode Fault Flag R 

Set by hardware when the “ssn” pin level is in conflict with actual 

mode of the SPI controller (configured as master while 

externally selected as slave). 

Cleared by hardware when the “ssn” pin is at appropriate level. 
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

Can be also cleared by software by reading the “spsta” register 

with “modf” bit set. 

spsta.3 

spsta.2 

spsta.1 

spsta.0 

- not used, read as 0 R 

(42) SPI Serial Peripheral Control Register – SPCON 

The Serial Peripheral Control Register is used to configure the SPI module. It selects the Master clock 

rate, configures the Module as Master or Slave, selects serial clock polarity and phase, enables the "ssn" 

input and enables/disables the whole SPI module. 

Table 3-42 SPCON register  

Bit Symbol Description Type 

spcon.7 spr2 Serial Peripheral Rate 2 R/W 

Together with “spr1” and “spr0” defines the clock rate in master 

mode. 

spcon.6 spen Serial Peripheral Enable R/W 

When cleared disables the SPI interface. When set enables the SPI 

interface. 

spcon.5 ssdis SS Disable R/W 

When cleared enables the “ssn” input in both Master and Slave 

modes. When set disables the “ssn” input in both Master and Slave 

modes. 

In Slave mode, this bit has no effect if “cpha”=0. When “ssdis” is set, 

no “modf” interrupt request will be generated. 

spcon.4 mstr Serial Peripheral Master R/W 

When cleared configures the SPI as a Slave. When set configures 

the SPI as a Master. 

spcon.3 cpol Clock Polarity R/W 

When cleared, the “sck” is set to 0 in idle state. When set, the “sck” is 

set to 1 in idle state. 

spcon.2 cpha Clock Phase R/W 

When cleared, data is sampled when the “scki”/”scko” leaves the idle 

state (see “cpol”). When set, data is sampled when the “scki”/”scko” 

returns to idle state (see “cpol”). 

spcon.1 spr1 Serial Peripheral Rate R/W 

R/W spcon.0 spr0 Together with “spr2” specify the serial clock rate in Master mode. 

spr2 spr1 spr0 Serial Peripheral Rate 

0 0 0 Fclk / 2 
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

0 0 1 Fclk / 4 

0 1 0 Fclk / 8 

0 1 1 Fclk / 16 

1 0 0 Fclk / 32 

1 0 1 Fclk / 64 

1 1 0 Fclk / 128 

1 1 1 the master clock is not generated ( when “cpol” 

= ‘1’ on the “scko” output is high level, otherwise 

is low level) 

(43) SPI Serial Peripheral Data Register – SPDAT 

The SPDAT is a read/write buffer for the “receive data” register. While writing to the SPDAT data is 

placed directly into the shift register (there is no transmit buffer). Reading the SPDAT returns the value 

located in the receive buffer, not the shift register. 

(44) SPI Serial Peripheral Slave Select Register – SPSSN 

Reading/writing to lower 4 bits of SPSSN controls CPU output signal "spssn[3:0]". Data written to the 

"spssn[3:0]" is directly available on the “spssn” output. Each of its bits can be used to select a separate 

external SPI slave device. 

(45) Software Reset Register – SRST 

Software reset can be implemented by SRST. Contents of SRST are as follow. 

Table 3-43 SRST register 

Bit Symbol Description Type 

srst.7 - not used, read as 0 R 

srst.6 - 

srst.5 - 

srst.4 - 

srst.3 - 

srst.2 - 

srst.1 - 

srst.0 srstreq Software reset request. R/W 

Writing ‘0’ value to this bit will have no effect. 

Single writing ‘1’ value to this bit will have no effect. 

Double writing ‘1’ value (in two consecutive instructions) will generate 

an internal software reset. 

Reading this bit will inform about the reset source: 
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Bit Symbol Description Type 

if ‘0’ – source of last reset sequence was not a software reset 

(hardware, watchdog or debugger reset); 

if ‘1’ – source of last reset sequence was a software reset (caused by 

double writing ‘1’ value to the “srstreq” bit). 

3.4 Extended SFR 

MSS extends some SFRs to control HME-M1. The following table describes the detail of the SFRs 

Table 3-44 external SFR mapping 

Register Location Attribute Reset value Description 

I2CSPISEL ABh R/W 8’H00 Bit0: SPI interface source. must be 1 

Bit1： I2C IO select, contro the device IO 

attribute  

0: the IO is used as general user IO  

1: the IO is used as fixed I2C IO 

Bit[7:2] Reserved 

ISCADDR0 Ach R/W 8’H00 Reconfiguration start address [7:0] 

ISCADDR1 ADh R/W 8’H00 Reconfiguration start address [15:8] 

ISCADDR2 AEh R/W 8’H00 Reconfiguration start address [23:16] 

ISCADDR3 AFh R/W 8’H00 Reconfiguration start address [31:24] 

MISCCON F8h R/W 8’H00 Bit0 ISCEN: reconfiguration enable, be used to 

trigger the reconfiguration sequence 

0: disable 1:enable 

BIT1 DPRAMWP: DPRAM write protect from 

FP 

0:disable write 1:enable write 

Bit2 PLLLOCK: read only pll_lock, the status 

of pll 

0: not lock 1: lock 

Bit3 PLLPWD: pll_pwrdn, pll power down 

0: open the pll power 1: close the pll power 

Bit4 CLKCPUTRIG:  

Triggers CLKCPUON and make it active when 

changes from 0 to 1. 

Bit5 CLKO0TRIG:  

Triggers CLKO0CON and make it active when 

changes from 0 to 1. 

Bit6 CLKO1TRIG:  

Triggers CLKO1CON and make it active when 
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Register Location Attribute Reset value Description 

changes from 0 to 1. 

Bit7 CLKO2TRIG:  

Triggers CLKO2CON and make it active when 

changes from 0 to1. 

CLKCPUCO

N 

F9h R/W 8’H00 Clk configuration for clkcpu or clkper 

Bit[2:0] the ratio of divider 

000: bypass 

001: divided by 2 

010: divided by 4 

011: divided by 8 

100: divided by 16 

101: divided by 32 

110: divided by 64 

111: divided by 128 

Bit3:switch_gclk 

0: from CLKN(clock pin or OSC) 

1:  from PLL 

Bit[7:4] Reserved 

CLKO0CON FAh R/W 8’H00 Clk configuration for clkout0 

Bit[2:0] the ratio of divider 

000: bypass 

001: divided by 2 

010: divided by 4 

011: divided by 8 

100: divided by 16 

101: divided by 32 

110: divided by 64 

111: divided by 128 

Bit3:switch_gclk 

0: from CLKN(clock pin or OSC) 

1:  from PLL 

Bit[7:4] Reserved 

CLKO1CON FBh R/W 8’H00 Clk configuration for clkout1 

Bit[2:0] the ratio of divider 

000: bypass 

001: divided by 2 

010: divided by 4 

011: divided by 8 

100: divided by 16 

101: divided by 32 

110: divided by 64 

111: divided by 128 
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Register Location Attribute Reset value Description 

Bit3:switch_gclk 

0: from CLKN(clock pin or OSC) 

1:  from PLL 

Bit[7:4] Reserved 

CLKO2CON FCh R/W 8’H00 Clk configuration for clkout2 

Bit[2:0] the ratio of divider 

000: bypass 

001: divided by 2 

010: divided by 4 

011: divided by 8 

100: divided by 16 

101: divided by 32 

110: divided by 64 

111: divided by 128 

Bit3:switch_gclk 

0: from CLKN(clock pin or OSC) 

1:  from PLL 

Bit[7:4] Reserved 

Note: be aware of PLL power management. When turn off PLL power, one bit of misc_ctrl [7:3] must be 

set at the same time. Once turn on PLL power again, misc_ctrl [7:3] must be cleared. 

3.5 Multiplication-Division Unit (MDU) 

3.5.1 Overview 

The MDU – Multiplication-Division Unit is an on-chip arithmetic co-processor which enables the 8051 to 

perform additional extended arithmetic operations. This unit provides 32-bit division, 16-bit multiplication, 

shift and normalize operations. All operations are unsigned integer operations. 

The MDU is handled by seven registers, which are memory mapped as Special Function Registers. The 

arithmetic unit allows performing operations concurrently to and independent of the CPU’s activity. 

Operands and results are stored in “md0” … “md5” registers (3.3.3(35) Page60). The module is 

controlled by the “arcon” register (3.3.3(36) Page60). Any calculation of the MDU overwrites its 

operands. 

3.5.2 MDU Operation Description 

The operation of the MDU consists of three phases: 
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(1) Loading the mdx registers 

The type of calculation the MDU has to perform is selected in accordance with the order in which the 

“mdx” registers are written. 

Table 3-45 MDU registers write sequences 

Operation 32 bit/16 bit 16 bit / 16 bit 16 bit x 16 bit shifting normalizing 

first write md0 D’endL  md0 D’endL md0 M’andL md0 LSB 

 md1 D’end  md1 D’endH md4 M’erL  md1 

 md2 D’end   md1 M’andH md2 

 md3 D’endH    md3 MSB 

 md4 D’orL  md4 D’orL   

last write md5 D’orH md5 D’orH md5 M’erH arcon 

Writing to “md0” is the first transfer to be done in order to start any operation. Next write operations must 

be done as shown in “Table 3-45 MDU registers write sequences” to determine appropriate MDU 

operation. Last writing finally starts selected operation. 

The SFR Control detects some of the above sequences and passes control to the Arithmetic Operation 

FSM. When a write access occurs to “md2” or “md3” between write accesses to “md0” and finally to 

“md5”, then “32 bit/16 bit division” will be selected. In other case when a write access occurs to “md4” or 

“md1” before final writing to “md5”, then “16 bit/16 bit division or multiplication” will be selected. Writing to 

“md4” selects “16 bit/16 bit division” and writing to “md1” selects “multiplication”. After reset, the MDU is 

set for “multiplication” as a default operation. Any write access to “arcon” forces “shift or normalize” 

operation. 

(2) Executing calculation 

During executing operation, the MDU works on its own in parallel to the CPU. 

Table 3-46 MDU operations execution times 

Operation Number of clock cycles 

Division 32bit/16bit 17 clock cycles 

Division 16bit/16bit 9 clock cycles 

Multiplication 11 clock cycles 

Shift min 3 clock cycles (sc = 01h) max 18 clock cycles (sc = 1Fh) 

Normalize min 4 clock cycles (sc <- 01h) max 19 clock cycles (sc <- 1Fh) 

(3) Reading the result from the mdx registers 

Table 3-47 MDU registers read sequence 

Operation 32 bit/16 bit 16 bit / 16 bit 16 bit x 16 bit Shifting normalizing 
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Operation 32 bit/16 bit 16 bit / 16 bit 16 bit x 16 bit Shifting normalizing 

first read md0 QuoL  md0 QuoL md0 PrL md0 LSB 

 md1 Quo  md1 QuoH  md1 Pr  md1 

 md2 Quo  md2 Pr md2 

 md3 QuoH     

 md4 RemL md4 RemL   

last read md5 RemH md5 RemH md3 PrH md3 MSB 

The Read-out sequence of the first “mdx” registers is not critical but the last read (from “md5” - division 

and “md3” - multiplication, shift or normalize) determines the end of a whole calculation (end of phase 

three). 

(4) Normalizing 

All leading zeroes of 32-bit integer variable stored in “md0” … “md3” registers (page 60, the latter 

contains the most significant byte) are removed by shift left operations. The whole operation is 

completed when the MSB (most significant bit) of “md3” register contains a ’1’. After normalizing, bits 

“arcon.4” (MSB) … “arcon.0” (LSB) contain the number of shift left operations, which were done. 

(5) Shifting 

In shift operation, 32-bit integer variable stored in “md0” ... ”md3” registers (the latter contains the most 

significant byte) is shifted left or right by a specified number of bits. The “slr” bit (“arcon.5”) defines the 

shift direction, and bits “arcon.4” ... “arcon.0” specify the shift count (which must not be 0). During shift 

operation, zeroes come into the left end of “md3” for shifting right or right end of the “md0” for shifting left. 

(6) The “mdef” flag (arcon.7 -Table 3-37 ARCON register) 

The “mdef” error flag indicates an improperly performed operation (when one of the arithmetic 

operations has been restarted or interrupted by a new operation). The error flag mechanism is 

automatically enabled with the first write operation to “md0” and disabled with the final read instruction 

from “md3” (multiplication or shift/norm) or “md5” (division) in phase three. 

The error flag is set when: 

⚫ there is a write access to “mdx” registers (any of “md0” ... “md5” and “arcon”) during phase two of 

MDU operation (restart or calculations interrupting) 

⚫ there is a read access to one of “mdx” registers during phase two of MDU operation when the error 

flag mechanism is enabled. In such condition error flag is set but the calculation is not interrupted. 

The error flag is reset only after read access to “arcon” register. The error flag is read only. 

(7) The “mdov” flag (arcon.6 - Table 3-37 ARCON register) 

The “mdov” overflow flag is set when one of the following conditions occurs: 

⚫ division by zero 
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⚫ multiplication with a result greater than 0000 FFFFh 

⚫ start of normalizing if the most significant bit of “md3” is set (“md3.7” = ‘1’) 

Any operation of the MDU that does not match the above conditions clears the overflow flag. Note that 

the overflow flag is exclusively controlled by hardware. lt cannot be written. 

3.6 Interrupt Controller 

The 8051 has 13 interrupt sources: 

⚫ 8 external interrupts (some combined with Compare/Capture Unit interrupts), 

⚫ 3 timer interrupts (timer 0, 1 and 2), 

⚫ 2 serial ports interrupts (serial 0, 1). 

The 13 interrupt sources are grouped into 6 priority groups. For each of the groups, 1 of 4 priority levels 

can be selected. Each of the interrupt sources has an individual flag, vector and enable bit. The 

interrupts can also be globally enabled or disabled. 

3.6.1 Interrupt sources 

(1) External Interrupt 0 and 1 

The External interrupts 0 and 1 can be programmed to be either low level triggered or falling transaction 

triggered, depending on bit IT0 and IT1. The bits IE0 and IE1 in the TCON register are the flags which 

are checked to generate the interrupt. 

In the edge triggered mode, the INTx inputs are sampled in every machine cycle. If the sample is high in 

one cycle and low in the next, then a falling transition is detected and the interrupts request flag IEx is set. 

The rising transition is detected as the same way. The flag bit requests the interrupt. Since the external 

interrupts are sampled every machine cycle, the have to be held high or low for at least one complete 

machine cycle. The IEx flag is automatically cleared when the service routine is called. 

If the level triggered mode is selected, then the requesting source has to hold the pin low till the interrupt 

is serviced. The IEx flag will not be cleared by the hardware on entering the service routine. If the 

interrupt continues to be held low even after the service routine is completed, then the processor may 

acknowledge another interrupt request from the same source. 

The interrupt can also be triggered by setting the corresponding flag bit by software. 

(2) External Interrupt 2 

The External interrupts 2 can be programmed to be either rising or falling transaction triggered, 

depending on bit I2FR in the T2CON register. The bit IEX2 in the IRCON register is the flag which is 

checked to generate the interrupt. 

The flag bit is automatically cleared when the service routine is called. 
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(3) External Interrupt 3 

The External interrupts 3 can be programmed to be either rising or falling transaction triggered, 

depending on bit I3FR in the T2CON register. The bit IEX3 in the IRCON register is the flag which is 

checked to generate the interrupt. 

Additionally the flag bit can be set (and interrupt invoked) by the Compare/Capture Unit (0). The 

Compare/Capture Unit sets the flag bit when compare/capture mode is set to compare mode (flags 

cocal0=0 and cocah0=1 in CCEN register) and the value in Timer 2 becomes equal to the value of 

compare register CRC. The external interrupt configuration (falling or rising edge sensitive) also applies 

here. The I3FR defines the edge which generates interrupt, which means that it is also possible to 

generate interrupt when the contents of Timer 2 become not equal to the CRC register. 

The flag bit is set by Compare/Capture Unit only when cocal0=0 and cocah0=1. In all others cases the 

flag bit is set when corresponding edge on external pin occurs. It is impossible to use both External 

Interrupt and interrupt from CCU at this same time. 

The flag bit is automatically cleared when the service routine is called. 

(4) External Interrupt 4 

The External interrupts 4 is only rising transaction triggered. The bit IEX4 in the IRCON register is the 

flag which is checked to generate the interrupt. 

Additionally the flag bit can be set (and interrupt invoked) by the Compare/Capture Unit. The 

Compare/Capture Unit sets the flag bit when compare/capture mode is set to compare mode (flags 

cocal1=0 and cocah1=1 in CCEN register) and the value in Timer 2 becomes equal to the value of 

compare register CC1. 

The flag bit is automatically cleared when the service routine is called. 

(5) External Interrupt 5 

The External interrupts 5 is only rising transaction triggered. The bit IEX5 in the IRCON register is the 

flag which is checked to generate the interrupt. 

Additionally the flag bit can be set (and interrupt invoked) by the Compare/Capture Unit. The 

Compare/Capture Unit sets the flag bit when compare/capture mode is set to compare mode (flags 

cocal2=0 and cocah2=1 in CCEN register) and the value in Timer 2 becomes equal to the value of 

compare register CC2. 

The flag bit is automatically cleared when the service routine is called. 

(6) External Interrupt 6 

The External interrupts 6 is only rising transaction triggered. The bit IEX6 in the IRCON register is the 

flag which is checked to generate the interrupt. 

Additionally the flag bit can be set (and interrupt invoked) by the Compare/Capture Unit. The 

Compare/Capture Unit sets the flag bit when compare/capture mode is set to compare mode (flags 

cocal3=0 and cocah3=1 in CCEN register) and the value in Timer 2 becomes equal to the value of 

compare register CC3. 
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(7) External Interrupt 7 

The External interrupt 7 is only rising transaction triggered. The bits IEX7 in the IRCON register are the 

flags which are checked to generate the interrupt. 

The flag bit is automatically cleared when the service routine is called. 

(8) Timer Interrupt 

The Timer 0 and 1 are generated by the TF0 and TF1 flags. These flags are set by the overflow int the 

Timer 0 and 1. The TF0 and TF1 flags are automatically cleared by the hardware when the timer 

interrupt is serviced. The Timer 2 interrupt is generated by a logical OR of the TF2 and the EXF2 flags. 

These flags are set by overflow or capture/reload events in the timer 2 operation. The hardware does not 

clear these flags when a timer 2 interrupt is executed. Software has to resolve the cause of the interrupt 

between TF2 and EXF2 and clear the appropriate flag. 

(9) Serial Interrupt 

The serial 0 block can generate interrupts on reception or transmission. There are two interrupt sources 

from the serial 0 block, which are obtained by the RI0 and TI0 bits in the S0CON SFR. These bits are not 

automatically cleared by the hardware, and the user will have to clear these bits using software. 

The serial 1 block can generate interrupts on reception or transmission. There are two interrupt sources 

from the serial 1 block, which are obtained by the RI1 and TI1 bits in the S1CON SFR. These bits are not 

automatically cleared by the hardware, and the user will have to clear these bits using software. 

(10) Enable/disable bit 

Each of the interrupt sources can be individually enabled or disabled by setting or clearing 

corresponding bit in the IE0, IE1, and IE2 SFR. IE0 also has a global enable/disable bit EAL, which can 

be cleared to disable all the interrupts, at once. 

3.6.2 Interrupt Priority 

All interrupt sources of the 8051 are divided into 6 interrupts groups. For each of the groups, one of four 

priority levels can be selected. It is achieved by setting appropriate values in IP0 and IP1 registers. Refer 

to Table 3-29 Priority groups for details. 

Inside group there is, fixed by hardware, interrupt priority structure. Sources from first column have the 

highest priority (inside group), sources from second column have middle priority and interrupts sources 

from third column have the lowest priority. There is no possibility to change interrupt priority inside the 

group. 

There is also an interrupt priority structure between the groups. Group0 has the highest priority and 

Group5 has the lowest. The priority between groups can be programmed by changing priority level 

(priority level can be set from 0 to 3) assigned to each group. Refer to Table 3-30 Priority levels for 

details. 

All priority types are taken into account when more than one interrupt is requested. The most important 

is the priority level set by IP0 and IP1 registers, then the natural priority between groups, and at last the 
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priority inside each group. 

To determine which interrupt has the highest priority (which must be serviced in the first order) the 

following steps are made. 

⚫ From all groups there are chosen those which have the highest priority level. 

⚫ From those with the highest priority level there is chosen one with the highest natural priority 

between groups. 

⚫ From group with highest priority there is chosen the interrupt with the highest priority inside the 

group. 

What is important is that currently running interrupt service subroutine can be interrupted only by 

interrupt with higher priority level. No interrupt with the same or lower priority level can interrupt the 

currently running interrupt service subroutine. Therefore there can be maximum four interrupts in service 

at the same time. 

ATTENTION: When some interrupt is requested with priority X, the invoked subroutine has priority level 

X even though priority level for sources has been changed; this interrupt subroutine can be interrupted 

only by interrupt with priority higher than X. 

3.6.3 Summary of interrupt sources 

Table 3-48 summarizes the interrupt sources, flag bits, vector addresses, enable bits, interrupt groups, 

priority bits, and priority in group. 

Table 3-48 Summary of interrupt sources 

Source Flag Vector 

address 

Enable 

bit 

Interrupt 

Group 

Interrupt 

Priority 

Priority in 

group 

Flag 

cleared by 

External 

Interrupt 0 

IE0 0003H EX0 0 
IP1.0, IP0.0 

Highest Hardware, 

software 

Timer0 

overflow 

TF0 000BH ET0 1 
IP1.1, IP0.1 

Highest Hardware, 

software 

External 

Interrupt 1 

IE1 0013H EX1 2 
IP1.2, IP0.2 

Highest Hardware, 

software 

Timer1 

overflow  

TF1 001BH ET1 3 
IP1.3, IP0.3 

Highest Hardware, 

software 

Serial Port 

0 interrupt  

RI0 + 

TI0 

0023H ES0 4 
IP1.4, IP0.4 

Highest Software 

Timer2 

interrupt 

TF2 002BH ET2 5 
IP1.5, IP0.5 

Highest Software 

External 

Interrupt 7 

IEX7 0043H EX7 0 
IP1.0, IP0.0 

Lowest Hardware, 

software 

External 

Interrupt 2 

IEX2 004BH EX2 1 
IP1.1, IP0.1 

Lowest Hardware, 

software 
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Source Flag Vector 

address 

Enable 

bit 

Interrupt 

Group 

Interrupt 

Priority 

Priority in 

group 

Flag 

cleared by 

External 

Interrupt 3 

IEX3 0053H EX3 2 
IP1.2, IP0.2 

Lowest Hardware, 

software 

External 

Interrupt 4 

IEX4 005BH EX4 3 
IP1.3, IP0.3 

Lowest Hardware, 

software 

External 

Interrupt 5 

IEX5 0063H EX5 4 
IP1.4, IP0.4 

Lowest Hardware, 

software 

External 

Interrupt 6 

IEX6 006BH EX6 5 
IP1.5, IP0.5 

Lowest Hardware, 

software 

Serial Port 

1 interrupt 

RI1 + 

TI1 

0083H ES1 0 
IP1.0, IP0.0 

Middle Software 

3.7 Timers and Watch Dog Timer (WDT) 

In HME-M1 device, there are 3 timers (Timer 0, Timer 1 and Timer 2), and a WatchDog Timer (WDT). 

3.7.1 Timer 0 

(1) Overview 

Timer 0 is a 16-bit register that can be configured for counter or timer operations. It can be accessed as 

SFRs: “th0” and “tl0” (page 48 3.3.3(13) Timer0 – TH0, TL0). 

 

(2) Function modes 

Several modes supported by Timer0. 

◼ Mode 0 and Mode 1 

In mode 0, Timer 0 is configured as a 13-bit register (“tl0” = 5 bits, “th0” = 8 bits). The upper 3 bits of “tl0” 

are unchanged and should be ignored. 

In mode 1 Timer 0 is configured as a 16- bit register. 

◼ Mode 2 

In this mode the Timer 0 is configured as an 8-bit register with auto-reload. 

◼ Mode 3 

In mode 3, Timer 0 is configured as one 8-bit timer/counter and one 8-bit timer. When Timer 0 works in 

mode 3, Timer 1 can still be used in other mode as a baud rate generator by the serial port, or 

application not requiring an interrupt from Timer 1. 

(3) Description 

In the timer mode, the Timer 0 is incremented every 12 clock cycles, which means that it counts up after 
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every 12 periods of the clock signal. 

In the counter mode, the Timer 0 is incremented when the falling edge is detected at the corresponding 

input pin – “t0” for Timer 0. Since it takes 2 clock cycles to recognize a 1-to-0 event, the maximum input 

count rate is 1/2 of the oscillator frequency. There are no restrictions on the duty cycle, however to 

ensure proper recognition of 0 or 1 state, an input should be stable for at least 1 clock cycle. 

Four operating modes can be selected for Timer 0. Two Special Function Registers: “tmod” (3.3.3(12) 

Timer Mode Register – TMOD page 47) and “tcon” (0) are used to select the appropriate mode. 

◼ Timer/Counter 0 in Mode 0 

This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[1:0]”=”00” flags of the “tmod” register (3.3.3(12) page 47). In 

this mode, the count rate is derived from the “clk” input for Timer option or from the “t0” input for Counter 

option. The Timer option is selected by clearing “tmod[2]” flag, otherwise the Counter option is selected. 

The Timer/Counter is divided in two 8-bit registers, lower and higher byte. Lower byte in this mode is 

additionally divided in two parts consisting of lower 5 bits and higher 3 bits. The lower 5 bits of the lower 

byte and the higher byte make a 13-bit Timer/Counter that is incremented every 12 clock cycles, or when 

external signal “t0” changes its value from 1 to 0. 

When Timer/Counter 0 overflows, the “tcon[5]” flag is set and interrupt is generated through “tf0” output 

pin. This bit is cleared when acknowledge signal (“int0ack”) arrives. 

The Timer/Counter may be controlled by software or hardware. The ‘tcon[4]” flag must be set to run the 

Timer 0. Interrupt on “int0” stops counting, if appropriate gate flag “tmod[3]” is enabled. 

◼ Timer/Counter 0 in Mode 1 

This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[1:0]”=”01” flags of the “tmod” register (3.3.3(12) page 47). This 

mode differs from Mode 0 only in that the lower byte is not divided in 5-bit and 3-bit parts, but the whole 

lower byte works as a counter. The Timer/Counter 0 is a 16 bit counter in mode 1. 

◼ Timer/Counter 0 in Mode 2 

This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[1:0]”=”10” flags of the “tmod” register (3.3.3(12) page 47). In 

this mode, the count rate is derived from the “clk” input for Timer option or from the “t0” input for Counter 

option. The Timer option is selected by clearing “tmod[2]” flag, otherwise the Counter option is selected. 

In this mode only lower byte (“tl0”) is incremented every 12 clock cycles or when external signal “t0” 

changes its value from 1 to 0. 

In this mode the Timer/Counter works as an 8-bit reload timer/counter. When lower byte of 

Timer/Counter overflows, the “tcon[5]” flag is set and interrupt is generated through “tf0” output pin. This 

bit is cleared when acknowledge signal (“int0ack”) arrives. Additionally, when the overflow occurs the 

new value is fetched from higher byte (“th0”) to lower byte (“tl0”). 

The Timer/Counter may be controlled by software or hardware. The “tcon[4]” flag must be set to run the 

Timer 0. Interrupt on “int0” stops counting, if appropriate gate flag “tmod[3]” is enabled. 

◼ Timer/Counter 0 in Mode 3 
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This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[1:0]”=11 flag of “tmod” register (3.3.3(12) page 47). In this 

mode, the count rate for lower byte is derived from the “clk” input for Timer option or from the “t0” input 

for Counter option, but the count rate for higher byte is only derived from the “clk”. The Timer option is 

selected by clearing “tmod[2]” flag, otherwise the Counter option is selected. 

In this mode the lower byte (“tl0”) is incremented every 12 clock cycles or when external signal “t0” 

changes its value from 1 to 0. The higher byte (“th0”) is incremented every 12 clock cycles. When the 

lower byte of Timer/Counter overflows, the “tcon[5]” flag is set and interrupt is generated through “tf0” 

output pin. When the higher byte overflows, the “tcon[7]” flag is set and interrupt is generated through 

“tf1” output pin. These bits are cleared when appropriate acknowledge signals (“int0ack”, “int1ack”) 

arrive, respectively. 

In this mode the lower byte of Timer/Counter 0 is controlled by ‘tcon[4]” flag which must be set to enable 

Timer operation, and by the “int0” input which stops counting when forced to 0 while the “tmod[3]” flag is 

set. 

The higher byte is controlled only by “tcon[6]” flag which enables counting when set. 

3.7.2 Timer 1 

(1) Overview 

Timer 1 is a 16-bit register that can be configured for counter or timer operations. It can be accessed as 

SFRs: “th1”, “tl1” (3.3.3(14) page 49). 

(2) Function modes 

◼ Mode 0 and Mode 1 

In mode 0, Timer 1 is configured as a 13-bit register (”tl1” = 5 bits,”th1” = 8 bits). The upper 3 bits of”tl1” 

are unchanged and should be ignored. In mode 1 Timer 1 is configured as a 16- bit register. 

◼ Mode 2 

In this mode the Timer1 is configured as an 8-bit register with auto-reload. 

◼ Mode 3 

In mode 3 Timer 1 is stopped. 

(3) Description 

In the timer mode, the Timer 1 is incremented every 12 clock cycles, which means that it counts up after 

every 12 periods of the clock signal. 

In the counter mode, the Timer 1 is incremented when the falling edge is detected at the corresponding 

input pin – “t1” for Timer 1. Since it takes 2 clock cycles to recognize a 1-to-0 event, the maximum input 

count rate is 1/2 of the oscillator frequency. There are no restrictions on the duty cycle, however to 

ensure proper recognition of 0 or 1 state, an input should be stable for at least 1 clock cycle. 

Four operating modes can be selected for Timer 1. Two Special Function Registers: “tmod” (page 47) 

and “tcon” (0) are used to select the appropriate mode. 
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◼ Timer/Counter 1 in Mode 0 

This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[5:4]”=”00” flags of the “tmod” register (page 47). In this mode, 

the count rate is derived from the “clk” input for Timer option or from the “t1” input for Counter option. The 

Timer option is selected by clearing “tmod[6]” flag, otherwise the Counter option is selected. 

The Timer/Counter 1 is divided into two 8 bit registers, lower and higher byte. Lower byte in this mode is 

additionally divided in two parts consisting of lower 5 bits and higher 3 bits. Lower 5 bits from lower byte 

and higher byte make the Timer/Counter 1 a 13 bit counter that is incremented every 12 clock cycles or 

when external signal “t1” changes its value from 1 to 0. When Timer/Counter 1 overflows, the “tcon[7]” 

flag is set and interrupt is generated through “tf1” output pin. This bit is cleared when acknowledge signal 

(“int1ack”) arrives. 

The Timer/Counter 1 may be controlled by software or hardware. The ‘tcon[6]” flag must be set to run the 

Timer 1. Interrupt on “int1” stops counting, if appropriate gate flag “tmod[7]” is enabled. 

◼ Timer/Counter 1 in Mode 1 

This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[5:4]”=”01” flags of the “tmod” register (page 47). This mode 

differs from Mode 0 only in that the lower byte is not divided in 5-bit and 3-bit parts, but the whole lower 

byte works as a counter. The Timer/Counter 1 is a 16 bit counter in mode 1. 

◼ Timer/Counter 1 in Mode 2 

This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[5:4]”=”10” flags of the “tmod” register (page 47). In this mode, 

the count rate is derived from the “clk” input for Timer option or from the “t1” input for Counter option. The 

Timer option is selected by clearing the “tmod[6]” flag, otherwise the Counter option is selected. 

In this mode the Timer/Counter works as an 8-bit reload timer/counter. Only lower byte (“tl1”) is 

incremented every 12 clock cycles or when external signal “t1” changes its value from 1 to 0. When 

lower byte of Timer/Counter overflows, the “tcon[7]” flag is set and interrupt is generated through “tf1” 

output pin. This bit is cleared when acknowledge signal (“int1ack”) arrives. Additionally when the 

overflow occurs, the new value is fetched from higher byte (“th1”) to lower byte (“tl1”). 

The Timer/Counter may be controlled by software or hardware. The “tcon[6]” flag must be set to run the 

Timer 1. Interrupt on “int1” stops counting, if appropriate gate flag “tmod[7]” is enabled. 

◼ Timer/Counter 1 in Mode 3 

This mode is invoked by setting the “tmod[5:4]”=11 flag of “tmod” register (page 47). In this mode the 

Timer/Counter 1 is disabled (only Timer/Counter 0 can operate in mode 3). 

3.7.3 Timer2 (with Compare/Capture Unit) 

(1) Overview 

Timer 2 can be configured for either counter or timer operations, or the Compare/Capture Unit which is a 

sub-component of Timer2. 

(2) Timer 2 description 
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The Timer 2 can operate as timer, event counter, or gated timer. 

◼ Timer mode 

This mode is invoked by setting the “t2i0”=1 and “t2i1”=0 flags of “t2con” register (page 49). 

In this mode, the count rate is derived from the “clk” input. The Timer 2 is incremented every 12 or 24 

clock cycles depending on the 2:1 prescaler. The prescaler mode is selected by bit “t2ps” of “t2con” 

register (page 49). When “t2ps”=0, the timer counts up every 12 clock cycles, otherwise every 24 cycles. 

◼ Event counter mode 

This mode is invoked by setting the “t2i0”=0 and “t2i1”=1 flags of “t2con” register (page 49). In this mode 

the Timer 2 is incremented when external signal “t2” changes its value from 1 to 0. The “t2” input is 

sampled at every rising edge of the clock. The Timer 2 is incremented in the cycle following the one in 

which the transition was detected. The maximum count rate is ½ of the clock frequency. 

◼ Gated timer mode 

This mode is invoked by setting the “t2i0”=1 and “t2i1”=1 flags of “t2con” register (page 49). In this mode 

the Timer 2 is incremented every 12 or 24 clock cycles (depending on “t2ps” flag) but additionally it is 

gated by external signal “t2”. When “t2”=0, the Timer 2 is stopped. The “t2” input is sampled into a 

flip-flop and then it blocks the Timer 2 increment. 

◼ Timer 2 reload 

A 16-bit reload from the “crc” register (page 50) can be executed in two modes: 

⚫ Reload Mode 0: Reload signal is generated by Timer 2 overflow (auto reload) 

⚫ Reload Mode 1: Reload signal is generated by negative transition at the corresponding input pin 

“t2ex”. 

(3) Compare function description 

The Compare/Capture Unit consists of four registers: “cc1”, “cc2”, “cc3” (page 50) and “crc” (page 50). 

Each of these registers can be configured to work in comparator mode. In this mode the value stored in 

register is compared with the contents of the Timer2. The comparators outputs drive four low ordered 

bits of port “p1” (“p1.0” … “p1.3”), where: 

⚫ “p1.0” is the output of comparator associated with the register “crc” (“ccubus.0”) 

⚫ “p1.1” is the output of comparator associated with the register “cc1” (“ccubus.1”) 

⚫ “p1.2” is the output of comparator associated with the register “cc2” (“ccubus.2”) 

⚫ “p1.3” is the output of comparator associated with the register “cc3” (“ccubus.3”)  

There are two compare modes selected by bit “t2cm” in “t2con” register. 

◼ Compare Mode 0 

The Compare Mode 0 is invoked by setting bit “t2cm”=0 of “t2con” register (page 49). In mode 0, when 

the value in Timer 2 equals the value of the compare register, the comparator output changes from low to 
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high. lt goes back low on timer 2 overflow. 

In this mode writing to port 1 (“p1”) will have no effect, because the input line from the internal bus and 

the write-to-register line are disconnected.  

◼ Compare Mode 1 

The Compare Mode 1 is invoked by setting bit “t2cm”=1 of “t2con” register (page 49). In compare mode 

1, the transition of the output signal can be determined by software. A Timer 2 overflow causes no output 

change. In this mode both transitions of output signal can be controlled. Write data to shadow register 

first; the data will be transmitted to output register after compare signal is valid. 

(4) Capture function description 

Each of four 16-bit CCU registers can be configured to work in capture mode. In this mode the actual 

timer/counter contents are saved into CCU register upon an external event (mode 0) or software write 

operation (mode 1). 

◼ Capture mode 0 

In mode 0 capturing of Timer 2 contents is executed when: 

⚫ Rising edge is detected on input “cc1” (for “cc1” register working in capture mode) 

⚫ Rising edge is detected on input “cc2” (for “cc2” register working in capture mode) 

⚫ Rising edge is detected on input “cc3” (for “cc3” register working in capture mode) 

⚫ Rising or falling edge is detected on input “cc0”, depending on bit “i3fr”  (for “crc” register working in 

capture mode) 

The timer 2 contents will be latched into appropriate capture register. In this mode no interrupt request 

will be generated. 

◼ Capture mode 1 

In mode 1 capture of Timer 2 is caused by any write into the low-ordered byte of the dedicated capture 

register. The value written to capture register is irrelevant for this function. The Timer 2 contents will be 

latched into appropriate capture register. In this mode no interrupt request will be generated. 

3.8 Watchdog Timer 

(1) Overview 

The watchdog timer is a 15-bit counter that is incremented every 24 or 384 clock cycles. It is used to 

provide the system supervision in case of software or hardware upset. If the software is not able to 

refresh the Watchdog Timer after 786336 or 12581376 clock cycles (65ms or 1s when using 12MHz 

clock), an internal reset is generated. 

(2) Description 

The Watchdog Timer consists of 15-bit counter (not accessible as SFR), reload register “wdtrel” (page 
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53), prescalers by 2 and 16, and control logic. 

The count rate of the Watchdog Timer depends on the MSB of the “wdtrel” register. When the 

“wdtrel.7”=1, the Watchdog Timer is incremented every 12*32=384 clock cycles, which makes the whole 

period to be 12*32*256*128=12582912 clock cycles long. 

When the “wdtrel.7”=0, the Watchdog Timer is incremented every 12*2=24 clock cycles, which makes 

the whole period to be 12*2*256*128= 786432 clock cycles long. 

When the “wdt_tm” test mode input is set to 1, the count rate of the Watchdog Timer is clkper clock rate 

(all dividers – 1/12, 1/8, ½, 1/16 are omitted) to shorten the time required for the Watchdog to overflow 

(for verification purposes). 

◼ Start procedure 

There are two ways to start the watchdog. One method, called hardware automatic start, is based on 

examining the level of the “swd” input signal during active external “reset” signal. When “swd” is high 

until the “reset” goes low, the Watchdog Timer starts running automatically with default settings (all 

registers set to zero) after reset. 

The other way to start the Watchdog Timer is by software. The Watchdog Timer is started by setting 

“swdt” flag of the “ien1” register (page 55). Starting the Watchdog Timer by setting only “swdt” flag does 

not reload the Watchdog Timer. 

Once started, the Watchdog Timer can only be stopped by forcing the “swd” input pin inactive during the 

hardware reset using the “reset” pin. 

When watchdog counter enters the state of 7FFCh, the internal reset is generated as the “wdts” output is 

active. The “wdts” flag of the “ip0” register (page 56) is also set upon the Watchdog Timer reset, while it 

is cleared upon external hardware “reset” signal. The “wdts” signal does not reset the Watchdog, which 

remains running. When it overflows from 7FFFh to 0000h, the “wdts” output is deactivated, while the 

“wdts” flag of “ip0” register remains set to allow the software to determine whether the reset was caused 

by external input or by Watchdog timeout. 

The “wdts” flag of the “ip0” register can also be modified by software. 

◼ Refreshing the watchdog timer 

The watchdog timer must be refreshed regularly to prevent reset request signal (“wdts”) from becoming 

active. This requirement imposes obligation on the programmer to issue two followed instructions. The 

first instruction sets the “wdt” bit of the “ien0” register (refer to Table 3-24) and the second one sets the 

“swdt” flag of the “ien1” register (refer to Table 3-25). The maximum allowed delay between setting the 

“wdt” and “swdt” is 1 instruction cycles (that means the instructions which set both flags are not 

separated with any other instruction). After that the “wdt” flag is automatically cleared, which prevents the 

Watchdog Timer from being reloaded regardless of later “swdt” flag setting. The 7 high-order bits of the 

Watchdog Timer are re-loaded with the contents of the “wdtrel” (page 53). The bigger the value of 

“wdtrel” the shorter the period required to refresh the Watchdog Timer. 
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3.9 I2C 

3.9.1 Overview 

It is the I2C Bus Controller which provides an interface that meets the Philips I2C bus specification and 

supports all transfer modes from and to the I2C bus. The I2C bus uses two wires to transfer information 

between devices connected to the bus: “scl” (serial clock line) and “sda” (serial data line).  

The two wires of I2C connecting to fixing I/Os, need pull-up resistors on external bus. 

3.9.2 Description 

Each device that connected to the bus has a unique address. The I2C is the true multi-master bus which 

can realize functions including collision, detection and arbitration in case of data corruption when two or 

more masters initiate data transfer simultaneously. 

(1) Operating modes 

The I2C component performs 8-bit oriented; bi-directional data transfers may operate in the following 

four modes: 

⚫ Master Transmitter Mode: 

Serial data output through “sdao” while “sclo” outputs the serial clock. 

⚫ Master Receiver Mode: 

Serial data is received via “sdai” while “sclo” outputs the serial clock. 

⚫ Slave Receiver Mode 

Serial data and the serial clock are received through “sdai” and “scli”. 

⚫ Slave Transmitter Mode 

Serial data is transmitted via “sdao” while the serial clock is input through “scli”. 

(2) Arbitration 

In the master mode, the arbitration logic checks that every transmitted high state (‘1’) on “sdao” actually 

appears as high state (‘1’) on the I2C bus “sda”. If another device on the bus overrides high and pulls the 

“sda” line low (‘0’), arbitration is lost and the I2C immediately changes from master transmitter to slave 

receiver. 

(3) Serial clock generator 

This programmable clock pulse generator provides the “scl” clock pulses when the I2C is in the master 

mode. The clock generator is suppressed when the I2C is in the slave mode. The function of the clock 

generator is controlled by bits “cr0”, “cr1” and “cr2” of “i2ccon” register (please refer to P61 3.3.3(39)I2C 

Control Register – I2CCON). The table below shows the possible rates of “clko” in the master mode. The 
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“bclk” input referenced in the table is connected to the Timer 1 overflow output. That means the baud 

rate of the I2C can be controlled by the Timer 1. 

Table 3-49 I2C clock frequency bit settings 

cr2 cr1 cr0 Bit frequency Clk divided by 

6 MHz 12 MHz 16 MHz 24 MHz 

0 0 0 23 47 63 92 256 

0 0 1 27 54 71 108 224 

0 1 0 31 63 83 124 192 

0 1 1 37 75 100 148 160 

1 0 0 6.25 12.5 17 25 960 

1 0 1 50 100 133 200 120 

1 1 0 100 200 266 400 60 

1 1 1 “bclk” input divided by 8 

(4) Address comparator 

The received 7-bit slave address is compared with the I2C component own slave address. The own 

slave address can be programmed using the “i2cadr” register (P61 3.3.3(38)). Also the first received byte 

is compared with the general call address (00H), depending on the “gc” bit of “i2cadr” register (P61 

3.3.3(38)).If equality is found, the “si” bit of the “i2ccon” register (p61 3.3.3(39)) is set and an interrupt is 

requested. 

(5) Special Function Registers 

The microprocessor interfaces to the I2C component via the following four special function registers: 

“i2ccon” (control register, page 61), “i2csta” (status register, page63), “i2cdat” (data register, page 61) 

and “i2cadr” (own slave address register, page 61). 

The “i2ccon” register contains the global I2C enable bit “ens1”, clock rate setting bits (“cr0”, “cr1”, “cr2”, 

see Table 3-39 I2CCON register). It also provides flags to initiate sending START or STOP conditions to 

the I2C bus (“sta”, “sto” bits), a flag controlling the ACK bit in I2C transmission after receiving own slave 

address or general call address or after receiving data either in master or slave mode (“aa” – assert 

acknowledge flag). Finally the “i2ccon” provides the interrupt request flag “si” which is set by hardware 

when a change of the main controlling FSM is detected. See the “i2csta” register description for FSM 

details. 

The “i2csta” register reflects the state of the main FSM of the I2C component. The three least significant 

bits of this register are always zero. There are 26 possible status codes, which are presented in Table 

3-50…
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Table 3-54. When one of the 25 out of 26 possible I2C FSM states is entered, an interrupt is requested. 

The only state that does not generate an interrupt is the F8h state. To clear the flag, ‘0’ must be written in 

“si” by software, while writing ‘1’ can not change the value in “si” at all. 

The “i2cdat” register contains a byte to be transmitted through I2C bus or a byte which has just been 

received through I2C bus. The “i2cdat” register is not shadowed or double buffered so the MCU would 

only read it when an I2C interrupt occurs. 

The “i2cadr” register contains the Own Slave Address of the I2C component, and the “gc” flag which 

enables the recognition of a general call address. 

The I2C interrupt share the same interrupt vectors works as external interrupt 7. The “si” signal is OR-ed 

with the External Interrupt 7 edge flag, before it comes into the Interrupt Controller (ISR). To determine 

the actual source of that interrupt, the “si” flag has to be investigated by the interrupt service routine. 

Since the External Interrupt 7 flag is automatically cleared after vectoring to the service subroutine, only 

the state of the “si” flag brings the information of the actual source of the interrupt. 

In the table below, referring to “SLA” means slave address, “R” means R/W bit=1 transferred together 

with the slave address, “W” means R/W bit=0 transferred together with the slave address. 

Table 3-50 I2C Status in Master Transmitter Mode 

Status 

code 

Status of the I2C Application software response 
Next action taken by the 

I2C hardware 
to/from I2CDAT to I2CCON 

sta sto si aa 

08H START condition 

has been 

transmitted 

Load SLA+W X 0 0 X SLA+W will be transmitted 

ACK will be received 

10H Repeated START 

condition has 

been transmitted 

Load SLA+W or X  0 0 X As above 

Load SLA+R X 0 0 X SLA+R will be transmitted 

I2C will be switched to 

“master receiver” mode 

18H SLA+W has been 

transmitted; ACK 

has been received 

 

Load data byte  0 0 0 X Data byte will be transmitted; 

ACK will be received 

or no action 1 0 0 X Repeated START will be 

transmitted; 

or no action 0 1 0 X STOP condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will 

be reset 

or no action 1 1 0 X STOP condition followed by 

a START condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will 

be reset 

20H SLA+W has been 

transmitted; “not 

ACK” has been 

received 

Load data byte  0 0 0 X Data byte will be transmitted; 

ACK will be received 

or no action 1 0 0 X Repeated START will be 

transmitted; 
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Status 

code 

Status of the I2C Application software response 
Next action taken by the 

I2C hardware 
to/from I2CDAT to I2CCON 

sta sto si aa 

or no action 0 1 0 X STOP condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will 

be reset 

or no action 1 1 0 X STOP condition followed by 

a START condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will 

be reset 

28H Data byte in i2cdat 

has been 

transmitted; ACK 

has been received 

Load data byte  0 0 0 X Data byte will be transmitted; 

ACK bit will be received 

or no action 1 0 0 X Repeated START will be 

transmitted 

or no action 0 1 0 X STOP condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will 

be reset 

or no action 1 1 0 X STOP condition followed by 

a START condition will be 

transmitted; sto flag will be 

reset 

30H Data byte in i2cdat 

has been 

transmitted 

Data byte 0 0 0 X Data byte will be transmitted; 

ACK will be received 

or no action 1 0 0 X Repeated START will be 

transmitted; 

or no action 0 1 0 X STOP condition will be 

transmitted; sto flag will be 

reset 

or no action 1 1 0 X STOP condition followed by 

a START condition will be 

transmitted; sto flag will be 

reset 

38H Arbitration lost in 

SLA+R/W or data 

bytes 

No action 0 0 0 X I2C bus will be released; the 

“not addressed slave” state 

will be entered 

or no action 1 0 0 X A START condition will be 

transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 
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Table 3-51 I2C Status in Master Receiver Mode 

Status 

code 

Status of the I2C Application software response Next action taken by the I2C 

hardware to/from to i2CCON 

I2CDAT sta sto si aa 

08H 
START condition 

has been 

transmitted 

Load SLA+R X 0 0 X SLA+R will be transmitted; ACK 

will be received 

10H 
Repeated 

START condition 

has been 

transmitted 

Load SLA+R or X 0 0 X As above 

Load SLA+W X 0 0 X SLA+W will be transmitted; I2C 

will be switched to “master 

transmitter” mode 

38H 
Arbitration lost in 

“not ACK” bit 

No action or 0 0 0 X I2C bus will be released; I2C will 

enter a “slave” mode 

no action 1 0 0 X A start condition will be 

transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 

40H 
SLA+R has been 

transmitted; ACK 

has been 

received 

No action or 0 0 0 0 Data byte will be received; 

no action 0 0 0 1 not ACK will be returned 

Data byte will be received; ACK 

will be returned 

48H 
SLA+R has been 

transmitted; ACK 

has been 

received 

No action 1 0 0 X Repeated START condition will be 

transmitted 

no action 0 1 0 X STOP condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will be 

reset 

no action 1 1 0 X STOP condition followed by 

START condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will be 

reset 

50H 
Data byte has 

been received; 

ACK has been 

returned 

Read data byte 

or 

0 0 0 0 Data byte will be received; “not 

ACK” will be returned 

read data byte 0 0 0 1 Data byte will be received; ACK 

will be returned 

58H 
Data byte has 

been received; 

ACK has been 

returned 

Read data byte 

or 

1 0 0 X Repeated START condition will be 

transmitted 

read data byte 

or 

0 1 0 X STOP condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will be 

reset 

read data byte 1 1 0 X STOP condition followed by 

START condition will be 

transmitted; the “sto” flag will be 

reset 
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Table 3-52 I2C Status in Slave Receiver Mode 

Status 

code 

Status of the I2C Application software response Next action taken by the I2C 

hardware to/from to i2CCON 

I2CDAT sta sto si aa 

60H Own SLA+W has 

been received; ACK 

has been returned 

No action 

or 

X 0 0 0 Data byte will be received and 

“not ACK” will be returned 

no action X 0 0 1 Data byte will be received and 

ACK will be returned 

68H Arbitration lost in 

SLA+R/W as master; 

own SLA+W has 

been received, ACK 

returned 

No action 

or 

X 0 0 0 Data byte will be received and 

“not ACK” will be returned 

no action X 0 0 1 Data byte will be received and 

ACK will be returned 

70H General call address 

(00H) has been 

received; ACK has 

been returned 

No action 

or 

X 0 0 0 Data byte will be received and 

“not ACK” will be returned 

no action X 0 0 1 Data byte will be received and 

ACK will be returned 

78H Arbitration lost in 

SLA+R/W as 

No action 

or 

X 0 0 0 Data byte will be received and 

“not ACK” will be returned 

master; general call 

address has been 

received, ACK 

returned 

no action X 0 0 1 Data byte will be received and 

ACK will be returned 

80H Previously addressed 

with own SLV 

address; DATA has 

been received; ACK 

returned 

Read 

data byte 

or 

X 0 0 0 Data byte will be received and 

“not ACK” will be returned 

read data 

byte 

X 0 0 1 Data byte will be received and 

ACK will be returned 

88H Previously addressed 

with own SLA; DATA 

byte has been 

received; “not ACK” 

returned 

Read 

data byte 

or 

0 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; no recognition of 

own slave address or general 

call address 

read data 

byte or 

0 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; own slave address 

or general call address will be 

recognized 

read data 

byte or 

1 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; no recognition of 

own slave address or general 

call address; START condition 

will be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 
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Status 

code 

Status of the I2C Application software response Next action taken by the I2C 

hardware to/from to i2CCON 

I2CDAT sta sto si aa 

read data 

byte 

1 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; own slave address 

or general call address will be 

recognized; START condition will 

be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 

90H Previously addressed 

with general call 

address; DATA has 

been received; ACK 

returned 

Read 

data byte 

or 

X 0 0 0 Data byte will be received and 

“not ACK” will be returned 

read data 

byte 

X 0 0 1 Data byte will be received and 

ACK will be returned 

98H Previously addressed 

with general call 

address; DATA has 

been received; ACK 

returned 

Read 

data byte 

or 

0 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; no recognition of 

own slave address or general 

call address 

read data 

byte or 

0 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; own slave address 

or general call address will be 

recognized 

read data 

byte or 

1 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; no recognition of 

own slave address or general 

call address; START condition 

will be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 

read data 

byte 

1 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; own slave address 

or general call address will be 

recognized; START condition will 

be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 

A0H STOP condition or 

repeated START 

condition has been 

received while still 

addressed 

No action 

or 

0 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; no recognition of 

own slave address or general 

call address 

as SLV/REC or no action 

or 

0 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; own slave address 

or general call address will be 

recognized 
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Status 

code 

Status of the I2C Application software response Next action taken by the I2C 

hardware to/from to i2CCON 

I2CDAT sta sto si aa 

SLV/TRX no action 

or 

1 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; no recognition of 

own slave address or general 

call address; START condition 

will be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 

no action 1 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed 

slave” mode; own slave address 

or general call address will be 

recognized; START condition will 

be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 

Table 3-53 I2C Status in Slave Transmitter Mode 

Status 

code 

Status of the 

I2C 

Application software 

response 

Next action taken by the I2C 

hardware 

to/from to i2CCON 

I2CDAT sta sto si aa 

A8H Own SLA+R has been 

received; ACK has 

been returned 

Load 

data byte 

or 

X 0 0 0 Last data byte will be transmitted 

and ACK will be received 

load data 

byte 

X 0 0 1 Data byte will be transmitted; ACK 

will be received 

B0H Arbitration lost in 

SLA+R/W as master; 

own SLA+R has been 

received; ACK has 

been returned 

Load 

data byte 

or 

X 0 0 0 Last data byte will be transmitted 

and ACK will be received 

load data 

byte 

X 0 0 1 Data byte will be transmitted; ACK 

will be received 

B8H Data byte has been 

transmitted; ACK has 

been received 

Load 

data byte 

or 

X 0 0 0 Last data byte will be transmitted 

and ACK will be received 

load data 

byte 

X 0 0 1 Data byte will be transmitted; ACK 

will be received 

C0H Data byte has been 

transmitted; not ACK 

has been received 

No 

action or 

0 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; no recognition of own slave 

address or general call address 

no action 

or 

0 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; own slave address or 

general call address will be 

recognized 
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Status 

code 

Status of the 

I2C 

Application software 

response 

Next action taken by the I2C 

hardware 

to/from to i2CCON 

I2CDAT sta sto si aa 

no action 

or 

1 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; no recognition of own slave 

address or general call address; 

START condition will be 

transmitted when the bus becomes 

free 

no action 1 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; own slave address or 

general call address will be 

recognized; START condition will 

be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 

C8H Last data byte has been 

transmitted; ACK has 

been received 

No 

action or 

0 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; no recognition of own slave 

address or general call address 

no action 

or 

0 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; own slave address or 

general call address will be 

recognized 

no action 

or 

1 0 0 0 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; no recognition of own slave 

address or general call address; 

START condition will be 

transmitted when the bus becomes 

free 

no action 1 0 0 1 Switched to “not addressed slave” 

mode; own slave address or 

general call address will be 

recognized; START condition will 

be transmitted when the bus 

becomes free 
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Table 3-54 I2C Status - miscellaneous states 

Status 

code 

Status of the 

I2C 

Application software 

response 

Next action taken by the I2C hardware 

to/from to i2CCON 

I2CDAT sta sto si aa 

F8H No relevant state 

information 

available; si=0 

No 

action 

No action Wait or proceed current transfer 

00H Bus error during 

MST or selected 

slave modes 

No 

action 

0 1 0 X Only the internal hardware is affected in 

the “master” or “addressed slave” modes. 

In all cases, the bus is released and I2C 

is switched to the “not addressed slave” 

mode. The “sto” flag is reset. 

3.10 SPI 

3.10.1 Overview 

The SPI interface in HME-M1 device allows full-duplex, synchronous, serial communication between the 

MCU and peripherals, including other MCUs. It is obvious that the MCU and any peripherals must 

include SPI module. 

The module may be programmed to work as master or as slave device, with the following features: 

⚫ Full duplex mode 

⚫ Three wire synchronous transfers 

⚫ Master or Slave mode 

⚫ Seven SPI Master baud rates 

⚫ Slave Clock rate up to Fclk/4 

⚫ Serial clock with programmable polarity and phase 

⚫ 8-bit data transmitted Most Significant Bit (MSB) first, Least Significant Bit (LSB) last 

⚫ 4-bit Slave Select Output port to control external slave devices 

3.10.2 Description 

SPI module consists of SFR and INT interrupt block, as while as TR block. 

(1) Special Function Registers 

There are three special function registers in the SPI module. 
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Table 3-55 SPI Unit Special Function Registers 

Register Address Reset value Description 

spcon E2h 14H Serial Peripheral Control register 

spsta E1h 00H Serial Peripheral Status register 

spdat E3h 00H Serial Peripheral Data register 

spssn E4h FFH Serial Peripheral Slave Select register 

The “spcon” register (see Table 3-42 SPCON register) is used in configuration of the SPI module. It 

controls the master clock output rate (bits “spr0”, “spr1” and “spr2”), the clock polarity (“cpol”) and phase 

(“cpha”), configures the SPI either as master or slave (“mstr” bit), enables or disables the “ssn” input 

(“ssdis” bit) and enables or disables the whole SPI component (“spen” bit). 

The “spsta” register reflects the current status of the SPI module. The “spif” flag informs that there is a 

transfer in progress or a transfer has finished. The “wcol” flag indicates that a write collision on the 

“spdat” has occurred, i.e. the “spdat” register was written through the SFR interface while there was a 

transfer on the SPI interface. The “serr” bit informs that the “ssn” input was removed before the end of 

receive sequence when the SPI was configured as slave. Finally, the “modf” bit notifies when the state of 

the “ssn” input is in conflict with the actual mode settings (i.e. when “ssn”=0 and the SPI is configured as 

a master). 

The “spdat” register is used during transmission process. Data from this register can be sent through the 

TR (Transmit/Receive) interface, i.e. byte of data begins shifting out on output pin (“mosio” - in Master 

mode, “misoo” - in Slave mode). Simultaneously, another byte shifts in from input pin (“misoi” - in Master 

mode, “mosii” - in Slave mode). After transmission process is completed the received data can be read 

from “spdat” register. 

(2) TR block 

Transmit/Receive function is performed by the TR block. Depending on the settings of SPI module, the 

bits of data are sent in turn on rising edge (“cpol” = '0') or on falling edge (“cpol”= '1') of master clock 

(“scko”). Data are received at the falling edge (“cpol”=’0’) or rising edge (“cpol”=’1’) of master clock 

(“scko”). This applies either for master or slave transmitter/receiver, assuming that “scko” is the main 

clock of the transmission. If “cpha” bit is set, the first bit (MSB) will be sent on the “mosio”/”misoo” at the 

first active edge of “scko”. If “cpha” bit is cleared, the first bit (MSB) will be sent half a period of “scko” 

signal before active edge of this signal. In addition, the data input (“misoi” for master, “mosii” for slave) is 

sampled in the half of each bit transmitted, at the opposite edge of the clock at which data are shifted out 

to “mosio” output. 

◼ MASTER MODE 

In master mode (the “mstr” bit of “spcon” register is set) the SPI waits on write operation to “spdat” 

register. If write operation to “spdat” register is done, transmission is started. Data shifts out on “mosio” 

pin at the “scko” serial clock transition (“send_edge”). Simultaneously, another data byte shifts in from 

the slave on master's “misoi” pin (“capture_edge”). 
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◼ SLAVE MODE 

First, the SPI module has to be configured as a slave by writing “mstr”=0 in “spcon” register. Then it has 

to be enabled by setting the “spen”=1.  

In slave mode the SPI waits on low level on “ssn” input. The “ssn” input must remain low until the 

transmission is completed. The beginning of transmission depends on the state of the “cpha” bit of 

SPCON register (see Table 3-42 SPCON register). When “cpha” is cleared, then the slave must begin 

driving its data before the first “scki” edge, and a falling edge on the “ssn” input is used to start the 

transmission. When the “cpha” bit is set, then the slave uses the first edge of “scki” input as a 

transmission start signal. 

(3) Interrupt generation 

The SPI provides the SPI Interrupt output “intspi”. Two status flags can generate interrupt request (see 

Table 3-56). 

Table 3-56 SPI Interrupt flags 

Name Description 

“spif” When the transmission is finished, this flag is set by hardware. 

“modf” This bit is set when the level on “ssn” input is in conflict with actual mode, i.e. it is ‘0’ in 

Master mode (if “ssdis” = ‘0’). 

The interrupt request is disabled when both flags “spif” and “modf” are cleared. 

The SPI interrupt shares the same vector as the External Interrupt 2. The”intspi” output signal is OR-ed 

with the External Interrupt 2 edge flag, before it comes into the Interrupt Controller (ISR). To determine 

the actual source of that interrupt, the “modf” and “spif” flags have to be investigated by the interrupt 

service routine. Since the External Interrupt 2 flag is automatically cleared after vectoring to the service 

subroutine, only the state of the “modf” and “spif” flags brings the information about the actual source of 

the interrupt. 

3.11 USART 

There are 2 Serial Ports (USARTs) in the HME-M1 device: USART0 and USART1. 

3.11.1 USART0 

The Serial0 provides a flexible full-duplex synchronous/asynchronous receiver/transmitter. It can operate 

in four modes (one synchronous and three asynchronous). The Serial0 is buffered at the receive side, i.e. 

it can receive new data while the previously received is not damaged in the receive register until the 

completion of the 2nd transfer. The Serial0 is fully compatible with the standard 8051 serial port. 
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(1) USART0 operating modes 

USART0 supports 4 operating modes. 

◼ Mode 0 

In mode 0, USART0 operates as synchronous transmitter/receiver. The "txd0" outputs the shift clock. 

The “rxd0o” outputs data and the “rxd0i” inputs data. 8 bits are transmitted with LSB first. The baud rate 

is fixed at 1/12 of the main clock frequency. Reception is started by setting the“ren0” = 1 flag “s0con” 

register, and clearing the “ri0” flag. 

Transmission is started by writing data to “s0buf” register. 

◼ Mode 1 

In mode 1, USART0 operates as asynchronous transmitter/receiver with 8 data bits and programmable 

baud rate. Depending on the setting of “bd” bit of “adcon” register (page 59), either Timer 1 overflow or 

“s0relh”, “s0rell” baud rate generator is used. Additionally the baud rate can be doubled with the use of 

the “smod” bit of the “pcon” register. 

Transmission is started by writing to the “s0buf” register. The “txd0” pin outputs data. The first bit 

transmitted is a start bit (always 0), then 8 bits of data proceed, after which a stop bit (always 1) is 

transmitted. 

The “rxd0i” pin inputs data. When reception starts, USART0 synchronizes with the falling edge detected 

at pin “rxd0i”. Input data are available after completion of the reception in the “s0buf” register, and the 

value of stop bit is available as the “rb80” flag in the “s0con” register. During the reception, the “s0buf” 

and “rb80” remain unchanged until the completion. 

◼ Mode 2 

In mode 2, USART0 operates as asynchronous transmitter/receiver with 9 data bits and baud rate fixed 

to Fclkper/32 or Fclkper/64, depending on the setting of “smod” bit of “pcon” register. 

Transmission is started by writing to the “s0buf” register. The “txd0” pin outputs data. The first bit 

transmitted is a start bit (always 0), then 9 bits of data proceed where the 9th is taken from bit “tb80” of 

the “s0con” register, after which a stop bit (always 1) is transmitted. 

The “rxd0i” pin inputs data. When reception starts, USART0 synchronizes with the falling edge detected 

at pin “rxd0”. Input data are available after completion of the reception in the “s0buf” register, and the 9th 

bit is available as the “rb80” flag in the “s0con” register. During the reception, the “s0buf” and “rb80” 

remain unchanged until the completion. 

◼ Mode 3 

The only difference between Mode 2 and Mode 3 is that in Mode 3 either internal baud rate generator or 

Timer 1 can be used to specify the baud rate. 

(2) USART0 Multiprocessor Communication 

The feature of receiving 9 bits in Modes 2 and 3 of Serial Interface 0 can be used for multiprocessor 

communication. 
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When the “sm20” bit of the “s0con” register is set, the receive interrupt is generated only when the 9th 

received bit (“rb80” of “s0con”) is 1. Otherwise, no interrupt is generated upon reception. 

To utilize this feature to multiprocessor communication, the slave processors have their “sm20” bit set to 

1. The master processor transmits the slave’s address, with the 9th bit set to 1, causing reception 

interrupt in all of the slaves. The slave processors’ software compares the received byte with their 

network address. If there is a match, the addressed slave clears its “sm20” flag and the rest of the 

message is transmitted from the master with the 9th bit set to 0. The other slaves keep their “sm20” set 

to 1 so that they ignore the rest of the message sent by the master. 

3.11.2 USART1 

USART1 provides a flexible full-duplex asynchronous receiver/transmitter. It can operate in two modes. 

The Serial1 is buffered at the receive side, i.e. it can receive new data while the previously received is 

not damaged in the receive register until the completion of the 2nd transfer. 

(1) USART1 operating modes 

USART1 supports 2 operating modes. 

◼ Mode A 

In mode A, USART1 operates as asynchronous transmitter/receiver with 9 data bits and programmable 

baud rate. The “s1relh”, “s1rell” baud rate generator is used to synchronize input and output transfers. 

The baud rate of USART1 cannot be modified using the “smod” bit of the “pcon” register. 

Transmission is started by writing to the “s1buf” register. The “txd1” pin outputs data. The first bit 

transmitted is a start bit (always 0), then 9 bits of data proceed where the 9th bit is taken from bit “tb81” 

of the “s1con” register, after which a stop bit (always 1) is transmitted. 

The “rxd1i” pin inputs data. When reception starts, USART1 synchronizes with the falling edge detected 

at pin “rxd1i”. Input data are available after completion of the reception in the “s1buf” register (page 53), 

and the 9th bit is available as the “rb81” flag in the “s1con” register (page 52). During the reception, the 

“s1buf” and “rb81” remain unchanged until the completion. 

◼ Mode B 

In mode B, USART1 operates as asynchronous transmitter/receiver with 8 data bits and programmable 

baud rate. The “s1relh”, “s1rell” baud rate generator is used to synchronize input and output transfers. 

The baud rate cannot be modified using the “smod” bit of the “pcon” register. 

Transmission is started by writing to the “s1buf” register (page 53). The “txd1” pin outputs data. The first 

bit transmitted is a start bit (always 0), then 8 bits of data proceed, after which a stop bit (always 1) is 

transmitted. 

The “rxd1i” pin inputs data. When reception starts, USART1 synchronizes with the falling edge detected 

at pin “rxd1i”. Input data are available after completion of the reception in the “s1buf” register (page 53), 

and the value of stop bit is available as the “rb81” flag in the “s1con” register (page 52). During the 

reception, the “s1buf” and “rb81” remain unchanged until the completion. 
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(2) USART1 Multiprocessor Communication 

The feature of receiving 9 bits in Mode A of Serial Interface 1 can be used for multiprocessor 

communication. 

When the “sm21” bit of the “s1con” register (page 52) is set, the receive interrupt is generated only when 

the 9th received bit (“rb81” of “s1con”) is 1. Otherwise, no interrupt is generated upon reception. 

To utilize this feature to multiprocessor communication, the slave processors have their “sm21” bit set to 

1. The master processor transmits the slave’s address, with the 9th bit set to 1, causing reception 

interrupt in all of the slaves. The slave processors’ software compares the received byte with their 

network address. If there is a match, the addressed slave clears its “sm21” flag and the rest of the 

message is transmitted from the master with the 9th bit set to 0. The other slaves keep their “sm21” set 

to 1 so that they ignore the rest of the message sent by the master. 

3.12 P Port 

3.12.1 Overview 

In HME-M1 device, there are 4 8-bit register “p0”, “p1”, “p2”, “p3” (see 3.3.3(8)) which can be accessed 

as Special Function Registers while performing write or Write-Read-Modify instructions. 

Some port pins are multiplexed with other function pins. For details, please refer to next section. 

3.12.2 Multiplex of port pins 

Some function pins, such as: external interrupt1, USART0, USART1, Timer 0~2, and Compare – 

Capture Unit, share pins with port1 and port3. The following shows the details. 

Table 3-57 Port pin multiplex 

Name Type 
Polarity 

Bus size 

Alternate  

Port 
Description 

External interrupts inputs 

int0 I Low/Fall port3i[2] External interrupt 0 

int1 I Low/Fall port3i[3] External interrupt 1 

int2 I Fall/Rise port1i[4] External interrupt 2 

int3 I Fall/Rise port1i[0] External interrupt 3 

int4 I Rise port1i[1] External interrupt 4 

int5 I Rise port1i[2] External interrupt 5 

int6 I Rise port1i[3] External interrupt 6 

int7 I Rise port1i[6] External interrupt 7 

Serial 0 interface 

rxd0i I 1 port3i[0] Serial 0 receive data 

rxd0o O 1 port3o[0] Serial 0 transmit data 
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Name Type 
Polarity 

Bus size 

Alternate  

Port 
Description 

txd0 O 1 port3o[1] Serial 0 transmit data or receive clock in mode 0 

Serial 1 interface 

rxd1 I 1 port1i[0] Serial 1 receive data 

txd1 O 1 port1o[1] Serial 1 transmit data 

Timers inputs 

t0 I Fall port3i[4] Timer 0 external input 

t1 I Fall port3i[5] Timer 1 external input 

t2 I Fall port1i[7] Timer 2 external input 

t2ex I Fall port1i[5] Timer 2 capture trigger  

Compare – Capture Unit 

cc(0) I Rise/Fall port1i[0] Compare/Capture 0 input 

cc(1) I Rise port1i[1] Compare/Capture 1 input 

cc(2) I Rise port1i[2] Compare/Capture 2 input 

cc(3) I Rise port1i[3] Compare/Capture 3 input  

Ccubus[0] O 1 port1o[0] Compare/Capture 0 Output  

Ccubus[1] O 1 port1o[1] Compare/Capture 1 Output  

Ccubus[2] O 1 port1o[2] Compare/Capture 2 Output  

Ccubus[3] O 1 port1o[3] Compare/Capture 3 Output  

3.13 Power Management 

3.13.1 Power saving modes 

The power management mechanism is implemented in the 8051. There are two power saving modes 

implemented. The power saving modes are controlled by the PCON register (see 3.3.3(32) Power 

Control Register - PCON). 

There are two power saving modes: STOP and IDLE mode. 

◼ STOP mode 

In this mode both ”clkperen” and ”clkcpuen” signals are disabled and gated clocks are stopped, causing 

all synchronous circuits driven by “clkcpu” and “clkper” to stop. 

◼ IDLE mode 

In this mode only the main CPU is stopped. That means the Control Unit, ALU, Program/Data Memory 

interface and RAM/SFR interface are stopped. The “clkcpuen” is disabled, while the “clkperen” remains 

active. 

3.13.2 Exit from power saving modes 

◼ STOP mode 
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In this mode both “clkperen” and “clkcpuen” signals are disabled and gated clocks are stopped. The 

interrupt controller cannot generate any interrupt since no peripherals are working. The only way to finish 

the STOP mode is receive an interrupt from External Interrupt 0 or 1. 

◼ IDLE mode 

In this mode only the main CPU is stopped. The interrupt controller and other peripherals are clocked 

normally and interrupts are generated normally. Any interrupt can finish the IDLE mode. 

3.14 MSS in System Control 

MSS controls special functions through operation with SFR registers, i.e. ISC, GCLK control, power 

management and I/O management etc. Corresponding SFRs please refer to 3.4 Extended SFR. 

3.14.1 MSS Clock Power Management 

(1) PLL Operation 

Turn off power by setting MISCCON.3:PLLPWD, while turn it on by setting it 0. MISCCON.3:PLLPWD 

can only be active when setting any flag of MISCCON.4: CLKCPUEN, MISCCON.5:PLLO0EN, 

MISCCON.6:PLLO1EN, MISCCON.7: PLLO2EN as 1. 

Check PLL clock locked by reading MISCCON.2:PLLLOCK bit, 0 stands for unlock, while 1 stands for 

locked. 

(2) Operation of clkcpu, clkout0, clkout1, clkout2 

When clkcpu is set in dynamic switch mode, set 0 bit of CLKCPUON by choosing MSS cpu clock source 

clkcpu, 0 comes from clkx, while 1 comes from plloutx, where clkx and plloutx are set in PLL wizard. 

Frequency value is changed by setting CLKCPUON (F9) [2:0], maximum to baseband divided by 128, 

where baseband is set in PLL wizard. 

Perform clkcpu dynamically switching by setting MISCCON.4: CLKCPUEN status; 

Dynamically switching of clkout0, clkout1 and clkout2 is similar to clkcpu dynamically switching, only 

differs from corresponding SFR. 

(3) Fabric gclk control 

8051 has the function of power management, with which can gate control gclk clock of Fabric intelligently, 

and reduce power dissipation greatly. 

Either clkcpuen or clkperen works as gclk gate control signal of Fabric, combined with power 

management of 8051, can achieve the function of turning off gclk clock when necessary. When 8051 

CPU stays in STOP Mode, clkcpuen and clkperen both are low, while in IDLE Mode, clkcpuen is low, 

clkperen is high. For more detail of 8051, please see 3.13Power Management. 
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3.14.2 MSS SPI Operation 

To connect SPI interface to Fabric, I2CSPISEL (AB) 0 bit must be set to 1. Otherwise, SPI interface can 

not be used. 

HME-M1 has In System Program features after SPI FLASH port connects with SPI interface through 

Fabric. We will take embedded SPI FLASH as an example, it shows as follow. 

FPGA design: 

Instantiate spi_interface and connect it to 8051 SPI interface of MSS. 

Firmware design: 

⚫ Set I2CSPISEL(AB) 0 bit as 1 

⚫ Invoke SPI driving function operate SPI FLASH 

3.14.3 MSS I2C IO Settings 

SCL and SDA of I2C are connected to certain IO pins (refer to 6.2 Pin List). I2CSPISEL (AB) bit 1 must 

set to 1 to connect external I2C device with I2C interface. The fixed IO default attribute is general IO. 

Then corresponding attribution of I/O SCL and SDA is general I/O 

3.14.4 MSS in System Reconfiguration 

Image configuration of HME-M1 consists of FPGA configured data and MSS programming code. FPGA 

configured data sizes are substantially the same, while MSS code size changes with the size of program. 

Configuration Image is stored in SPI FLASH. Sector is the smallest unit to store Images, with a size as 

big as 0x10000. And one Image can take more than one Sectors. Figure 3-10 describes mapping of 

multi-Image stored in SPI FLASH, therein the Image size is smaller than the Sector one. Configuration 

packer in Fuxi can generate .mcf file with Images, while Download can download Images of .mcf into SPI 

FLASH once. Utilizing ISC features, HME-M1 can make use of SPI FLASH space to get HME-M1 device 

volume in return, and in other words, HME-M1 can fulfill more than 1K FPGA LE logic. 

ISC steps are as follow: 

⚫ Write initial target addresses, where to configure Image, to ISCADDR3~OSCADDR0, 4 SFRs 

⚫ Write 1 to MISCCON (0Xf8) 0 bit ISCEN 

After the two steps, HME-M1 device will point to Image2 reconfiguration with dotted line. During 

reconfiguration, MSS is in reset, while ISCADDR3~ISCADDR0 AND ISCEN are cleared automatically. 

Note: after power on reset, HME-M1 uses Image1 as default configuration. 
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Figure 3-10 ISC 

3.14.5 MSS in System Update 

Utilize the features of ISC and ISP to perform HME-M1 in system update. 

⚫ Utilizing ISP features, program new Image data into corresponding Sector of SPI-FLASH.. 

⚫ Utilizing ISC features, re-configure HME-M1 with uploaded Image. 

3.15 8051 Instantiation 

In the view of a user design by using the HME-M1 device, the 8051 is considerate to be a macro block, 

which will be instantiated in the RTL code of the user design. 

3.15.1 8051 macro pin list 
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Table 3-58 8051 pin list 

Name Type Bus size Description 

clkcpu I 1 MSS 8051 clock3 

Fabric interface 

clkcpuen  O 1 is low when cpu is in STOP and IDLE mode.  

clkperen  O 1 is low when cpu is in IDLE mode 

reset  I 1 MSS reset，Low active 

ro  O 1 MSS core reset output  

swd  I 1 High level on this pin during reset starts the 

watchdog Timer immediately after reset is 

released  

SPI interface 

scki  I 1 Serial clock input  

scko  O 1 Serial clock output  

scktri  O 1 Serial clock tri-state enable  

ssn  I 1 Slave select input  

misoi  I 1 “Master input / slave output” input pin  

misoo  O 1 “Master input / slave output” output pin  

misotri  O 1 “Master input / slave output” tri-state enable  

mosii  I 1 “Master output / slave input” input pin  

mosio  O 1 “Master output / slave input” output pin  

mositri  O 1 “Master output / slave input” tri-state enable  

spssn  O 4 Slave select output register  

General IO 

port0i  I 8 8-bit input port  

port0o  O 8 8-bit output port  

port1i  I 8 8-bit input port, combine with int2-7, ccu, t2, rxd1 

port1o  O 8 8-bit output port, combine with ccu, txd1 

port2i  I 8 8-bit input port  

port2o  O 8 8-bit output port  

port3i  I 8 8-bit input port, combine with int0-1, rxd0, t0, t1 

port3o  O 8 8-bit output port, combine with txd0, rxd0o 

EMIF interface 

clkemif  I 1 EMIF interface clock  

memack  I 1 memory acknowledge  

memdatai  I 8 Memory data input  

memdatao  O 8 Memory data output  

memaddr  O 23 Memory address  

                                                   

3 Hardware interior has been connected to global clock, essential to choose clock in PLL wizard, without design connection. 
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Name Type Bus size Description 

memwr  O 1 Memory write enable  

memrd  O 1 Memory read enable  

DPRAM 4K interface 

clkb  I 1 dpram 4k b port clock  

ceb  I 1 dpram 4k b port chip select,high active 

web  I 1 dpram 4k b port write enable, high active 

ab  I 12 dpram 4k b port address 

db  I 8 dpram 4k b port write data 

qb  O 8 dpram 4k b port read output data 
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4 Configuration 

4.1 Configuration Mode 

There are 3 configuration modes: JTAG, AS and PS mode. AS, PS mode configuration are controlled by 

a mode-select pin MSEL, as described in Table 4-1. 

Note: HME-M1 with FLASH only provides 2 modes, AS and JTAG, without MSEL pin. 

Table 4-1 configuration mode 

Mode select pin Mode Description 

MSEL 

0 AS Active Serial mode. The chip will be configured 

automatically. Configuration data is stored in the SPI 

flash. 

1 PS Chip acts as slave.  

External microcontroller feeds configuration data into 

the chip. 

0/1 JTAG JTAG-based configuration. This mode takes high 

privilege over AS and PS modes 

4.1.1 AS Mode 

In AS configuration mode, HME-M1 POR or pin nCONFIG RST reads configuration data from SPI flash 0 

addresses automatically, and configures FPGA and embedded RAM of MSS. 

The following figure describes the AS mode of HME-M1 without FLASH. 
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Figure 4-1 AS configuration without flash 

Figure 4-2 describes the AS mode of HME-M1 with FLASH. 
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Figure 4-2 AS configuration with flash 

4.1.2 PS Mode 

In the PS mode, HME-M1 works as slave device, receive configuration data from external master 

controller passively. SPI Master cannot read configuration data from HME-M1. 

Figure 4-3 describes HME-M1 in PS configuration. 
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Figure 4-3 PS configuration 

4.1.3 JTAG Mode 

In JTAG mode, JTAG host computer configures and debugs both FPGA and MSS through HME-M1 

JTAG interface. 

JTAG interface has higher priority than other configuration mode, and can access and debug 

configuration prior in any mode. 

4.2 Non-volatile Memory  

SPI-Flash used for configuring HME-M1, no matter embedded or external configured can be operated in 

user mode. 

Invoke spi interface to in user design, to use SPI-FLASH in HME-M1 device. For embedded SPI-Flash 

datasheet, please refer to GD25QXX_Rev1.0.pdf. 

Table 4-2 SPI Interface port 

Port name Type Description 

sclk Input spi flash input clock 

sdo output spi flash serial output data 

cson Input spi flash chip select，low active 

sdi Input  spi flash serial input data 
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When using SPI-Flash, connections should follow Figure 4-1, and set corresponding IO as user IO 

during user design, see 3.14.2. 

4.3 ISC 

ISC (In System Configuration) can make MSS re-configure HME-M1 dynamically or statically. ISC can 

only be achieved in AS mode. 

Static re-configuration, MSS program writes addresses and instructions to ISC corresponding SFR to 

make HME-M1 re-load corresponding Image from certain SPI Flash address to reconfigure HME-M1 

device. 

Dynamic re-configuration, MSS program reads Image from external (USART or other interfaces), and 

writes to corresponding Image space through SPI interface, updates the Image. Then MSS writes 

addresses and instructions to corresponding ISC SFR to configure HME-M1 with the updated Image. 

More details see 3.14MSS in System Control. 

4.4 Security  

The HME-M1 device has a powerful security mechanism:  

⚫ Configuration bitstream encryption to protect data in the external flash 

⚫ Key-based flash access control to protect data in the internal flash 

⚫ Configuration chain protection to protect the configuration chain of the FPGA fabric 

4.4.1 Configuration bitstream encryption 

The configuration bitstream file can be encrypted. LSFR algorithm is used to encrypt the configuration 

bitstream and users can define the 128 bits encryption key.  

4.4.2 Key-based flash access control 

Flash content can be accessed via JTAG interface, so it is important to protect against reading flash for 

HME-M1 devices with embedded flash for security consideration. 

1 bit disable flag is embedded in a specified location of configuration data, and programmed with data 

into flash. Read and write operation can’t access to flash when the flag is disabled. 

When the flag is disabled, only BE(BULK-EREASE) and RDSR(READ STATUS REGISTER) instructions 

can be sent into flash, while other instructions are filtrated by safe mechanism. After erased the content 

of flash, the flag is cleared, all instructions can be performed in flash. 

 

The HME-M1 device also provides a mechanism to forbid reading FP configuration chain via JTAG 
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interface when some control bits are set. These control bits are integrated into configuration bitstream 

and can be easily setup by using Fuxi software. 

Note that all the above operations can be performed using Fuxi software. 

4.5 HME-M1 Power-On-Reset (POR) 

HME-M1 device has internal POR circuits to monitor VCCINT and VCCIO voltage levels during 

power-up. The POR circuit keeps the device in reset state until VCCINT and VCCIO reach the trigger 

point. After the device enters into user mode, the POR circuit continues monitoring the VCCINT voltage 

levels but not VCCIO any more. POR also be controlled by external manual reset control signal. 

The POR circuit has the following features: 

⚫ Power up monitor, trigger point: 

- VCCINT： 0.75V-1.08V 

- VCCIO ： 1.8V-2.97V 

⚫ Power down monitor, trigger point: 

- VCCINT:   0.65V-0.9V 

⚫ Low level monitor VCCINT 

⚫ Delay time: typical 4.9ms, range 3.3ms ~ 7.4ms 
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5 DC Characteristics 

5.1 LVCMOS33 D.C. Specifications 

Table 5-1 LVCMOS33 D.C. Characteristics 

Parameter  Symbol     Condition Min  Typ  Max  Units  

Supply Voltage  VCCIO  - 2.97  3.3  3.63  V  

Input Voltage Low  VIL  - -0.3  - 0.8  V  

Input Voltage High  VIH  - 2.0  - 5.5 V  

Output Voltage Low  VOL  lol = 8mA - - 0.4 V 

Output Voltage High  VOH  loh = 8mA 2.4 - - V 

5.2 LVTTL33 D.C. Specifications 

Table 5-2 LVTTL33 D.C. Characteristics  

Parameter  Symbol  Condition Min  Typ  Max  Units  

Supply Voltage  VCCIO  - 2.97  3.3  3.63  V  

Input Voltage Low  VIL  - -0.3  - 0.8  V  

Input Voltage High  VIH  - 2.0  - 5.5 V  

Output Voltage Low  VOL  lol = 8mA - - 0.4  V  

Output Voltage High  VOH  loh = 8mA 2.4 - - V  

Notes for the tables above: 

(1) Descriptions of the symbols used in these tables are as follows: 

VCCIO – Supply voltage for single-ended inputs and for output drivers 

lol – Output current condition under which VOL is tested 

loh – Output current condition under which VOH is tested 

VIL – Input voltage that indicates a low logic level 

VIH – Input voltage that indicates a high logic level 

VOL – Output voltage that indicates a low logic level 
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VOH – Output voltage that indicates a high logic level 

(2) Absolute maximum ratings are stress ratings. Continuously operating at or beyond these ratings 

listed above may cause unrecoverable damage to the device. 

Note: figures in the above tables based on: temperature=25℃，VCCINT=1.2V， VCCIO=3.3V. 
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6 Pins and Packaging 

6.1 Pins Description 

Table 6-1 Power Supply and Voltage Reference Pins 

Name Type Description 

VCCIO Power Digital supply to the FPGA fabric I/O bank，typical is 3.3V 

VCCINT Power Digital supply to the FPGA core,typical is 1.2V 

VCCA_PLL Power Analog supply to the PLL,typical is 1.2V 

GND Ground Digital ground 

GNDA_PLL Ground Analog ground to PLL 

Table 6-2 JTAG Pins 

Name Type Description 

TMS input JTAG input pin. 

TDI input JTAG input pin. 

TCK input JTAG input pin. 

TDO output JTAG output pin. 

Table 6-3 SPI pins 

Name Type Description 

SCLK inout Input (PS4 mode) 

output (AS mode) 

In passive serial configuration mode, SCLK is a clock input used to 

clock configuration data from external device source into device. 

In active serial configuration mode, SCLK is a clock output from  

device. (The CLD is a master in this mode) 

SDI input Dedicated configuration data input pin. 

SDO output Active serial data output from the CLD device. In passive serial 

configuration, this pin becomes a user I/O pin. 

nCSO output Chip select output to enable/disable a serial configuration device. 

This output is used during active serial configuration mode. 

In passive serial configuration mode this pin become user I/O. 

                                                   

4 Package with flash doesn’t have MSEL and PS mode 
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All SPI pins can work as general I/O, once don’t have SPI function. 

Table 6-4 Configuration Pins 

Name Type Description 

nCONFIG input Chip global reset input. Active low  

CONF_DONE output dedicate the configuration status output 

MSEL4 input Dedicated mode select control pins for the configuration mode for 

the device, not user I/O pins: 

0: Active Serial (Active serial Configuration),  

1: Passive Serial 

Table 6-5 User Pins 

Pin 

Name 

Pin 

Type 

Description 

XIN input Crystal Input. This pin is for the oscillator circuit for a crystal or ceramic resonator. If 

overdriven by an external CMOS clock, this becomes the system clock input. 

XOUT output Crystal Output. This pin is the excitation driver for a crystal or ceramic resonator. 

SCL inout I2C clock 

SDA inout I2C data 

CLKx input Dedicated global clock input 

IOxxx inout user I/O 

Note: IOxxx defaults as full up. 

6.2 Pin List 

There are 4 members in the HME-M1 device series: M1C01N0L144 (AS2E5F1KL144), M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144), M1C01N3T100 (AS2E5F1KAT100) and M1C01N0T100 (AS2E5F1KT100); 2 

packages: LQFP-144 and TQFP-100. M1C01N0L144 (AS2E5F1KL144) and M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144) are compatible with power and IO. M1C01N3T100 (AS2E5F1KAT100) and 

M1C01N0T100 (AS2E5F1KT100) are compatible with power and IO. See Table 8-1. 
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6.2.1 TQFP-100 Package Pin List 

Table 6-6 TQFP-100 Pin List 

No. M1C01N0T100 

(AS2E5F1KT1

00) 

M1C01N3T100 

(AS2E5F1KAT100) 

1 IO1 IO1 

2 IO2 IO2 

3 IO3 IO3 

4 IO4 IO4 

5 IO5 IO5 

6 IO6 IO6 

7 SDO /IO7  IO7  

8 SCLK/IO8   IO8 

9 VCCIO VCCIO 

10 GND GND 

11 GND GND 

12 CLK0 /IO9 CLK0 /IO9 

13 VCCINT VCCINT 

14 CLK1 /IO10 CLK1 /IO10 

15 IO11 IO11 

16 IO12 IO12 

17 XOUT XOUT 

18 XIN XIN 

19 IO13 IO13 

20 IO14/SCL IO14/SCL 

21 IO15/SDA IO15/SDA 

22 TMS TMS 

23 TDI TDI 

24 TCK TCK 

25 TDO TDO 

26 VCCA_PLL VCCA_PLL 

27 GNDA_PLL GNDA_PLL 

28 CONF_DONE 

/I O16  

CONF_DONE /I 

O16 

29 IO17 IO17 

30 nCONFIG nCONFIG 

31 VCCIO VCCIO 

32 GND GND 

33 MSEL/ I O18  IO18  

34 IO19 IO19 

35 IO20 IO20 

No. M1C01N0T100 

(AS2E5F1KT1

00) 

M1C01N3T100 

(AS2E5F1KAT100) 

36 IO21 IO21 

37 GND GND 

38 IO22 IO22 

39 VCCINT VCCINT 

40 IO23 IO23 

41 IO24 IO24 

42 IO25 IO25 

43 IO26 IO26 

44 IO27 IO27 

45 VCCIO VCCIO 

46 GND GND 

47 IO28 IO28 

48 IO29 IO29 

49 IO30 IO30 

50 IO31 IO31 

51 IO32 IO32 

52 IO33 IO33 

53 IO34 IO34 

54 IO35 IO35 

55 IO36 IO36 

56 IO37 IO37 

57 IO38 IO38 

58 CSON /IO39  IO39  

59 VCCIO VCCIO 

60 GND GND 

61 SDI /IO40  IO40 

62 CLK2/IO41  CLK2/IO41 

63 VCCINT VCCINT 

64 CLK3/IO42 CLK3/IO42 

65 GND GND 

66 IO43 IO43 

67 IO44 IO44 

68 IO45 IO45 

69 IO46 IO46 

70 IO47 IO47 

71 IO48 IO48 
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No. M1C01N0T100 

(AS2E5F1KT1

00) 

M1C01N3T100 

(AS2E5F1KAT100) 

72 IO49 IO49 

73 IO50 IO50 

74 IO51 IO51 

75 IO52 IO52 

76 IO53 IO53 

77 IO54 IO54 

78 IO55 IO55 

79 GND GND 

80 VCCIO VCCIO 

81 IO56 IO56 

82 IO57 IO57 

83 IO58 IO58 

84 IO59 IO59 

85 IO60 IO60 

86 IO61 IO61 

No. M1C01N0T100 

(AS2E5F1KT1

00) 

M1C01N3T100 

(AS2E5F1KAT100) 

87 IO62 IO62 

88 VCCINT VCCINT 

89 IO63 IO63 

90 GND GND 

91 IO64 IO64 

92 IO65 IO65 

93 GND GND 

94 VCCIO VCCIO 

95 IO66 IO66 

96 IO67 IO67 

97 IO68 IO68 

98 IO69 IO69 

99 IO70 IO70 

100 IO71 IO71 

 

6.2.2 LQFP-144 Package Pin List 

Table 6-7 LQFP-144 Pin List 

No. M1C01N0L144 

(AS2E5F1KL1

44) 

M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144) 

1 IO1 IO1 

2 IO2 IO2 

3 IO3 IO3 

4 IO4 IO4 

5 IO5 IO5 

6 IO6 IO6 

7 SDO/ IO7   IO7 

8 SCLK/ IO8  IO8 

9 VCCIO VCCIO 

10 GND GND 

11 IO9 IO9 

12 IO10 IO10 

13 IO11 IO11 

14 IO12 IO12 

15 IO13 IO13 

16 IO14 IO14 

No. M1C01N0L144 

(AS2E5F1KL1

44) 

M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144) 

17 GND GND 

18 CLK0/IO15  CLK0/IO15  

19 VCCINT VCCINT 

20 CLK1/IO16  CLK1/IO16  

21 IO17 IO17 

22 IO18 IO18 

23 IO19 IO19 

24 IO20 IO20 

25 VCCIO VCCIO 

26 GND GND 

27 XOUT XOUT 

28 XIN XIN 

29 IO21 IO21 

30 IO22/SCL IO22/SCL 

31 IO23/SDA IO23/SDA 

32 IO24 IO24 
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No. M1C01N0L144 

(AS2E5F1KL1

44) 

M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144) 

33 TMS TMS 

34 TDI TDI 

35 TCK TCK 

36 TDO TDO 

37 VCCA_PLL VCCA_PLL 

38 GNDA_PLL GNDA_PLL 

39 CONF_DONE/ 

IO25  

CONF_DONE/ IO25  

40 IO26 IO26 

41 IO27 IO27 

42 IO28 IO28 

43 IO29 IO29 

44 IO30 IO30 

45 nCONFIG nCONFIG 

46 VCCIO VCCIO 

47 GND GND 

48 MSEL/ IO31  IO31  

49 IO32 IO32 

50 IO33 IO33 

51 IO34 IO34 

52 IO35 IO35 

53 IO36 IO36 

54 GND GND 

55 IO37 IO37 

56 VCCINT VCCINT 

57 IO38 IO38 

58 IO39 IO39 

59 IO40 IO40 

60 IO41 IO41 

61 IO42 IO42 

62 IO43 IO43 

63 IO44 IO44 

64 VCCIO VCCIO 

65 GND GND 

66 IO45 IO45 

67 IO46 IO46 

68 IO47 IO47 

69 IO48 IO48 

70 IO49 IO49 

71 IO50 IO50 

No. M1C01N0L144 

(AS2E5F1KL1

44) 

M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144) 

72 IO51 IO51 

73 IO52 IO52 

74 IO53 IO53 

75 IO54 IO54 

76 IO55 IO55 

77 IO56 IO56 

78 IO57 IO57 

79 IO58 IO58 

80 IO59 IO59 

81 SCON/ IO60  IO60  

82 VCCIO VCCIO 

83 GND GND 

84 SDI /IO61  IO61  

85 IO62 IO62 

86 IO63 IO63 

87 IO64 IO64 

88 IO65 IO65 

89 CLK2/IO66  CLK2/IO66  

90 VCCINT VCCINT 

91 CLK3/IO67  CLK3/IO67  

92 GND GND 

93 IO68 IO68 

94 IO69 IO69 

95 IO70 IO70 

96 IO71 IO71 

97 IO72 IO72 

98 IO73 IO73 

99 Gnd Gnd 

100 VCCIO VCCIO 

101 IO74 IO74 

102 IO75 IO75 

103 IO76 IO76 

104 IO77 IO77 

105 IO78 IO78 

106 IO79 IO79 

107 IO80 IO80 

108 IO81 IO81 

109 IO82 IO82 

110 IO83 IO83 

111 IO84 IO84 
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No. M1C01N0L144 

(AS2E5F1KL1

44) 

M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144) 

112 IO85 IO85 

113 IO86 IO86 

114 IO87 IO87 

115 GND GND 

116 VCCIO VCCIO 

117 IO88 IO88 

118 IO89 IO89 

119 IO90 IO90 

120 IO91 IO91 

121 IO92 IO92 

122 IO93 IO93 

123 IO94 IO94 

124 IO95 IO95 

125 IO96 IO96 

126 VCCINT VCCINT 

127 IO97 IO97 

128 GND GND 

No. M1C01N0L144 

(AS2E5F1KL1

44) 

M1C01N3L144 

(AS2E5F1KAL144) 

129 IO98 IO98 

130 IO99 IO99 

131 IO100 IO100 

132 IO101 IO101 

133 IO102 IO102 

134 IO103 IO103 

135 GND GND 

136 VCCIO VCCIO 

137 IO104 IO104 

138 IO105 IO105 

139 IO106 IO106 

140 IO107 IO107 

141 IO108 IO108 

142 IO109 IO109 

143 IO110 IO110 

144 IO111 IO111 

 

6.2.3 QFP-68 Package Pin List 

Table 6-8 QFN-68 Pin List 

No. QFN68 

1 IO1 

2 IO2 

3 IO3 

4 IO4 

5 IO5 

6 IO6 

7 VCCIO0 

8 IO7 

9 VCCINT 

10 IO8 

11 VCCIO1 

12 XOUT 

13 XIN 

14 TMS 

15 TDI 

16 TCK 

No. QFN68 

17 TDO 

18 VCCA_PLL 

19 GNDA_PLL 

20 IO9 

21 IO10 

22 IO11 

23 VCCIO2 

24 IO12 

25 IO13 

26 IO14 

27 IO15 

28 VCCINT 

29 IO16 

30 IO17 

31 IO18 

32 VCCIO3 
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No. QFN68 

33 IO19 

34 IO20 

35 IO21 

36 IO22 

37 IO23 

38 VCCIO4 

39 IO24 

40 IO25 

41 IO26 

42 VCCINT 

43 IO27 

44 IO28 

45 IO29 

46 IO30 

47 VCCIO5 

48 IO31 

49 IO32 

50 IO33 

No. QFN68 

51 IO34 

52 IO35 

53 IO36 

54 IO37 

55 VCCIO6 

56 IO38 

57 IO39 

58 IO40 

59 IO41 

60 VCCINT 

61 IO42 

62 IO43 

63 IO44 

64 VCCIO7 

65 IO45 

66 IO46 

67 IO47 

68 IO48 

 

Note: 

 Pin attributes listed at the front are default, while other attributes need configured before use. 

Take SDO/IO7 as example, SDO is default, once used as general I/O, reconfiguration is 

essential before use. 

 HME-M1 device with Flash does not have MSEL, also it has only one mode, AS mode. 

 SCL and SDA of I2C can only perform from fixed pins, general IO as default , see 3.14.3 to use it 

as I2C. 
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6.3 Package Information 

6.3.1 LQFP144 Low-profile Quad Flat-Pack Package Specifications 

PIN  1

IDENTI

FIER

1

14

4

37 72

73

10

8

10

9

D 1

D1 2
4

E

1

E1

2

36

A A2

A1 6 e b 0.08 C

C SEATING PLANE

θ2

θ3

S

θ1

R1

R2

L

L1

θ

.25

GAGE PLANE

B

B

SECTION   A-A

b 5 3

c

5

c1

5

b1 5

SECTION   B-B

WITH  PLATING

BASE  METAL

A A

Symbol
Dimension  in  mm

Min Nom Max

A

A1

A2

b1

b

c1

c

D

D1

E

E1

e

L

L1

R

R1

S

θ1

θ2

θ3

θ

1.60

0.05

1.35 1.40 1.45

0.17 0.22 0.27

0.20    REF

0.12 0.20

0.13    REF

21.85 22.00 22.15

19.90 20.00 20.10

21.85 22.00 22.15

19.90 20.00 20.10

0.50    BSC

0.45 0.60 0.75

1.00    REF

0.15    REF

0.15    REF

0.19    REF

7°    REF

12°    REF

12°    REF

0° 3.5° 7°

TO BE DETERMINED AT SEATING PLANE 

DIMENSION D1 AND E1 DO NOT INCLUDE MOLD PROTRUSION

D1 AND E1 ARE MAXIMUM PLASTIC BODY SIZE DIMENSION

INCLUDING MOLD MISMATCH.

DIMENSION b DOES NOT INCLUDE DAMBAR PROTRUSION

DAMBAR CAN NOT BE LOCATED ON THE LOWER RADIUS 

OR THE FOOT.

EXACT SHAPE OF EACH CORNER IS OPTIONAL.

THESE DIMENSIONS APPLY TO THE FLAT SECTION OF THE LEAD

BETWEEN 0.10 mm AND 0.25 mm FROM THE LEAD TIP.

A1 IS DEFINED AS THE DISTANCE FROM THE SEATING 

PLANE

TO THE LOWEST POINT OF THE PACKAGE BODY.

CONTROLLING DIMENSION :  MILLIMETER.

REFERENCE DOCUMENT :  JEDEC MS–026 ,  BFB

…

C

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

 

Figure 6-1 LQFP-144 package 
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6.3.2  TQFP100 Thin Quad Flat-Pack Package Specifications 

PIN  1

IDENTI

FIER

1

10

0

26 5

0

51

75

76

D 1

D1 2
4

E

1

E1

2

25

A A2

A16 e b cccC
C

SEATING PLANE

θ2

θ3

S

θ1

R1

R2

L

L1

θ

.25

GAGE PLANE

B

B

SECTION   A-A

b 5 3

c

5
c1

5

b1 5

SECTION   B-B

WITH  PLATING

BASE  METAL

Symbol
Dimension  in  mm

Min Nom Max

A

A1

A2

b1

b

c1

c

D

D1

E

E1

e

L

L1

R

R1

S

θ1

θ2

θ3

θ

1.20

0.05

0.95 1.00 1.05

0.17 0.22 0.27

0.09 0.20

0.50    BSC

0.45 0.60 0.75

0° 3.5° 7°

…

SEE DETAIL A-A

(4x)

(4x)

0.15

0.17 0.20 0.23

0.09 0.16

14.00    BSC

16.00    BSC

14.00    BSC

16.00    BSC

0.15    REF

0.08

0.08 0.20

0.20

0°

11° 12° 13°

11° 12° 13°

ccc 0.08
SPECIAL  CHARACTERISTICS  C  CLASS :  ccc

TO BE DETERMINED AT SEATING PLANE 

DIMENSION D1 AND E1 DO NOT INCLUDE MOLD PROTRUSION

D1 AND E1 ARE MAXIMUM PLASTIC BODY SIZE DIMENSION

INCLUDING MOLD MISMATCH.

DAMBAR CAN NOT BE LOCATED ON THE LOWER RADIUS OR 

THEFOOT.

EXACT SHAPE OF EACH CORNER IS OPTIONAL.

THESE DIMENSIONS APPLY TO THE FLAT SECTION OF THE LEAD

BETWEEN 0.10 mm AND 0.25 mm FROM THE LEAD TIP.

A1 IS DEFINED AS THE DISTANCE FROM THE SEATING PLANE

TO THE LOWEST POINT OF THE PACKAGE BODY.

CONTROLLING DIMENSION :  MILLIMETER.

REFERENCE DOCUMENT :  JEDEC MS–026 ,  BFB

C

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

9

DIMENSION b DOES NOT INCLUDE DAMBAR PROTRUSION

Figure 6-2 TQFP100 package 
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6.3.3 QFN68 Package Specifications 

 

Figure 6-3 QFN68 package 
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7 Developer Kits 

Hercules Microelectronics developer kits can achieve 2 designs for HME-M1: FPGA design and 

embedded software design. 

Hercules Microelectronics Fu Integrated Design Environment (IDE) supports all HME’S chips, can 

implement synthesis, mapper, placement, routing, bitgen and simulation etc. Support 3rd-party EDA tools: 

Leonardo Spectrum and Modelsim. 

AGDI is developed by Keil (Keil is a part of ARM), as a general purposed debugger interface to Keil-C 

IDE, with which designers can compile and debug 8051 firmware online. The HME-M1 device has 

on-chip debug (OCDS) capability. It helps the user debug 8051 program easily. For more information, 

please refer to “HME-M1 8051 Debugger User Manual”. 

Please purchase Keil-C software tool for the 8051 programming, compiling, debugging etc. For more 

information, please refer to http://www.keil.com/c51 . 

Currently, the HME-M1 device does not support other 3rd-party development environment. Please send 

your suggestions and requirement to us: support@hercules-micro.com . 

OCDS debugging interface of MSS share the same JTAG interface with FPGA. Downloading cable 

offered by Hercules Microelectronics and software can identify and operate OCDS or JTAG of FPGA 

automatically, but they cannot perform at the same time.  
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8 Ordering Information 

8.1 HME-M1 family device table 

Currently, there are 4 members in the HME-M1 device series. See Table 8-1 for details. 

Table 8-1 HME-M1 family device table 

Index Ordering number Packaging Description 

1 M1C01N0L144I7(AS2E5F1KL144I7) LQFP-144 LQFP-144 without internal flash  

2 M1C01N0L144C7(AS2E5F1KL144C7) LQFP-144 LQFP-144 without internal flash  

3 M1C01N3L144I7(AS2E5F1KAL144I7) LQFP-144 LQFP-144 with internal flash  

4 M1C01N3L144C7(AS2E5F1KAL144C7) LQFP-144 LQFP-144 with internal flash  

5 M1C01N0T100I7(AS2E5F1KT100I7) TQFP-100 TQFP-100 without internal flash 

6 M1C01N0T100C7(AS2E5F1KT100C7) TQFP-100 TQFP-100 without internal flash 

7 M1C01N3T100I7(AS2E5F1KAT100I7 TQFP-100 TQFP-100 with internal flash 

8 M1C01N3T100C7(AS2E5F1KT100C7) TQFP-100 TQFP-100 with internal flash 

9 M1C01N3Q68I7 QFN-68 QFN-68 with internal flash  

10 M1C01N3Q68C7 QFN-68 QFN-68 with internal flash  

8.2 Part number conventions 

All part numbers have the following conventions: 

Vendor 
Product 

Series 

Device 

Type 

LUT 

Density 

NVM 

Density 

Package 

Type 

Temperature 

Range 

Speed 

Grade 

CME- M1 C 01 N3 L144 C 7 

Figure 8-1 Part number conventions 

Product Series 

⚫ M1 HENGSHAN family 

Device Type 

⚫ C FPGA + SRAM + MCU 

LUT Density 

⚫ 01 1K LUTs 
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Configuration NVM(SPI-flash) Option 

⚫ N0      Without internal SPI-flash 

⚫ N3      With 4Mb internal SPI-flash 

Package Type 

⚫ T Thin Quad Flat Pack (TQFP) 

⚫ L Low profile quad flat package (LQFP) 

⚫ Q Quad Flat No-leadPackage (QFN) 

Temperature Range 

⚫ C Commercial (0℃ to 85℃) 

⚫ I Industrial (-40℃ to 100℃) 

Speed Grade 

⚫ # Speed (7 for speed 7, 6 for speed 6, …) 

Example: 

CME- M1 C 01 N3 L144 C 7
Vendor 

CME

Product Series

M1:HENGSHAN family

Device Type

C:FPGA + SRAM + MCU

LUT Density

01:1K LUTs

NVM Density

N0: Without SPI-flash
N3:With 4Mb SPI-flash

Package Type

T:TQFP 
L:LQFP
Q:QFN

Temperature Range

C:Commercial (0  to 85 )

I:Industrial (-40 to 100 )

Speed Grade

7: speed 7
6: speed 6
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9 Legends 

Abbreviation Full Name 

ALU  Arithmetic-Logic Unit  

AS Active Serial 

CCU Compare Capture Unit 

CMS Control Mux Switch 

CPU  Control Processor Unit  

DMS Down Mux Switch 

DPRAM Dual Port RAM 

EMB Embedded Memory Block 

IAP In Application Programming 

I2C  Inter-IC – a serial interface designed by Philips Semiconductors  

ISC In System Configuration 

ISP In System Programming 

ISR  Interrupt Service Routine unit  

LSB  Least Significant Bit  

MDU  Multiplication-Division Unit  

MOVC Move Program Memory 

MOVX Move External Memory 

MSB  Most Significant Bit  

MSS Microcontroller Subsystem 

OCDS  On-Chip Debug Support  

OCI  On-Chip Instrumentations  

PMU  Power Management Unit  

PS Passive Serial 

RTC  Real Time Clock  

SFR  Special Function Register  

SPI  Serial Peripheral Interface  

UMS Up Mux Switch 
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